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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

      The life story of Farouk Lavell Kamma offers a glimpse into the changing 

cultural attitudes about popular music, race relations, and black national consciousness in 

1950s and 1960s America.  His reflectively reconstructed musical life story serves as a 

window on the experiences of an African-American musician during a socially dynamic 

period in American history. Between 1960 and 1975, Lavell – as a “soul” performer - 

participated in the genre of black popular music that became the vernacular soundtrack 

for the Civil Rights Movement.  Musically, his career straddles the changes from doo 

wop to soul, and those changes in style are also reflective of social and cultural changes 

in black identity and consciousness.   But the importance of music in the black 

community is not a contemporary phenomenon.   

 Historically, music served as a conduit for social interaction and a vehicle for 

cultural expression, allowing African Americans to express the “double conscious” 

nature of their existence.  Reconsideration of music as a processual activity -  

homologous to ritual, is necessary to understand the importance of music in the black 

community.   In the century following emancipation, black communities encountered the 

forces of urbanization and secularization in their attempts to construct and maintain 

community.  Music became a means by which individuals and groups within the 

community could locate themselves experientially in a changing social and cultural 

landscape.  Urban blacks communities in particular allowed African Americans to find 

experiential accommodation in a variety of social and economic opportunities.  The black 

church and jook joints were two important social spaces in which African Americans 

found experiential accommodation.  Music was instrumental to African American 

expression and interaction in both the church and the jook joint.  Music itself also served 

as a social space in which African Americans could locate themselves existentially.  
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Lavell’s life story reveals the complexity of the black urban landscape and the 

foundational role of music both in his life and in the life of the black community.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

 

 On 14 July 1960, Shelley “The Playboy” Stewart, a popular 

African-American deejay from the black-oriented WEDR in Birmingham, 

was scheduled to spin discs for white fans at a club called Don’s Teen 

Town in Bessemer, Alabama.  Before he went on, the club’s manager, Ray 

Mahony, warned Stewart that 80 Ku Klux Klansman had surrounded the 

building, threatening to jump the deejay.  An Alabama state trooper 

complacently observed the Klansmen activity outside the club from his 

patrol car.  Mahony took the stage and announced to the white patrons that 

Stewart would not be appearing tonight because the Klansmen did not 

think Stewart, as a black man, was good enough to spin discs for them.  

The crowd of 800 white teenagers revolted.  From his patrol car, the state 

trooper observed in shock as the entire crowd burst from the building to 

battle their Klansmen elders.  Stewart was ushered into a 1959 Chevy and 

driven to safety, despite the state trooper’s pursuit and a road block set up 

half way between Bessemer and Birmingham.  Stewart later recalled that 

“Those 800 white kids burst out the doors and jumped on the Klan - 

fighting for me.” (Ward 1998: 129). 

 

 A month earlier, a 19 year-old Farouk Lavell Kamma was sitting 

on the front porch of his parent’s wood-frame shotgun house at 1644 West 

14th Street in Jacksonville, Florida.  Three musician friends, Robert Barry, 

Timothy Wildmon, and Enis “Sticky” Henderson, pulled up in a hulking 

1953 Buick.  Enis said the band had booked some gigs in Waycross, 

Georgia, and needed a lead singer.  At 19, Farouk was already well-known 

as a competent and compelling vocalist, having won first place several 

times since 1954 at the “Pepsi Teen Time” challenges, a nationally 

sponsored talent competition held locally at Jacksonville’s Strand Theater. 

“Sticky” said he had relatives in Waycross with whom they could stay 

while playing the gigs.  Without thinking, Farouk responded with “give 

me thirty minutes.” A half hour later the four musicians pulled onto the 

highway, heading north to Georgia, with all of their belongings, including 

instruments, in the trunk of the Buick.   Farouk would not speak to his 

parents for several months and would not see them for two years.  By that 

time he was no longer going by Farouk, but by his stage name, Lavell 

Kamma.  (Lavell Kamma, personal communication). 
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 These two anecdotes, while historically interesting, are more important for the 

insight they provide about a period of cultural expansion during the 1950s, unprecedented 

in its direction, trajectory, and impact.  The life story of Farouk Lavell Kamma offers a 

glimpse into the changing cultural attitudes about popular music, race relations, and black 

national consciousness in 1950s and 1960s America.  Equally important, his reflectively 

reconstructed musical life story is valuable as a subjective, culture-dependent text, relived 

and recreated in conversation.  His life story is intrinsically interesting as a window into 

the life of an African-American musician.  Equally important, however, is the insight it 

provides on the perception of self in relation to changing group perceptions of black 

identity and consciousness.  W. T. Lhamon provides an insightful segue to the 

positionality of Lavell’s life in the historical dialectic. 

 

The main current into the fifties was a relatively calm stream of canonical 

culture. [. . .] Yet the fifties were the years of the great expansion of mass 

and popular culture.  This expansion pumped the calm flow that had 

entered the decade to flood heights by mid-decade.  This cultural freshet 

whorled into sidestreams, splashed into turbulent eddies, diverged into 

puddles.  People previously excluded from cultural representation peered 

then into those diverted cultural reflectors and often enough found 

themselves imaged there, sometimes for the first time.  Other people found 

clarification of themselves quite different from their mainstream 

interpretations.  The sidestreams provided supportive, shifting, complex 

pictures of people’s lives (Lhamon 1990: 1) 

 

 

Historical and Cultural Background 

 

 

 In the 1950s, African-Americans, perhaps more than any other group, saw 

themselves reflected in the occasional calmed cultural waters where American national 

culture and consciousness was pooling; and as a whole, African-Americans were more 

deeply affected by the social and cultural changes of that period.  The impact of those 

changes was not immediate, but the changes did call into question fundamental attitudes 

and perceptions about African-Americans that would influence the subsequent course of 
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events in the American social, cultural and political landscape.   

 As the 1950s progressed, African-Americans became cognizant of the “infinite 

possibilities” that Ralph Ellison alluded to in The Invisible Man (1952), and greater 

numbers of African-Americans were inculcated with a growing sense of black optimism 

about the future.   Some were spurred into social and political activism, laying the 

foundation for the civil rights movement.  This groundswell of black optimism was 

hastened by the appearance of black popular music on the stage of American culture in 

the mid-1950s. 

 Black popular music burst into the foreground of American popular culture and 

music in 1955.  In that year, recordings by Little Richard, Chuck Berry, and Ray Charles, 

to name a few, mark the beginning of a musical and cultural influence that established the 

trajectory of American popular music. Although these were not the first black artists to 

have records on the white pop charts, these early crossover hits, according to Brian Ward, 

“signaled the start of a new era in American popular music in which young whites 

increasingly turned to black music and its derivatives for their entertainment.” (1998: 2).  

From this point on, record companies - who were almost exclusively white-owned - 

actively sought to promote black artists to a young, white audience.  Ron Eyerman and 

Andrew Jamison echo black music’s importance and influence, opining that the various 

genres of American popular music since the 1950s are “inconceivable without the energy, 

fire, and underlying meaning that comes from the black music tradition” (1998:77). 

 The popularity and acceptance of black popular music among white audiences 

was seen by African Americans as tacit recognition and validation of black humanity and 

culture itself.  This point cannot be overstated or underestimated.  The transformation of  

a localized, black vernacular music into an American popular music form for mass 

consumption represented a very public and highly visible “cultural reflector”  in which 

African-Americans collectively found themselves imaged, thereby providing an 

important source of identity and self-critique.  Lhamon writes that “ people never find out 

who they are, or their value, by looking into someone else’s mirror” (1990:2), and 

African-Americans, perhaps for the first time, began to forge a national identity through a 

mirror of their own making -  black popular music.   

 The notion that popular music could be influential in forging national identity is 
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worth examining more closely.  Migrations of blacks out of the South following both 

world wars created an increasing sense of cultural disparity between African-Americans 

in the South, who lived in both urban and rural communities, and those in the North, who 

lived in primarily urban areas.  Because of these migrations African Americans were 

challenged in their attempts to maintain communal bonds and collective identity across 

the chasms of distance and dislocation.  The mass distribution and consumption of a 

black popular music form in the 1950s was, according to Brian Ward, “a crucial factor in 

(re)creating some of the black unity, that incipient black nationhood, which the various 

migrations from the South in the first half of the century had strained and sometimes 

ruptured” (1998:7).   

 While often dismissed as a less “authentic” form of black expression than jazz or 

blues, black popular music, particularly the music of the late 1950s through the early 

1970s, is arguably more representative of the shifting contours of black perceptions of 

identity and consciousness (Ward 1998:5).  In What the Music Said: Black Popular music 

and Black Public Culture, Mark Anthony Neal writes that “the black popular music 

tradition has served as a primary vehicle for communally derived critiques of the African-

American experience, and [. . .] the quality and breadth of such critiques are wholly 

related to the quality of life within the black public sphere” (1999:xi).  Moreover, Ward 

cautions that “any attempt to use twentieth-century black popular music forms to probe 

black consciousness which fails to view them as simultaneously cultural commodities 

and creative forms of individual and communal expression is deeply suspect” (1998:11). 

 Therefore, as a window on changing perceptions of identity and consciousness in 

the African-American community, black popular music provides a particularly useful 

vantage point.  The early crossover success of artists like Little Richard and Chuck Berry 

in 1955 resulted in the active marketing of black music forms to a white audience.  

Recognizing some of the lyrical and musical double entendres present in many of the 

early crossover hits, black pop artists – often at the suggestion of record company 

executives - sought to mute the more organically African-American musical and lyrical 

elements (Ward 1998:3).  The result was the mainstream success of a “sweeter” sounding 

vocal music exemplified in the work of artists and groups including Sam Cooke, the 

Platters, and The Drifters.  However, these artists represent more than just a commercial 
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compromise to appease white musical and social tastes.  This period in American popular 

music reflects an early black optimism in that many in the African-American community 

believed that crossover success itself reflected attendant changes in white perceptions and 

attitudes of blacks in general (Ward 1998:12).  As Brian Ward writes, “the mass white 

preference for black pop between 1956 and 1963...reflected a mood of rising optimism 

about the possibility of black integration into a genuinely equalitarian, pluralistic 

America” (1998:3), and the shifting contours of preference for a “sweeter” style of black 

music therefore reflects and supports this early African-American optimism.   

 Unfortunately, the increasing commodification and mass consumption of black 

music during this period was marked simultaneously with continued, persistent racism 

and systemic discrimination against blacks.  White acceptance of black popular music, 

juxtaposed against white resistance to black social advancement resulted in 

disillusionment among blacks, eventually eroding their sense of optimism about racial 

amity in mainstream America (Neal 1999:29; Ward 1998: 3).  The music reflected this 

eroding optimism, and Mark Anthony Neal notes that “the black popular music tradition 

began to convey the urgency of the historical moment” (1999:61).  Soul music in 

particular was a manifestation of changing black identity and consciousness 

 By the mid-1960s Soul music incorporated the previously eschewed “blacker” 

elements, borrowing heavily from the gospel tradition (Eyerman & Jamison 1998; 

Guralnick 1986; Southern 1997; Ward 1999).  The incorporation of these elements into 

black popular music represents a shift from an optimistic outlook of racial amity to a 

more racially assertive call for social change (Neal 1999; Ward 1999).  Soul music 

became the secular anthem for an increased black cultural awareness during the Civil 

Rights Movement.  Soul music provided a feeling of communal participation, particularly 

among the majority of blacks who never took part in overt political actions, such as 

registrations drives, marches, or riots (Ward 1998:3).   Brian Ward states that “blacks 

increasingly consumed soul and funk as a self-conscious  assertion of racial pride, which 

was one of the most important legacies of the [Civil Rights] Movement, and a defining 

characteristic of the black power era” (1998:3).  Of the more general impact of the genre,  

Peter Guralnick writes that “soul remains the story of how a universal sound emerged 

from the black church, [. . .and] represents another chapter in the development of black 
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consciousness, similar to the Harlem Renaissance, but more widespread in its impact” 

(1986:18).  

 

 

Purpose and Relevance 

   

 

 Lavell Kamma’s musical life story spans the time period described above.  He 

began singing publicly in 1954 as a preteen and performed professionally from 1960 until 

1975.  His participation in an organically black musical tradition is intrinsically 

interesting, but it takes on more significance given the changes in mass musical (and 

cultural) consumption during this period.   

 From 1960 until 1975, Lavell made his living as a professional entertainer.  

During that time, he organized and led a musical group that toured regularly throughout 

the south as far as Texas on the “chitlin’ circuit.”
ii
  His group, Lavell Kamma and The 

Afro-Soul Revue toured on “package” tours
iii

 that included Wilson Pickett, “Little” 

Stevie Wonder, James Brown,  Mary Wells, and Otis Redding,  but their bread-and-butter 

came from the jooks and black music clubs connected by the chitlin’ circuit.    At various 

times, the band would swell in rank and size to 16 members, including musicians, 

dancers, other singers, and an emcees.  He was – according to him - one of the first to 

carry an integrated band, and for a time, the white female vocalist and recording artist 

Linda Lindell toured on the chitlin’ circuit with the band as part of his own “package 

show.”   Except for a brief period when Lavell worked as an arranger for Peacock studios 

in Houston, the band based themselves out of rented houses located strategically 

throughout the southeast.  From these houses the band traveled by bus along the circuit of 

clubs, sleeping and eating on the bus itself or in the homes of friends along the way.   

 Admittedly, Lavell Kamma is a musician first and foremost.  He makes it clear 

that, despite his professed love and devotion to his wife - they are very close and are very 

noticeably friends as well as mates, music and performing are his first true loves: “I 

couldn’t marry a woman who was jealous of my music.”  His wife Johnnie Mae, a church 

musician herself, acknowledges his feelings and is not overtly jealous of the fact.  His 
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bandmates are essentially members of his extended family, and he derives as much 

enjoyment from the social interaction with them as he does the musical  interaction.   

 For Lavell, music shaped his life from early childhood and provided a means to 

compensate for what he perceived as a lack of ability in other areas, particularly in sports 

and academics.  When asked about his decision to become a musician, he cites an 

anecdote from his middle school years: a teacher told his parents that, while he performed 

poorly  in most subjects, he seemed very gifted musically.  He has recounted this 

anecdote to me on many occasions, and he reflectively implies this to be a turning point 

in his life.  The majority of his childhood recollections from this point cohere around a 

core of musical experiences, and his recollections take on a decidedly teleological tone, 

as if all memories from that time forward are deterministic points on a continuum, urging 

toward expression in an emergent becoming.  While it is difficult to tell whether his 

decision to pursue music was intentional during childhood, that intentionality is beyond 

question reflectively.  He views this incident as a validation of his musical potential, and 

a validation which legitimized his pursuit of a musical life.  Although music is no longer 

his primary career, it remains the driving force in his life; and despite other interests, 

music remains an unwavering and undiminished constant and a source of self-identity.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 

 

REVIEW OF LIFE HISTORY LITERATURE 

 

 

 Despite the use of personal histories in anthropology since the 1920s, life history  

research has remained a problematic and controversial area of study within anthropology 

(Peacock and Holland 1993; Watson and Watson-Franke 1985). Criticism of life histories 

in anthropology has focused often on the lack of structured methodological and analytical 

guidelines in biographic research.  As Watson and Watson-Franke readily admit, “the life 

history did not benefit from any consistent point of view defining its objectives in the 

larger context of the social sciences,” and with “little agreement regarding a valid frame 

of reference for actually interpreting life history data,” the “objectives and methods have 

been almost as diverse as the personalities, interests, and motivations of the investigators 

themselves” (1985: 1).  The diversity of research objectives and methods in biographical 

studies resulted in relegating for life histories a marginal role in anthropology, in which 

personal accounts were interesting and informative but were not incorporated extensively 

into larger research  efforts - with the possible exception of the culture and personality 

products of the 1940s. 
iv
  

 The reason for this diversity of process and product in personal narratives is that 

the very nature of biographical research necessitates flexibility in approach.  Echoing this 

sentiment, Peacock and Holland write that “the complexity of approaches to self and 

narration of self may itself signal the complexity of the phenomenon and the likelihood 

that no monolithic position will suffice” (1993: 368).  Their more specific observation is 

worth quoting at length. 
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The complexity and variation in the approaches to life stories and self-

definition reflect a growing sense, especially during the last half-

century, that the individual self is fragmented rather than unitary and 

fixed; accordingly, one’s narration of self varies with the circumstance, 

with discourse form and context, so that one’s self is seen less as an 

anchor and source of narration than a product itself; self becomes 

discourse. (1993: 368) 

 

 

 The uneasiness with which many anthropologists regarded personal narratives 

was rooted in an absence of operational and methodological techniques that guide 

research in other fields of anthropology.  For contemporary anthropologists interested in 

biographic research, “method” and “analysis” - as operational concepts -  are seen as 

antithetical to the life history enterprise in anthropology.  In only the last quarter of a 

century has anthropology become comfortable with the methodological and analytical 

ambiguity inherent in life history research.  In fact, the strength of personal narrative as 

an anthropological genre lies in the recognition and acceptance of this ambiguity, freeing 

anthropologists from the bonds of operationalism and allowing them to “plumb the 

depths of subjective experience” (Dilthey 1976: 195).  
v
 

 

 

Life-Focused Approach to Life History 

 

 

 Peacock and Holland (1993) characterize the majority of anthropological life 

histories prior to the 1970s as “life-focused.”   This approach is in opposition to the  

“story-focused” approach  primarily associated with the psychological sciences.  The 

story-focused approach focuses primarily on the structure of the narrative, and what that 

structure reveals about an individual’s perspective of reality: the narration is reality.
vi
  

The social and/or cultural environment is not given import in the interpretation of the 

narration.  Freud’s early psychoanalytic analysis involved the use of story-focused life-

histories (1963).  Anthropological research that employs the story-focused approach is 

relatively recent (Peacock 1993) and remains interested in the structure of the narrative as 
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reality, apart from other ethnographic data. 

 The life-focused approach assumes the existence of a reality external to the story 

that the life history is presumed to mirror.  Peacock and Holland summarize it as “a 

concern with learning the ethnographic and historical or psychic events that are described 

or represented by life stories [. . .in which] a presumed reality external to the narration is 

paramount” (1993: 369).  While the narration is the reality in the story-focused approach, 

the life-focused approach emphasizes the narration as the reflection of an external reality, 

with the narration historically accorded varying degrees of factual or subjective status 

depending on the interpretive approach of the anthropologist.   

 Until the 1930s, the life histories produced by anthropologists adhered to the 

Boasian tradition of non-analytical/non-interpretive recording of ethnographic fact.  The 

vast majority of these early factual life histories were viewed as supplementary 

information designed to check the validity of other ethnographic data (Langness and 

Frank 1979: 18-21)  They were often published in ethnographic monographs, serving 

their supplementary purpose; or if published separately, the stated purpose was still to 

describe as objectively as possible facts about a target culture (Kroeber 1908).  Some life 

histories did attempt to deal more subjectively with informants (Parsons 1922; Wilson 

1924), but they still adhered to the non-analytical standard and, according to Watson and 

Watson-Franke,  “were viewed as picturesque supplements to dry ethnographic reports, 

rather than as whole and valuable texts in their own right” (1985: 5).   

 One attempt to utilize the life history more effectively was Paul Radin’s Crashing 

Thunder (1926).  Based on data from an earlier work (Radin 1913), this was a detailed 

life history, albeit non-analytical, that represents the first attempt to employ the life 

history as a primary source for understanding a culture.  In a 1920 essay, Radin stated his 

intent to obtain an “inside view” of culture (Radin 1920: 383).  While this appears 

redolent of the contemporary emic perspective, his goal remained similar to his 

contemporaries: to obtain objective facts about a particular culture to facilitate 

understanding of that culture.  For Radin, “inside view” meant to use the life history of an 

individual within the culture as a starting point for data collection, rather than starting 

with observations of cultural behavior.  While his goal was to understand the social group 

within the culture, he realized that society was composed of “specific, not generalized 
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men and women,” and therefore sought out a “representative middle-aged individual” 

(Crashing Thunder) to provide information on the social group (Radin 1920: 383).
vii

   

 While anthropologists eschewed any analytical approach to life history during this 

period, sociologists and psychologists noted the analytical potential of life histories in the 

formulation of behavioral laws.  One sociological publication that was influential in 

anthropological circles was Thomas and Znaniecki’s, The Polish Peasant in Europe and 

America, (1920).  This publication emphasized the use of personal documents, since 

Thomas and Znaniecki believed that life histories provided the “perfect type of 

sociological material” to reconstruct the social characteristics of a community (1927: 

1832-1833).  The life history text was supplemented with detailed footnotes on the 

cultural context, and the authors also included interpretations of the text based on their 

own theories of personality development.  The importance of The Polish Peasant, 

according to Watson and Watson-Franke, was in prompting anthropologists to start 

“collecting life histories with an eye toward their utility as elements in the creation of a 

social science more attuned to generalization and comparison (Watson and Watson-

Franke 1985: 6). 

 In the early 1930s, anthropology as a discipline developed more formalized 

methodological techniques and theoretical approaches (Langness and Frank 1979: 20-23). 

British anthropologists laid the foundation for what would become the functionalist 

school of British social anthropology.  American anthropologists sought to develop 

methods and theoretical perspectives based on an alliance of psychology and 

anthropology (Sapir 1932, 1934).  The culture and personality school of anthropology 

grew out of this research interest.  Life history research reflects this cross-discipline 

interest, particularly in the late 1930s.  Watson and Watson-Franke refer to this period as 

the beginnings of the  “psychocultural phase” of life history research (Watson and 

Watson-Franke 1985: 6), when the purely descriptive, ethnographic focus of previous 

research gave way to a consideration of the cultural forces operating on the level of the 

individual.  Later life histories during this period would find a more balanced 

consideration of the dynamic forces at work between culture and the individual 

 In 1935, John Dollard produced an insightful critique of life-history methodology.  

His work, Criteria for the Life History, drew attention to many of the methodological 
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problems that had arisen from previous research.  While Dollard maintained that life 

histories were best suited to describing cultural facts,  Langness and Frank (1981: 20-21), 

state that Dollard’s work resulted in genuine improvement in fieldwork methodology.  In 

addition, his critique drew much needed attention to the potential of biography studies 

(Watson and Watson-Franke 1985: 8).  He emphasized the impact of culture on 

personality development, but did not recognize a reciprocal influence.  In this way, he 

maintained a cultural bias that precluded consideration of the individual as a valuable 

focus of study (Langness and Frank 1981: 64).  Langness and Frank opine that the same 

cultural bias persisted until the early 1980s in much life history research (1981: 64). 

 Clyde Kluckhohn was interested in the nature or cultural transmission, 

particularly as that would take place between individuals.  He noted the inadequacy of the 

objective, factual tone of contemporary ethnographic accounts and personal documents, 

including life histories.  He suggested that data be collected and interpreted in such a was 

as to reflect “the affect dimension and bear upon the emotional structure of the 

transmission of culture” (Kluckhohn 1939: 98-99).  He believed life histories were 

crucial to understanding the method of cultural transmission. 

 Between 1939 and 1945, the Social Science Research Council sponsored the 

authorship of three critical appraisals of the actual and potential contribution of life 

histories (Blumer 1939; Allport 1942; Gottschalk, Kluckhohn, and Angell 1945).  The 

most constructive comments were presented by Allport, who called for a more rigid 

adherence to scientific standards of sampling to enable more productive comparative 

studies (1942).  Kluckhohn, in his contribution to the 1945 study, echoed Allport’s 

statements but expanded in greater deal on the specific problem areas in biographic study 

(Langness and Frank 1979: 22; Watson and Watson-Franke 1985: 7) 

 The most influential life histories during the early to mid-1940s are represented 

by the work of the anthropologists from the culture and personality school. Cora DuBois 

and Abram Kardiner, both known for their theoretical and methodological contributions 

to the culture and personality school, were the primary proponents of biographic study in 

that area.    Langness and Frank opine that DuBois’ The People of Alor (1944) and 

Kardiner’s The Psychological Frontiers of Society (1945), represent the high-water mark 

of life history research in the area of culture and personality (Langness and Frank 1981: 
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23).  Their importance lay in the linking of cultural institutions (such as childrearing 

practices and religious practices) to psychological variables.  Their research allowed for 

equitable treatment of cultural and psychological variables, thereby overcoming some of 

the earlier “cultural bias” of earlier life history research.
viii

   

 Another influential study from this period, albeit less encompassing in scope than 

those of  the culture and personality school, was Leo Simmons’ Sun Chief (1942).  Here, 

Simmons suggests an analytic scheme for life history interpretation.  Basing his analytic 

methods on the concept of personality in relation to culture, he analyzed an incident  in 

the life of Don Talayesva.  Crucial to his analysis was the idea that an individual makes 

“adjustments” in personality, based on biological, environmental, societal, and cultural 

constraints.  Watson and Watson-Franke state that Sun Chief was a significant work in 

life history research “both for its thorough analysis and because Simmons provided the 

immediate context of the document, including a description of the relationship between 

the narrator and the ethnographer” (1985: 8).
ix
 

 By the early 1950s, interest in culture and personality studies waned and the use 

of life histories to that end declined.  Life history research that was life-focused continued 

for the next two decades, particularly to accommodate expanding research problems not 

only within anthropology but also in those studies by culture-sensitive psychologists.  

Erik Erikson (1958, 1969), who popularized the psychohistorical technique, was arguably 

the most influential in this life history genre.  His technique involved reconstruction and 

analysis of historical persons, focusing particularly on the development of identity within 

the social and cultural context.
x
   

 In anthropology, expanded research interests included individual adjustment to 

culture conflict (Spradley 1969), role analysis (Hughes 1965), and individual identity 

conflict and adaptation within a social and cultural context (Aberle 1967).  Some of the 

most intriguing work, as much literary as anthropological, was by Oscar Lewis and 

includes Five Families (1959), Children of Sanchez (1961), and Pedro Martinez (1964).  

While the “culture of poverty” concept was an byproduct of Lewis’s research, Langness 

and Frank opine that he is perhaps equally important for “[raising] the life history 

approach to a distinctive and recognized literary genre” (1981: 24).  Despite the 

anthropological and literary merit of his efforts, Lewis’ performed no analysis except 
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when it intersected directly with the development of the culture of poverty concept 

(Langness and Frank 1981: 71).   

 Written in the late 1950s and early 1960s, Lewis’s work nears the beginning of 

the interpretive approach in life story research.  For contemporary anthropologists, his 

work is interesting and informative but dated in its approach.  Ruth Behar is correct in 

recognizing that Lewis “prefaced some of the most moving life history narratives ever 

collected,” but she is also accurate in her assessment of the dubious quality of his 

theoretical generalizations, like the “culture of poverty:”  “in the end, [the 

generalizations] said little about the multiperspectival texts they were meant to introduce 

– and even, I would say, did violence to them by showing so little regard for what his 

subjects actually had to say” (1995: 150) 

 Another significant work during this period was Sidney Mintz’s Worker in the 

Cane (1960).  His portrait of a lower-class sugar cane worker, Don Taso, demonstrates 

how changes in the larger social and cultural milieu affect self-identity.  Unlike Lewis, 

Mintz does do some analysis, primarily on the religious conversion of Don Taso.  

Langness and Frank state that Mintz’s analysis, while lacking some detail and 

completeness, “stands as a good example of the potential of the life history approach for 

relating the individual person to change in his or her culture” (1981: 70).  Like Lewis’s 

work, Mintz lets Don Taso speak for himself in the text, but unlike Lewis, Mintz remains 

keenly aware of what his subject has to say, and in the end, Mintz’s is the more 

humanistic of the two life stories. 

 To briefly summarize so far, the majority of life history research in anthropology 

was life-focused prior to 1970.  The assumption in most of these efforts is that the 

narration reflects an external reality, namely the social and cultural milieu, and that 

external reality is given life through narration.  Personal documents are a means to an end 

in revealing social facts in the cultural environment.  Up until the early 1930s, life history 

research sought only factual, descriptive narratives as part of the Boasian paradigm: “the 

narration is only one datum among others to reconstruct events [. . .] and check the 

validity of the narrated account against other data about the events narrated” (Peacock 

and Holland 1993: 369).   

 From the 1930s until the early 1970s, life history research continued to be life 
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focused.  However, anthropologists became increasingly interested in the role of the 

individual within culture, initially on the effects of culture on the individual and later on 

the dynamic interplay between an individual and his/her cultural environment.  At its 

extreme, specifically with anthropologists from  the culture and personality school, the 

life history was used (or misused) as a window on the psyche as revelatory of the cultural 

environment and ethos of a group.   

 What all of these biographic studies share, however, is the assumption that the 

external reality is intrinsically more important than the narrative.  This assumption is 

revealed both in cultural studies - the narrative reflects or reveals that reality - and in 

more psychologically-influenced studies - the culture acts on the individual.  This 

assumption is also revealed in the analytic and explanatory approach: collected data must  

conform to an external reality.  Like all good anthropology of the period, particularly in 

the 1950s and 1960s, explanatory models were based on scientific research designs and 

applied to the data collected.  While useful in organizing data, these explanatory models 

were recognized later as sources of potential error in analysis and explanation particularly 

in those studies that involved different cultural views and outlooks.  Watson and Watson-

Franke refer to this type of biographic research as etic-nomothetic, in which the reality 

external to the narrative is imposed implicitly or explicitly on the life history as a tool 

toward explaining the assumed reality or the reality as revealed (1985: 23-26).  Margaret 

Blackman suggests that the fundamental assumptions driving etic-nomothetic research 

made for a difficult fit with the inherent complexity of biographical research. 

 

 

Critical scrutiny of life history research has led to questioning many of 

the assumptions under which earlier life histories were written, such as: 

life story expressions naturally progress from past to present to future; 

every individual, regardless of culture, possesses a life story which will 

prove introspective and self-revealing when elicited; the life history 

interview is a sufficiently acceptable substitute for naturally situated 

life story telling; prose is not only the expected but the most 

appropriate mode for rendering an oral life story as text; and, the life 

history invariably bespeaks an external social reality (Blackman 

1991:56-57) 
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 As part of a general trend within the social sciences, particularly within 

anthropology, life history researchers in the 1970s began to stress the subjective nature of 

life history as a relative, culture-dependent construct.  Watson and Watson-Franke refer 

to this new approach, which has guided the vast majority of biographic research since the 

late 1970s, as emic-idiographic (1985: 26-29).  The assumption is that while there may in 

fact be an external reality, the life history process is a subjective phenomenon that is of 

intrinsic value: “the emic-idiographic approach...concerns itself with the specific and 

unique richness of a phenomenon, so that we understand the particular (the individual, 

the subjective) rather than the general” (Watson and Watson-Franke 1985: 26).  ). The 

advent of the new approach also marks the beginning of “life story” research as an end 

product alongside much “life history” research, which is best suited as supplemental data 

for other research goals (Peacock and Holland 1993).  

 

 

Interpretive Approaches to Life History 

 

 In 1973, David Mandelbaum published an analysis of the life of Mahatma 

Gandhi, in which he employed an interpretive scheme composed of three concepts: 

dimensions, turnings, and adaptations.  Langness and Frank opine that Mandelbaum’s 

was the “first really serious attempt to set forth a scheme for the analysis of life histories 

since Aberle [1951] and Leighton and Leighton [1949]” (1981:71).  In Mandelbaum’s 

scheme, dimensions represent the major forces in an individual’s life as grouped into 

cultural, biological, social, and psychosocial categories.  Turnings demarcate the major 

periods of change and transition in an individual’s life, which may be caused a single 

event or a series of cumulative events.  Adaptation represents the behavioral and 

attitudinal choices that an individual makes to adjust to new conditions, which thereby 

influence the direction of an individual’s subsequent behavior and action.   

 Mandelbaum meant for his scheme to be a flexible, rather loose-fitting framework 

for life history research and did not intend it as an organizational set of discreet 
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categories within which narrated events were neatly packaged (Watson and Watson-

Franke 1985: 11).   While Mandelbaum’s scheme is a useful heuristic device for 

biographical research, the importance of his scheme lies in the implicit recognition of the 

life history as a subjective, relative construct that is intrinsically valuable.  Mandelbaum’s 

efforts to bridge the etic/emic gap spawned a few life history efforts that used his 

organizational scheme. 

 Both Schwartz (1977) and Freeman (1979) produced life histories using 

Mandelbaum’s organizing principle.  Freeman’s story of an Indian of the lowest caste is 

noteworthy, however, because he discusses the influence of the ethnographic investigator 

and field situation in its affect on the form, content and meaning of the end product.  

Freeman is one of the first to reflectively consider his own life experiences as integral 

part of the life history enterprise: “failure to assess or at least recognize the observer’s or 

editor’s role leads to an image of a life history that is distorted and incomplete, since each 

editor, though not consciously is necessarily influenced by his own perspectives 

(Freeman 1979: 393). 

 Another significant influence on biographic research was an essay by Vincent 

Crapanzano, “The Life History in Anthropological Fieldwork” (1977).  This article 

challenges the legitimacy of cross-cultural life history endeavors, due to the different 

ideas of “self” in each culture.  He writes that for an ethnographic subject from a culture 

not that of the investigator, “the very question of life history itself may be an alien 

construct” (1977: 4).  Crapanzano’s concern with the lack of reflexivity and of the 

imposition of external theoretical constructs on the subjective experience was reiterated 

by other researchers, including Frank (1979), Mintz (1979), and Watson (1976). 

 Interpretive researchers were inspired by the field of phenomenology, in which 

the subjective experience is seen as a valuable aesthetic in its own right.  Methods 

grounded in phenomenology provided a ready-made epistemological approach since the 

phenomenological approach eschews the use of theoretical and methodological constructs 

alien to the individual life.  As Watson and Watson-Frank state, “this approach brings 

closer an understanding of subjective experience in a culturally defined experiential 

context” (1985: 13).  Phenomenology and its applicability in life history research will 

receive more attention in an upcoming chapter. 
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 Linked to the phenomenological approach in early life history research was the 

use of hermeneutic methods of achieve interpretive results.  Hermeneutics will addressed 

later along with phenomenology, but suffice to say that hermeneutic methodology serves 

as a bridging device between the individual life of the subject in a social and cultural 

context and the ethnographic investigator with his or her preunderstandings and pregiven 

assumptions about the world.  The “hermeneutic circle” establishes a dialectic between 

these two subjective positions in an effort to reconcile the differences.  The object being 

not to achieve an objective “truth,” but to see the life history endeavor as a 

collaboratively and subjectively constructed phenomenon.  Relevant here is the 

assumption in the hermeneutic approach that no two investigators would achieve the 

same end result, nor would they want to, since each investigator would elicit different 

responses in the subject, because of each researcher’s differing preunderstandings and 

assumptions. 

 Also implicit in this methodology, and usually explicitly stated in any life history 

is the need for reflexivity on the part of the investigator.  Myerhoff and Ruby write that 

being reflexive means that “the producer deliberately, intentionally reveals to an audience 

the underlying epistemological assumptions that caused the formulation of a set of 

questions in a particular way, the seeking of answers to those questions in a particular 

way, and finally the presentation of findings in a particular way” (1982: 6).  The majority 

of life history research since 1980 adopted a phenomenological perspective, and 

employed hermeneutic principles in the interpretation of narrated events.  Reflexivity is 

an essential element of this interpretive framework.   

 The direction for this approach was established by Crapanzano’s Tuhami: Portrait 

of a Moroccan (1980).  Important for its explicit statement of researcher assumptions and 

phenomenological and hermeneutic comportment, Crapanzono’s was the most efective of 

the first full-fledged efforts using the interpretive approach.  He carefully elucidates his 

own changing perspectives of himself and Tuhami during the life history process.  

Tuhami remains a highly instructive work for its explicit discussions of the application of 

the phenomenological mien and the hermeneutic approach in the recovery of meaning in 

a life narrative.
xi
 

 Since 1980, The vast majority of life history research has assumed an interpretive 
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approach, albeit with varying degrees of effectiveness and success.  The open-endedness 

of the new approach allows for a variety of angles from which to begin life history 

research, a fact that drew early criticism for its seeming lack of focus (Eckardt and 

Schwartz 1983).  What underlies the various angles of approach, however, is the 

framework established with Tuhami and the early proponents of the approach.  Although 

they were addressing reflexivity specifically, Myerhoff and Ruby, by implication, were 

addressing the phenomenological/hermeneutic approach in opining that it is “a logical 

extension of the scientific requirement that researchers be explicit about their methods” 

(1982: 17-18).
xii

   

 The interpretive approach is somewhat similar to the story-focused approach 

mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, in which the narration is the reality.  The 

difference is that the interpretive approach recognizes that the interlocuter, along with the 

narrator, plays a role in the creation of the life story text through his or her cultural 

preunderstandings and research interests.  In this sense, the narration is reality only in so 

far as that reality is collaboratively constructed and is therefore not the only possible 

reality.  The reality is dependent on the relationship of the interlocuter and narrator, each 

coming from different cultural backgrounds.  The formalist, story-focused approach does 

not consider the role of the interlocuter in the construction of reality and has been used 

primarily in psychoanalysis.  

 

 

 Life Stories in Process 

 

 

 Peacock and Holland (1993) call for a more “processual” approach to life stories 

in which “the telling of life stories , whether to others or self alone, is treated as an 

important, shaping event in social and psychological processes, yet the life stories 

themselves are considered to be developed in, and the outcomes of, the course of these 

and other life events” [emphasis original] (371).  Essentially, they call for a broader 

contextualization of the narration without sacrificing depth of analysis in life story 

research.  They implicitly accept the fundamental tenets of the Interpretive approach; 
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however, they suggest that the life story is best viewed as a text embedded within a larger 

social and cultural matrix that must be reconciled with the narration. Although they state 

that no truly processual work has been undertaken, they do cite examples of life story 

research that are processual in spirit.  They see Crapanzano’s Tuhami as but one way to 

emphasize the broadening role of the social and cultural milieu:  Both the interlocutor and 

the narrator are shaped by their respective social and cultural backgrounds.  Peacock and 

Holland  classify this as the “hermeneutic” emphasis (Peacock and Holland 1993: 372) of 

the processual approach.  

 Other emphases using this approach include the “psychocultural” and 

“psychosocial,” as well as the “cultural approach” (Peacock and Holland 1993: 371-373).  

The “psychocultural” and “psychosocial” emphases deal with psychological processes, 

especially self-formation, and the role of culture and society in the narrative contruction 

of self.  They cite Crapanzano’s biographical analysis of an hermaphrodite (1988) as an 

example of “psychocultural” emphasis, and White’s research on the effect of Japanese 

occupation on the Santa Isabel Islanders (1969) as an example of “psychosocial” 

emphasis using the processual approach.   

 I found the “cultural approach” particularly intriguing in my research.  According 

to Peacock and Holland, the “cultural approach” “also views the story as outcome, but 

focuses on more purely cultural or collective dynamics and on narrative as a gripping 

formulation of beliefs, values, and ideas basic to a cultural tradition.” (1993: 373).  They 

cite Victor Turner’s study of the life of Thomas Becket (1974), particularly his concept of 

a “root paradigm,” as an example of analysis using the “cultural approach.”
xiii

   

 The processual approach therefore calls for an increased role of the social and 

cultural environment in life story research.  While the cited examples come close to the 

spirit of this approach, Peacock and Holland suggest that biographic research must do a 

better job of bridging the gap between the individual and the contextual.  They believe 

that in accomplishing this goal, the processual life story “would adopt some of the 

holistic emphases of these - attention to broader psychological and sociocultural contexts 

- while zeroing in on the narrative text itself and the microsocial exchange and 

negotiation between narrator and interlocutor as emphasized in newer studies” (1993: 

374).  In conclusion, their specific goal is to “laud the turn to analysis of life stories as 
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pivotal in social and psychological processes but, at the same time, to call for a 

realization that life stories are involved in many social and psychological events at any 

one time” (1993: 377).  In this way, they hope to extend the life story beyond the purview 

of the individual to the larger social and cultural environment, which should provide a 

fuller sense of the role of the individual in that process.
xiv

   

 

*** 

 

 A brief summary is necessary for its relevance to material discussed in the next 

chapter.  Researchers in the fields of sociology and  psychology have used life histories 

(for the purposes of the conclusion I am using this term, but I will use the more accurate 

term “life story” for the remainder of the paper) effectively since the early part of the 

century.  The majority of these studies provided anthropologists with useful models with 

which to seek more anthropologically-oriented products.  Early efforts within 

anthropology were subsumed under larger ethnographic efforts to record cultural 

knowledge of Native American groups. Informed by sociological, and particularly 

psychoanalytic, life history models, anthropologists increasingly used life histories to 

explore national identity formation in a cultural context.  These culture and personality 

studies decreased in the 1950s, and subsequent life history research throughout the 1960s 

consisted primarily of non-analytic efforts to record narration as a window on the social 

and/or cultural environment of the narrator.  Watson and Watson-Franke characterize 

these efforts as “life-focused” because they either 1) “treat the life narrated as a window 

on the objective facts of historical and ethnographic events,” or 2) treat the life history 

“as an expression of projection of the subject’s psychological dispositions and dynamics” 

(1985: 369).   

 Impacted by larger trends within anthropology and the social sciences in the late 

1960s and early 1970s, life history research focused increasingly on the interactive nature 

of the life as narrated.  The life history was seen as subjectively dependent on the 

relationship between interlocutor and narrator.  In this way, the life history was viewed 

not simply as a window onto objective cultural data or onto the psychological state of the 

individual.   Instead, the life history was seen as a subjective text, collaboratively 
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constructed by the interlocutor and narrator, in which the meaning of the text was of 

primary concern, regardless of its factual content.  Research since this period can be 

broadly characterized as “interpretive” in approach, due to its emphasis on the discovery 

of meaning within the life history text.  Because this approach emphasizes the reflexive 

role of the narrator and interlocutor, the hermeneutic method was introduced to better 

understand the meaning of the narrative as text.   

 This interpretive trend in life history research continues; however, researchers 

since the mid-1980s have called for a refinement of the approach.  The majority of the 

criticisms among interpretive researchers is for a balancing of the subjective nature of the 

text, in which the sociocultural environment is given increased consideration.  Peacock 

and Holland opine that “it makes little theoretical sense to delimit the narration context to 

the point of excluding broader social and cultural dynamics surrounding the narration” 

(1993: 376).  In a similar vein, Watson and Watson-Franke call for a stricter adherence to 

hermeneutic principles,  which naturally emphasizes a balance of the dynamic 

relationship between the “parts” (narrative events of the life history) and the “whole” (the 

social and cultural environment) (1985: 44).  They summarize that “as we interpret we 

build upon our knowledge of the parts of the text to grasp the whole.  As the meaning of 

the whole emerges, we are better able to correct our interpretation of the significance of 

the parts” (Watson and Watson-Franke 1985: 44).  I hope to achieve this balance of parts 

to the whole in this life story endeavor. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

 

ORIENTING ASSUMPTIONS 

 

 

Reflexive means the producer deliberately, intentionally reveals to an 

audience the underlying epistemological assumptions that caused the 

formulation of a set of questions in a particular way, the seeking of 

answers to those questions in a particular way, and the presentation of the 

findings in a particular way. (Myerhoff and Ruby 1982: 6) 

 

 

What does it mean to do a life history?  I wrote this question down on an empty 

legal pad in the summer of 1999 hoping that it would lead me to answers, as well as other 

questions, about the life history process.  It did - but only partially.  While answers did 

not come quickly, other questions did bubble to the surface.  Do I tell his whole life?  

When and where do I begin?  When and where do I end?  Before band rehearsals, I 

would arrive early at Lavell’s house and record informal interviews with him, but these 

sessions were short and not very informative. The fault was entirely mine, however,  

because I would ask either obligatory personal information questions or questions 

designed to clear up issues of chronology that I was interested in, stemming from 

previously taped sessions.  These taped interviews contained very little information of an 

interpretive dimension
xv

 and certainly captured none of Lavell’s keen observations or 

trenchant discussions of issues important to him.   

My awareness of the need for a corrected focus came as result of reading several 

insightful and personally revealing life history narratives
xvi

 that captured the dimension of 

“felt life” that I sought.  I returned to my legal pad with no clear answers but with a 

tighter focus and better questions, which I believed would lead me to a theoretical and 

methodological approach.  How do I interpret and understand Lavell’s  experiences?   
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How do I reconcile my friendship with Lavell while writing about him?  How do I tease 

out the strands of my influence in the life history process so that I can get to the “real” 

Lavell Kamma?   

Looking back I realize the naiveté of my expectation for quick and easy answers 

to these questions, but I also see the necessity and importance of their asking: the 

questions directed my reading and served as guideposts through the intellectual 

wilderness of life story theory and methodology.  From these questions I was able to map 

out a portion of the intellectual terrain that not only would inform only my approach 

specific to Lavell’s life story, but also would provide me with an appropriate general 

epistemological foundation.   

 Before continuing much farther I want to express my interest in plain-speaking 

and in maintaining a tight-focus on Lavell.  The goal here is to make explicit my 

epistemological comportment and theoretical orientation toward the life story process, 

allowing the reader to see the extent to which is or her own comportment is congruent 

with mine.  In addition, making explicit my comportment and approach allows the reader 

to determine whether or not the academic reflections in the text are convincing and 

acceptable, regardless of epistemological congruency.  Paul Ricoeur writes that “a 

narrative conclusion can be neither deduced or predicted. [. . .]  So rather than being 

predictable, a conclusion must be acceptable; looking back from the conclusion towards 

the episodes which led up to it, we must be able to say that this end required those events 

and that chain of action” (Ricoeur 1981: 277)  D. Lavoie substantiates this approach in 

writing that “the whole purpose of the theoretical social sciences is to equip people with 

the capacity to better distinguish acceptable form unacceptable historical narratives” 

(1987: 594).  

To maintain focus on Lavell and to keep from getting too bogged down in 

conceptual abstractions, footnotes are used in providing additional information, when and 

where necessary.   I recognize the importance of reflexivity in the life story process and 

product, and I will address relevant issues that speak to the possible effects of researcher 

involvement.   However, I believe that too much in-text emphasis on the deconstruction 

of concepts or on the impact of the researcher can detract from “what is at stake” in a 

humanistic project like Lavell’s life story.
xvii
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In the spirit of plain-speaking, I want to make clear two terminological 

distinctions that have theoretical and methodological connotations.  The first is my use of 

the phrase “life story” instead of “life history.”
xviii

  “Life story” is preferred because it 

more accurately describes the dynamic, reflexive process of the entire event, from spoken 

word to written page.  “Life story” recognizes the “fictions of self-representation” (Behar 

1995: 149) at work in Lavell’s re-membering of his life, as well as my editorial 

involvement in the re-creation of his story.
xix

  While “life story,” both in the telling and 

the writing, connotes “an ordered past imposed by a present personality upon a 

disordered life,” (Titon 1980: 290) it does not denote the kind of birth-to-death record of 

veridical facts that Western biographical “history” prescribes.
xx

 

The second distinction concerns my use of the term “narrative,”  which refers not 

only to my use of narrative form in writing Lavell’s life story; but also to derivative uses 

of the term that, for me, were heuristically helpful in interpreting and representing  

Lavell’s life.   

The main body of the thesis is Lavell’s life story as extracted from our 

conversations during a trip to Maine.  I view our conversations as a single, lived 

“dialogue event,” instead of a series of data-gathering sessions that imply separate 

“ethnographic moments” removed from the experience.  This distinction had definite 

advantages for  viewing the telling of the life story itself as a lived experience.
xxi

  

Therefore, “conversational narrative” refers to the unedited text of our dialogue that was 

used to create the “narrative-as-text,” which is composed of conversational vignettes 

followed by personal and/or academic reflections.   

 

The best way to explain my theoretical and methodological orientation is to 

briefly recapitulate my approach to developing it.  I will return to my orientation later to 

elaborate more specifically on theoretical and methodological sources.  For purposes of 

intellectual “digestion,” I subsumed my initial questions into queries of either 

interpretation (including understanding and meaning) or representation (including form, 

forum, and content).
xxii

 After organizing my “laundry list” of questions, I continued to 

search for answers through my readings, all the while re-constructing better questions.  I 

also began “rehearsing” my developing method and theory using specific anecdotes from 
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Lavell’s experiences.   I kept a record of these mental exercises, and as I revised my 

theoretical and methodological insight, I refined my orientation by re-engaging Lavell’s 

experiential anecdotes.
xxiii

  Only later, through my continued readings, would I recognize 

the inherently hermeneutic nature of my approach: an approach I continued to use 

throughout the process and would intentionally employ in my re-engagement with the 

conversational narrative.  

During this “rehearsal” of my developing method and theory, I was unexpectedly 

aided in my search for design by an event that would subsequently allow me to answer 

most of my questions concerning the interpretation and representation of the narrative.  In 

April of 2000, Lavell and I made a 6-day round trip by automobile between Florida and 

Maine.  At that time, I had known Lavell for about 6 years.  I joined his band in late 

March, 1994, and with few exceptions, saw him and the other band members at least 3-4 

times a month.   I also spoke with Lavell by phone at least once a week.  Although I felt I 

knew him well, I realized right before the trip that most of our shared experiences 

together were musical.  Even our phone conversations were motivated by questions about 

a particular song that we were learning or an upcoming gig.  On most gigs, we were 

together six to eight hours at a time, including time spent setting up and performing.  

Conversations revolved around song lists or last minute changes to particular songs.  

Occasionally, I would spend the night at his house following a late night gig, but even 

then I would get to bed soon after the equipment was unloaded and unpacked so that I 

could get up early and get home to my family.   

Extended travel, even with family, can be difficult at times.  Annoying personal 

habits become amplified and topics of conversation quickly run their course.  I felt a 

slight uneasiness welling up in me about the trip, mostly about the potential empty spaces 

in our conversation.  Despite his easy going personality, Lavell, like me, occasionally 

adopts a quiet, introspective demeanor.  We are also are similar in that we both often 

prefer our own company to the company of others, and even then under the conditions of 

our own choosing.  I knew the car’s cramped confines would either force us into quiet 

submission or encourage us into extended verbal explorations.  I hoped for the latter but 

prepared for the former.  I tossed a mini-cassette recorder and a handful of tapes into the 
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glove compartment, as I knew the trip would provide ample opportunity for me to re-

interview Lavell.   

I had decided not to use the earlier taped sessions, except in the “rehearsal” of my 

method and theory, primarily because they were revelatory more of my interests than 

Lavell’s.  Also, in the time since the earlier taped interviews, I became aware of Geyla 

Frank’s cautions concerning the potential distorting effect of taping in ethnographic 

interviewing (1979).  Frank states that taping often produced an “interview event” that he 

defined as “a socially defined speech event with its own conventions for behavior.”  He 

also believes that taping can have an overly determinative effect on the direction and 

trajectory of the content:  “ The conventions of discourse frame the story as much as the 

story, presumed intact in the subject’s mind, governs what will be disclosed” (Frank 

1979: 86)   My taped interviews with Lavell in the practice room represented “interview 

speech” more than “conversational narrative as it naturally occurs” (Frank 1979: 87).  I 

therefore wanted to go into the next interviews aware of that difference.
xxiv

 Despite my 

reflexive intentions however (and fortunately so), Lavell, not I, would unintentionally 

determine the narrative’s form, forum, and content, as well as my re-engagement with it 

later as text.   

On the morning of our trip, I asked Lavell about doing another series of 

interviews during our journey.  He was ok with the idea, but he suggested that I “just turn 

it on and let it go…get the real deal.”  Lavell’s suggestion was fortuitous, because the 

“real deal” - our conversations on the road -  became the thematic ground into which all 

of my questions were sown, and from which my orientation was harvested.  Our trip was 

not without its occasional bumps, rough spots, and awkward detours, but our 

conversations, taken as a coarse and porous whole, represent a fabric bricolage
xxv

 of 

dialogue sewn together with the thread of our experience.  From this bricolage I was able 

to re-create the story of Lavell’s life. 

 

* 

 

Before developing the central theme any further, I need to digress slightly and 

make explicit two epistemological assumptions that were essential to the interpretation 
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and representation of our conversational journey.  I foreground these assumptions 

because they directly presuppose the development of my theoretical and methodological 

orientation to our conversational narrative in the creation of the narrative-as-text.
xxvi

   

The first assumption is that all human action is essentially meaningful., in that all 

human action is intentional, teleological or purposeful.  This assumption recognizes that 

consciously and unconsciously, as well as individually and collaboratively, Lavell and I 

played determinative roles in the form and content of the conversational narrative.  

Lavell’s telling of his life experiences undoubtedly was influenced by his knowledge of 

my interest, his perceptions of my interest, and his desire to “create” himself in a manner 

congenial to my interest, as well to his vision of himself.  The same can be said for my 

involvement in the conversational narrative, but my involvement extends beyond the 

conversational narrative to the creation of the narrative-as-text.  Therefore, Lavell’s life 

story is undoubtedly organized and written in a manner that conforms to my vision of 

him.
xxvii

   

The second assumption is that the understanding of meaningful action is a 

fundamentally intersubjective and dialogical process:  “while it is only individuals who 

do things, it is nevertheless also the case that human action is meaningful - and thus 

understandable - only in terms of  a shared public world” (Ricouer 1985: 216)  This 

assumption implicitly acknowledges the dialectic participation of history and tradition in 

creating a social environment in which “understanding” can occur.
xxviii

  For Lavell and I, 

this assumption provides the basis for our comportment with each other as well as our 

respective cultural traditions.  

Recognizing the inherently intersubjective, dialectic process in the creation of 

meaning, Dennis Tedlock and Bruce Mannheim are contemporary proponents of a view 

of culture as “dialogically emergent” (1995).
xxix

  This approach foregrounds conversation 

and dialogue as the generative elements of meaning within a culture.  In addition, this 

approach does not privilege the interpretive power of disciplinary discourse, but places it 

on equal footing with native “voices,” recognizing it as provisional, “right on its face” 

(Tedlock and Mannheim 1995: 3).  A dialogically emergent view of culture recognizes 

“culture” as a core of meaningful patterns of action in society that is continually 

constructed, reconstructed, negotiated, and renegotiated through dialogue and the 
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dialectic of intersubjective experience and expression.  This expressive and dynamic core 

of meaningful patterns of action can take on a direction and trajectory that differs from 

the “core” of other societies.
xxx

 Plotted out on an experiential plane of three dimensions, 

the varying distances that result from these different directions and trajectories become 

the basis for distinguishing “cultural” difference.  

Cultural difference is the fertile ground for anthropological inquiry.  But a focus 

on the core differences of culture leads to typifications that can “flatten out” individuals 

in the service of generalized concepts.  By retaining a focus on individual experience in 

its dialogic context, more subtle, complex elements of difference are highlighted.  This 

tightened focus provides a view of culture that emphasizes the “subjective mapping of 

experience, the working out of a culture and a social system that is often obscured in a 

typified account” (Behar 1995: 150).  A life story therefore illuminates the dailiness of 

these subtle elements, allowing cultural difference to be seen as a complex, reflective 

phenomenon, through which, in fleeting glimpses, we recognize pieces of ourselves in 

the experiences of others.  The tensions that arise in reconciling cultural rules with 

individual attitudes and behaviors are brought into sharp relief when we examine more 

closely the distinction “between a sense of the universal and the complexity of local and 

individual experience” (Abu-Lughod 1993: 25).  Lila Abu-Lughod emphasizes that “by 

insistently focusing on individuals and the particularities of their lives, we may be better 

able to perceive similarities in all our lives” (1993: 27).  

Focus on the individual, therefore, serves as a hedge against typifying or 

generalizing tendencies in ethnographic process and product.  Equally important, 

however, is that our contact with others can challenge our understanding in a way that 

draws us into conversation with both the person and the complex phenomenon of 

difference itself.  Michael Jackson refers to this verbal and cognitive conversation as an 

“intersubjective process of sharing experience, comparing notes, exchanging ideas and 

finding common ground (1996: 8).  “Experience is inter-experience,” he continues, and 

“such a dialectical view of experience evokes the metaphor of journeying…a passage into 

the world” (Jackson 1996: 26-28).   Hans-Georg Gadamer calls this shared experience of  

finding common ground a “genuine event,”  and  says that “what occurs in the case of 

historical or intercultural understanding is a fusion of horizons” 
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(horizontsverschmelzung) (1975: 306), the best example of  which is a “meaningful 

conversation,” a process of 

 

 

two people understanding each other - a  fusion of horizons.  Thus it is 

characteristic of every true conversation that each opens himself to the 

other person, truly accepts his point of view as worthy of consideration 

and gets inside the other to such an extent that he understands not a 

particular individual, but what he says. (Gadamer 1975: 347) 

 

 

* 

 

The meaningful conversation that Lavell and I had on our trip represents a shared 

experience of understanding  – a fusion of horizons – that allowed us to “find our feet” 

with each other. 
xxxi

  Our journey served as a “lived metaphor”
xxxii

 for our own “passage 

into the world.”  But the world referred to is not only the world “out there” that we 

traveled through on our trip to and from Maine; The more revealing passage was the 

journey into our respective “lifeworlds:” that world that each of us occupies and that 

contains our horizons of knowledge and experience; that “world” that is created from our 

interaction with our specific history and tradition and that colors our perceptions of 

experience.
xxxiii

 

I need to pull back a bit here and not get too clever in developing this metaphor.  I 

do not want to portray the trip as more than it was or something that it was not.  The trip 

was not an epiphany of discovery of self and other.  It was not a self-proving 

peregrination for either of us.  It was a meaningful conversation.  It was meaningful, not 

in the profoundness of the topics or the elegance of the intellectual debate, but in its 

sincerity.  Our conversation was sincere because, for the most part, we remained open to 

understanding one another, instead of retreating back into our preconceptions when jarred 

by difference of opinions or attitudes.  Our conversation also was sincere because no 

willful posturing or positioning took place during our trip (I do, however, recognize the 

potential, on both our parts, for covert, and often unconscious posturing, even between 

friends).  Ours was a meaningful conversation during which both of us tried to obtain a 
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vantage point within our own horizon that would allow us to see into the other’s horizon.   

We tried to understand each other without completely abandoning our own horizon in 

apologetic deference, or without “getting inside” the other’s head in an objectifying way.  

We were not always in agreement on certain issues, big or small: Should we stop and eat? 

Are black women really different from white women in their expectations of men in a 

relationship?  No, we did not always agree with each other, but as the miles wore on and 

we extended our literal horizon, we also began to extend our figurative horizons in an 

attempt to better understand each other. 

Understanding, in this light is seen not as a subjective accomplishment but as an 

ontological process, and I learned - what Gadamer already knew - that “a genuine 

conversation is never the one we wanted to conduct” (Gadamer 1975: 383).  The 

processual nature of understanding therefore involves self-transformation, lighting up our 

own assumptions as we challenge each other’s.
xxxiv

  Over roadways, bottles of wine, and 

burgers, Lavell and I questioned each others positions and viewpoints.  In doing so, many 

of our own unquestioned assumptions were brought into sharp relief, resulting in several 

reflexive turns on both our parts that undoubtedly affected the form and content of our 

conversations.  To quote Gadamer again. 

 

 

Just as in a conversation, when we have discovered the standpoint and 

horizon of the other person and his ideas become intelligible, without our 

necessarily having to agree with him; the person who thinks historically 

comes to understand the meaning of what has been handed down, without 

necessarily agreeing with it, or seeing himself in it. (1975: 270) 

 

 

In the weeks following our arrival back in Florida, I realized the significance of 

our conversations as a framework for the interpretation and representation of Lavell’s life 

story.  While transcribing the tapes I saw the overall coherence and contour of the event:  

a single dialogue composed of interrelated conversations, frozen audibly in time and 

space.   During the first few hours of our trip and aware of the tape recorders presence, 

we often fell into “interview speech,” engaging each other in an “ethno-dialogue:” an 

interaction in which the observer and the subject alter their comportment with one 
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another based on their reflective and reflexive awareness of the ethnographic situation 

(Rouch 1979: 8)
xxxv

   Eventually, however, the tape recorder moved to the periphery of 

our awareness, reminding us of its presence only with a “click” at the end of a side, when 

we would then “ethno-speak” for a short time after turning the tape.  We would  

gradually relax from our ethnographic awareness back into a “natural attitude,”
xxxvi

 

conversing spontaneously and without a specific goal in mind, only the topic immediately 

at hand.  We began to talk less but communicate more, and over the course of 6 days, the 

subtleties in our conversations revealed a natural unfolding of mutual understanding on 

some, but not all issues and topics covered. 

The transcriptions of our dialogue, the conversational narrative, was the primary 

written byproduct of our trip.  However, I did keep a notebook of field impressions: 

anecdotes or pieces of dialogue captured in memory that I entered in my journal during 

meal stops and before going to sleep.  These field impressions were useful during my re-

engagement with the conversational narrative, as they revealed my changed 

understandings and perceptions during the trip.
xxxvii

  I came to view the conversational 

narrative as a crude “field composition,” in which Lavell and I, rejecting the “closed 

form” and “inherited line” of ethnographic interviewing, put ourselves “in the open,” 

improvising our lines and syllables through our heads and hearts (Olson 1966: 16, 19).  

The result, however, was not a well-crafted Olson or Creely inspired poem, it was instead 

a vernacular, experiential free verse in which the form and content were nonetheless 

inextricably linked and codeterminitive.
xxxviii

 

I quickly realized that many stories from many perspectives could be generated 

from the conversational narrative.   I became acutely aware of the intentionality and 

potential distorting effects of my editorial and authorial involvement.
xxxix

  I could have 

chosen to emphasize the conceptual and linguistic features of our dialogue, specifically 

the shift from “high” style to street vernacular in Lavell’s speech, juxtaposing this with 

the nature of the information revealed in conversation (Burns 1995). I could have placed 

equal emphasis on both of us by casting us as characters in a conversational “drama,” 

with the trip divided into several “acts,” determined topically or chronologically (Isbell 

1995).  There were multiple options, and I mention these to emphasize the potential 

perspectives from which the dialogue could be seen and told.   But it was Lavell’s life in 
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music, re-lived through conversation, that needed to be told, and that is the direction 

taken.  Exploring other potentials for representation did help me, however, and I selected 

a few elements, ideas, and perspectives from some of these to include in the life story. 

I also became aware of the intentionality and potential distorting effects in my 

selection of themes in our  dialogue.  Geyla Frank understands this potential when he 

writes that “the theme may reflect an actuality, but it is still a selected strand, a construct, 

a partial image” (1979: 82).  To determine the theme of the story, I  decided instead to 

return to the source for help.  I asked Lavell.  I gave him a copy of the conversational 

narrative, asking him to read through it, and then let me know what aspect of his story he 

thought was most important to tell, based on our conversations.  I also asked him to 

separate out personal information, anecdotes and thoughts he did not mind revealing, 

from private information, anecdotes and thoughts he did not want revealed.
xl
   

A little over a month later, while taking a break from a late-night gig, he told me 

he had finished reading the narrative:  “The music, man…I keep tellin’ you it’s all about 

the music.”  I had my answer, and I was somewhat relieved to hear it.  My impression 

from re-reading the conversational narrative was that music was the central protagonist in 

Lavell’s story.  In addition, in the time that I knew him, I witnessed how Lavell 

constantly dramatized music as a protagonist: the arrangement of both his work and 

personal schedule around gigs; the late-night phone calls to talk about songs or to listen 

to a guitar riff over the phone.  But his explicit statement of it as a central theme from our 

dialogue was reassuring.  I was concerned that my reading was skewed more to my 

perception of music’s central role in his life than his. Therefore, Lavell’s story is of a life 

in music, but it is not just music that will to be discussed.  As an intersubjective and 

expressive form, music is bound to other social and cultural processes, involving people 

and events inside and outside the musical relationships.  These events  and individuals all 

factor into Lavell’s participation and expression in music.
xli

 

Now that I had a focus for the re-creation of the story, I re-engaged the 

conversational narrative using an assumption that has been implied but requires explicit 

statement.  My primary methodological assumption for interpretation and representation 

is that the conversational narrative, from which Lavell’s story is re-created, is a “text” of 

meaningful human action.  Paul Ricoeur writes that “in the same way that a text is 
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detached from its author, an action is detached from its agent and develops consequences 

of its own” (1981: 206).  This statement opens up the conversational narrative to 

“textual” interpretive inquiry.  At the same time it implicitly recognizes that any 

interpretation is unique to a specific interpreter’s interests, thereby relativizing the 

privilege of disciplinary discourse.  By treating it as text, meaningful human action, ipso 

facto, becomes an object of inquiry. This assumption also implicitly reveals my 

phenomenological and hermeneutical comportment with the narrative.   

Phenomenology and hermeneutics are congenial for interpreting human action 

precisely because they seek understanding rather than explanation.
xlii

  The primary focus 

of both disciplines is in describing and understanding the intersubjective process and 

context from which meaning emerges out of human action (Moran 2000: 248).  When 

filtered through the sieve of anthropological praxis, a phenomenological and hermeneutic 

approach foregrounds experience in its “lived immediacy,” pushing intellectual reflection 

of that experience to the shadows, and denying privilege to disciplinary discourse over  

“native” voices.  

 With some reluctance I also adopted an “existential-humanistic position” in 

interpreting and representing Lavell’s life story (Watson 1989: 311).  This position, 

according to Lawrence Watson, views the individual “as a free agent who is able to 

choose projects and who, by doing so, determines a specific life pattern, different from 

that of other individuals” (1989: 311).   I adopted this position reluctantly because I 

recognize that the concept of individuality is problematic for interpretation.
xliii

  I do feel 

the position is useful heuristically, however, and that the potential problems for 

interpretation stem from a failure to recognize that the existential concepts provide a 

conditional understanding, rather than a prescriptive explanation of individual 

experience.  Reifying the existential concepts as determinants of meaningful human 

action can lead to what Ruth Behar refers to as the “violence of representation” that 

“speaks past, rather than to, the native narrative” (1995: 130-131).    

Regarding the humanistic aspect of the position, I do recognize the accretion of 

Western, epistemological connotations to the term “humanism;” however, because a 

humanistic approach sees the individual as inherently valuable, I believe the benefits for 

representation far out weigh the potential cost for misrepresentation.
xliv

  In addition, my 
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approach is closer to that of Lila Abu-Lughod, who employs a “tactical humanism” 

which illuminates “the lives people see themselves as living that does not reduce the 

meaning of those lives to some Eurocentric notion of humanism” (Jackson 1996: 7; Abu-

Lughod 1993: 25-33).  I therefore used the concepts within the existential-humanistic 

position to inform my understanding of Lavell, rather than allowing them to dictate his 

life to me. 

As I said before, the story that I wanted to tell was Lavell’s life in music, which 

necessarily includes people and events outside the musical relationships and experiences.  

The basis for the story was extracted from the conversational narrative.  The benefit of 

using our conversations during the trip as the primary source of “data” is worth noting.  

Our conversations represent a single, coherent, brief interaction.  The conversation 

“event” has a beginning and an ending that allows for a “bracketing off” of our 

experience for interpretation.   While a series of interview sessions do have a beginning, 

they conceivably could never be completed.  In addition, a series of interviews forces the 

researcher to summarize the events of several years, possibly decades.  Geyla Frank 

writes that qualitatively better results may be obtained if we “analyze in depth a more 

brief interaction, where in more conventional life histories a decade might be glossed” 

(1979: 83).  While information from outside the interview will be injected into the story, 

the impetus for including this information is based on “questions” posed by experiences 

and events revealed through the conversational narrative. 

I say “questions posed by the narrative itself,” because to extract the information 

for the story, I re-engaged the conversational narrative in a ‘conversation.’
xlv

 I posed 

questions of the conversational narrative, that instead of providing answers, returned with 

“questions” of its own.  For example, when I “questioned” the conversational narrative 

about the experience of playing in “chitlin circuit jooks,” Lavell’s responses in the 

narrative implied a social and cultural importance attached to jook joints that I had never 

considered.  Lavell’s responses generated questions that I used to guide my personal and 

academic reflection:  What was the social significance of ‘jooks’ in the black 

community?  In what ways did jook joints serve as experiential fields for cultural 

expression?  Answers provided by these questions were then fed back into the narrative 

to more fully illuminate Lavell’s telling of the experience.  On more than one occasion, 
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however, no clear answers arose from the questions posed by the narrative.  Or more 

significantly, some answers brought in from outside the narrative were contradictory to 

answers implied in Lavell’s statements.  In these cases, I did not attempt to resolve 

conflicting accounts to achieve perfect congruence or discursive conclusion.  This would 

have represented an unwarranted privileging of interpretation on my part.  I left the 

contradictions in place to remind the reader (and myself) of the indeterminancy of truth, 

particularly in the juxtaposition individual experience and social and cultural “rules.”    

Leaving the contradictions intact and in place emphasizes what Sidney Mintz calls the 

“illusive, many-sidedness of truth,” and actually makes for a more interesting and 

informative life story (1979: 19).
xlvi

 

  While “conversing” with the text, I kept glancing at two suggestions by Ruth 

Behar.  I wrote these on two separate 3x5 note cards and kept them pinned to the bulletin 

board near my desk, just under the large 8x5 note card that read, in big, bold letters, 

LAVELL.  These two suggestions helped to keep Lavell’s story in tight focus, while also 

reminding me of the larger context in which Lavell’s life was embedded.  The two 

suggestions bear repeating in there entirety. 

 

 

There are two directions in which I think it would be promising to take the 

genre of life history.  First, fixing on the “life” part of the question, toward 

an elaboration of the concept of the actor as engaged in the meaningful 

creation of a life world.  Second, looking at the “history” part of the 

equation, toward an elaboration of the relationship between history and its 

textual representation, looking at history as story.  (Behar 1995:  149)  

 

 

In the interest of treating “history as story,” the narrative format is the most 

congenial for writing Lavell’s life story.  In using the narrative format, I do not imply that 

I creatively constructed plots or fabricated people, places, or events.  My goal was to 

present the story in a manner that was easy to digest.  The narrative format also lends 

itself to writing a life story because it implicitly recognizes the creative agency at work in 

Lavell’s telling of the story, as well as the authorial license in my efforts to make the 

story flow smoothly.  I invoke Bruce Chatwin here as I took a similar tack in creating the 
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narrative-as-text: “I have made changes: some to avoid repetition, some to avoid bad 

prose…the word ‘story’ is intended to alert the reader to the fact that, however closely the 

narrative may fit the facts, the fictional process has been at work” (1989: vii).   

In closing this section on orienting concepts, I want to state two methodological 

and epistemological premises concerning the nature and characteristics of music as an 

expressive form.  Both will be repeated in a later section, but their repetition helps to 

underscore their importance.  I borrow these directly from Christopher Small, who states 

that “while they are simple, they are also profound in their implications, not only in our 

approach to the art of music, but for our very lives themselves” (1987: 49).  The first 

premise is that “music is not primarily a thing or a collection of things, but an activity in 

which we engage” (1987: 50).  Small revives the verb “musicking” to narrow the gap 

between performance and participation in a musical performance.  In reviving the verb 

form, Small’s intention is to emphasize that any participation in a musical performance - 

listening, dancing, performing – captures the spirit of “musicking.”  

The second premise is that “since musicking always takes place in a social 

context, its meaning has a social as well as an individual dimension” (1987: 55-56).  This 

premise recognizes the communicative characteristics of music, as well as the dialectic 

between performers and listeners in the negotiation and re-negotiation of meaning.  Both 

premises are crucial to understanding the role of music in the African-American 

community, and both will be further explored in the text of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

 

“MUSIC IS MY VESSEL” 

 

 

Preface 

 

 

“I’m going to express more and record less.” 

   Jack Kerouac 

 

 

 Lavell’s story is written as a hermeneutic narrative: conversational vignettes in 

narrative form that I re-engage hermeneutically through academic and personal reflection 

to better understand Lavell’s story.  My re-engagements – journal entries, personal 

anecdotes, and academic reflection – are also part of the hermeneutic narrative as they 

reflect the processual nature of my search for an understanding of Lavell’s story.  

 I realize that injecting myself into the thesis is risky and fraught with interpretive 

pitfalls.
xlvii

  But I believe that, in this case, my “voice” is integral to hearing Lavell’s 

story.  Even though the subject of the thesis  – what it is “about” – is squarely on Lavell, 

the recovery of meaning in his story is presented through the lens of my interest and 

understanding.  Ironically, not allowing my voice to speak through these re-engagements 

could give the appearance that I am promoting myself as the authority on Lavell’s story; 

something I am not nor could ever be.   Therefore, by allowing the reader to hear my 

voice – personal anecdotes and academic/personal reflection - in conversation with the 

vignettes, the intentionality of my emphasis as well as the fallibility of some of my 

assumptions and perceptions is heard.  If, as Paul Ricoeur writes, “to understand a text is 
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at the same time to light up our own situation,” then the process of my enlightenment is 

integral to the recovery of meaning in parts of  Lavell’s story (1981: 132).  By including 

my voice in the dialogue – in the primary source as well as the secondary reflections – I 

sought to achieve what Barbara Tedlock refers to as a “shared intersubjectivity;”  “Since 

we can only enter into another person’s world through communication, we depend upon 

ethnographic dialogue to create a world of shared intersubjectivity and to reach an 

understanding of the differences between two worlds” (1991: 70)  Let me add, as should 

be clear from the previous section, that the emphasis is on understanding and the 

recovery of meaning, rather than explanation of Lavell or his experiences, which would 

be too circumscriptive and prescriptive.   

 In describing this as a hermeneutic narrative, I am not trying to simply be clever 

and  “create” an ethnographic approach, one that essentially ascribes a different label to 

an already existing approach to experiential phenomenon – same old wine in a different 

bottle.  Instead, the label reflects a specific comportment to the material and medium out 

of which the thesis was generated: conversational dialogue.  Clifford Geertz wrote that 

anthropology is a tale “twice told,” once in the field and later in the writing (1973).   I 

believe now that the complexity of the process is even greater, and I see more clearly 

what James Clifford meant when he said that all ethnographies reveal only a “partial 

truth” (1983).   

 As stated, the inspiration, content, and structure of the thesis is based on the 

model of conversation:  conversations between Lavell and me on our trip to Maine; 

conversations between me and the events of the journey recorded in my trip journal; 

conversations between me and the transcribed dialogue of the trip; conversations between 

the transcribed dialogues and my expanded awareness through research; conversations 

between Lavell and me about the thesis in the years after our trip; conversations between 

me and the written narrative of our journey.  All of these conversations inherently reveal 

only “partial truths” in Lavell’s story.  But, if seen as parts of an experiential whole, the 

sum of these conversations yield a clearer picture of Lavell’s embeddedness in time, 

space, and place.
xlviii

  The one level of dialogue I left out is the conversation between the 

reader and the text, and the reader undoubtedly will see another kind of “partial truth,” 
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which exemplifies, again to invoke Sidney Mintz,  the “illusive, many-sidedness of truth” 

(1979: 19) 

 Another level of interpretation which is not evident from the written product is 

Lavell’s input throughout the entire thesis process.  Margaret Blackman’s 

recommendations for a “shared anthropology” were instrumental in guiding me through 

this process (1991: 58).
xlix

 The integrity of our dialogue and my reflections were never 

compromised in this process.  Lavell stated to me on several occasions that he did not 

want a whitewash of events or experiences, portraying him in only a favorable light: 

“Life isn’t like that,” he would say, “you gotta take the bitter with the sweet.”  Lavell did 

not agree with some of my assessments, and I noted these when and where necessary, 

making them part of the “conversation.”  Toward the end of the project, his input 

involved separating out the personal from the private – anecdotes and statements he did 

not want to escape the dialogue of our trip.  He impressed with me his thoughtfulness 

during this process, aware that some of my interpretations referenced these anecdotes and 

statements.  I think Lavell and I are most proud of this reflective meta-dialogue – our 

interaction about the text that, ironically, never really makes it into the text – except here.  

 Even though there are only two voices in these multi-layered conversations, I saw 

early on that effective organization of the voices was important to avoiding confusion. 

The overall organization of each numbered section is a conversational vignette followed 

by an academic reflection.  Occasionally, the academic reflection is preceded by a 

personal anecdote.  All of my personal anecdotes appear after our dialogue, and they all 

took place some time after the trip itself.  They are relevant for the further dramatization 

of Lavell, the follow-up information they provide, or both.  They are written in first-

person limited omniscient narration.   

 On a few occasions, I provide a personal reflection within the dialogue itself.  

These are thoughts I had during the trip and were recorded while Lavell slept.  I actually 

recorded many personal reflections and ideas, all of which made it into my trip journal, 

but only a few of which found their way into the thesis.  These reflections were not 

necessarily given voice in the dialogues in which they appear.  Instead, they fit with the 

academic reflections that follow and therefore were chosen for their relevance to the 

dialogue and reflections.   
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 The conversational vignettes lie at the very dialogic core of the thesis.  They are 

written in past tense using limited omniscient narration.  The dialogues in these vignettes 

received some minor editing to make them flow more easily, but their content and their 

sequential unfolding are left intact.  The dialogues on which the thesis is based all took 

place on the non-stop trip to Maine – about 26 hours.  The return trip – where the depths 

of more personal experiences are plumbed – is not covered.  I wanted to write about the 

entire trip, but here I took Geyla Frank’s advice, who suggested that by “focusing more 

on a single point and by eliciting information from a shorter period, more qualitatively 

useful information may be retrieved” (1979: 83).  For that reason, Lavell’s story is not 

complete in a “birth-to-death” sense, but instead provides more detailed treatment in the 

context of each vignette.  Also, each vignette receives discursive closure before the 

personal anecdote or academic reflection. Obviously, this is not the way conversations 

unfold in real time, but for narrative purposes, it was necessary to provide transition to 

the personal and academic reflections.   

 The context of each vignette received some fictionalized treatment, only because I 

could not remember all the details surrounding each conversation.  Context was created 

through memory and through recorded comments, most of which were the extraneous 

statements that were edited out, particularly those comments about weather, other people, 

and experiences on the road.  The context of statements comes pretty close, and I was 

surprised with the way my memory filled in the necessary blanks through the connections 

made between comments and the extraneous noises on tape – the rain, the sound of the 

heater fan up, the trucks going by, etc.   For example, twice during the trip, road signs 

triggered a memory or thought to which Lavell subsequently gave voice.  I know this 

because in both cases, Lavell either read the sign out loud or made mention of it before 

saying it reminded him of a specific memory.  Ironically, the parts of conversation edited 

out were the most helpful in recreating the context but were not the most relevant for 

reflection.   

 The academic reflections appear at the end of each numbered section, and they 

vary in length.  Written in third person, they are paired with a particular dialogue because 

of their relevance to questions generated in me by Lavell’s retelling of experiences.  In 

each dialogue, Lavell recounts multiple experiences that could merit academic reflection.  
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Unfortunately, I could only pick one or two on which to reflect.  Necessarily, the first 

couple of academic reflections are longer and more broad in scope.  This is intentional as 

they provide a foundation for later dialogues and reflections – both personal and 

academic.  Remember though, these academic reflections are provided neither to explain 

Lavell’s experiences nor to serve as an objective benchmark against which Lavell’s story 

is verified or afforded credibility.  I cannot emphasize this enough.  They are written in 

third person only because this helps separate the voices seen in text; it is not meant to 

privilege my “academic” voice over others.  Each element of a section, just like the 

relationship between sections, is analogous to voices in a conversation.  Each of the 

voices speak from a different knowledge and experiential base.  In conversation, the 

perspective each voice may privilege is tempered by the perspective of the other voices.   

 Lavell’s voice also appears in the academic reflections in italicized font.  A 

paragraph or two in length, his comments were all recorded during the trip, albeit at 

various times. Reading back over the transcripts of our conversations - with an objectivity 

that was occasionally uncomfortable - I revisited thoughts, comments, and opinions in a 

way that was not possible during the trip.  Comments made hours, days, and miles apart 

were brought together to achieve a relevance not possible in the natural flow of 

conversation.   I plucked Lavell’s comments from various points in our trip and brought 

them into conversation with the academic reflection.  They were recorded whole for the 

most part.  His comments reinforce,  exemplify, or contradict a point in my academic 

reflection.  At other times, when I feel I am becoming too abstract, Lavell’s voice helps 

keep the reflection grounded in the experiential horizon: “keep it real,” as Lavell often 

says. 

 The very nature of the narrative flow precludes plucking out each experiential 

gem and exploring its prismatic qualities, and the academic reflections are necessarily too 

broad to accommodate this kind of close inspection in all cases.  However, some of what 

Lavell reveals or discusses early in our trip does have particular relevance with an 

academic reflection later in the trip.  I have tried, where possible, to make these 

connections; but I am guided by my interests and biases and may not make connections 

that others would make, or would want to make.  Vladimir’s Nabokov’s axiom that “one 

cannot read a book: one can only reread it,” is never more true than here (1980: 92).  
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There are so many connections that I missed or did not make, and they are undoubtedly 

worth exploring.   

 In writing the academic reflections I used various concepts and terms and relied 

on assumptions that I borrowed from other researchers.  I need to give credit where credit 

is due and give explanations and definitions of my own thoughts and heuristic 

frameworks where appropriate.  First, the racial black/white classification is obviously a 

potentially damaging and anachronistic perspective from which to view the American 

ethnic and cultural landscape.  However, I do refer to the “black” community and “black” 

music throughout the thesis.  Brian Ward helped me out here.  One of his assumptions in 

Just My Soul Responding deals with this racial dichotomy, and his justification 

influences mine:  “despite its shortcomings, however, the idea of a black-white musical 

spectrum remains a useful conceptual framework simply because both black and white 

audiences have cognitively accepted its existence” (1999: 6).  Because of the segregated 

nature of African American life in the century after emancipation, I adapted the same 

assumption in making reference to a separate “black” community.     

 Related to this cognitive acceptance of a classification is the use of genre labels 

and categories in referencing popular music.  This perspective has special importance not 

only for viewing Lavell as African American musician, but also for understanding 

African American music as a vehicle for cultural expression and a conduit for social 

interaction.  Keeping the following in mind while reading through the conversations is 

integral to the dialogue of understanding that unfolds in the text, and so I need to provide 

sufficient detail. 

 In the thesis, I  minimize the use of musical genre and style categories – blues, 

jazz, rhythm and blues, soul, gospel – in my exploration of black music.  The problem 

with musical categories is that labels like “blues,” “jazz,” “soul,” and “gospel” – just like 

“popular” and “folk” – have become reified and therefore depend too much on specific 

and appropriate definitions that are narrow at best and confining at the very least.  All too 

often, these categories, particularly as they relate to black music, have only served to 

create and perpetuate unwarranted stereotypes that are then fed back into idealizations of 

authenticity, which then form the basis for further critique and fetishization of musical 

product and artists.  As it relates to African American music, this meta-reification has 
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lead over time to a profound misunderstanding of both African Americans and their 

music.   

 In the previous chapter, I mentioned my emphasis on a processual approach to 

music, specifically referencing Christopher Small’s use of the verb form musicking to 

evoke the processual nature of the activity (1987).  In this light, the genre and style 

categories connote a static “music-as-product” approach that runs counter to the 

processual approach emphasizing the social and cultural dialectic implicated in 

musicking.  While I do not deny that the “music-as-product” perspective is an inherent 

feature of our cultural landscape and worthy of consideration in cultural study, musicking 

was a social and cultural reality long before the fetishization and commodification of its 

byproduct.   

 However, I want to make clear that emphasizing a “music-as-activity” approach 

over a “music-as-product” approach does not mean that I deny or devalue the 

significance of the commercial byproduct of  black musicking.  The commercial success 

of black music does not necessarily imply that the music and the artists are somehow less 

“authentic” as many music purists and afrocentrists would believe. On the contrary, the 

commercial popularity and success of black music, particularly in the decade following 

1955, was a critical element in the forging of a national African American cultural 

identity and consciousness, fractured by distance and dislocation in the century following 

emancipation.  The commercial movement of black musicking from the regional stage to 

the national arena was therefore one of the most important shifts in the dialectical 

trajectory of black musicking  (Ward 1999; Lhamon 1990) 

 In Lavell’s case, pigeonholing him as a “soul” artist artificially lops off various 

branches of musical expression from the experiential trunk of inspiration that gave rise to 

those expressions.  Even the seemingly innocuous label “musician” shears off tendrils of 

musical influence from a vine of extra-musical inspiration in a way that I doubt Lavell 

would agree with.   

 An example by anecdote more clearly illustrates my point.  In organizing the 

narrative, I established a distinction between Lavell’s musical “life” and his musical 

“career.”
l
 My intention was to distinguish the latter from the former, which I saw as 

beginning and continuing long before and long after the career itself.  While the narrative 
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was in production, I would give Lavell completed portions to read.  After reading over 

the section that includes his long monologue, Lavell noted my distinction between his 

musical “life” and “career,” and quizzically remarked that “I have never seen my music 

as a career, it’s just something I wanted to do – and did do – my whole life.”   

 So, despite my avoidance of attaching musical labels to Lavell, I had still 

somehow managed to separate Lavell from himself in a way he did not recognize.  The 

error may not seem significant, but subtle incorrect assumptions can lead to profound 

misunderstanding if not carefully checked. I decided to leave in the distinction primarily 

to serve as an example – to myself and others - of how carrying even the smallest and 

subtle assumptions into interpreting a life can skew that interpretation.    

 One of the primary reasons for pursuing Lavell’s life story was to chip away at 

the notions of authenticity and typicality that are associated with African Americans and 

African American musicians, particularly those who grew up during the Civil Rights era.  

The Civil Rights Movement is deservedly a prominent motif in historical accounts of the 

post-WWII period.  But these accounts have occasionally skewed the reality of daily life 

for African Americans.  Southern blacks in the post-WWII period are often portrayed as 

timelessly rural, lacking any kind of social and cultural support system to protect them 

from the capriciously dangerous hands of Jim Crow, with the possible – and notable – 

exception of the black church.   In the north, African Americans did live mostly in urban 

areas – primarily as a means of transition in the migration from the south;  but many 

African Americans in the south also lived in urban areas.  In many cases, and 

Jacksonville is one example, these southern urban black communities had a long and rich 

history.   

 African American musicians who emerged in the late 1950s and early 1960s are 

usually seen as “authentic” if they had a strong blues or gospel sensibilities, the latter 

being almost a necessary condition for a soul musician.  Those black musicians who 

participated in doo-wop or the “sweeter” varieties of black popular music are usually 

regarded as inauthentic and helpless victims of white commercialization of black musical 

product.   

 Lavell dispels many of these assumptions and misperceptions.  His background is 

completely urban, and by all accounts, his childhood was a happy one.  Jim Crow 
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undoubtedly lurked in the background, but that did not preclude an experientially rich 

adolescence.  Musically, he had no background in gospel or blues.  Instead, he started in a 

doo-wop group and later became a soul performer as leader of the Lavell Kamma Afro-

Soul Revue.   

 How do I capture the diversity of these experiences – black and white, urban and 

rural, collective and individual – through both time and space?  A complete 

understanding of that diversity was far beyond the ken of the thesis topic, but yet it was 

integral to the recovery of meaning in that topic.  To reconcile these issues, I modified 

my overall dialectic approach to the process of historical forces.  Invoking Hegel, by way 

of Marx, I adapted the thesis/antithesis schema into a broad dichotomous framework that 

would specifically privilege the experiential over the ideological.  Keep in mind, the goal 

was not to explain Lavell’s story, only to describe it in a way that facilitates my 

understanding, enabling the reader, by proxy, to enter into the dialogue of understanding 

through their own experiential and knowledge base in “conversation” with mine.
li
   

 I was inspired by Mark Anthony Neal’s use of “narrative” and “counternarrative,” 

which implies this dialectic but never does so explicitly.  I will make reference to 

experiential narratives and experiential counternarratives in the academic reflections as 

they develop in conversation with the dialogue between Lavell and me.  “Narrative” and 

“counternarrative” refer to both experiential and ideological elements of the social and 

cultural repertoire.  The terms and concepts need to remain somewhat vague, ironically, 

because of the broad scope of the thesis.    

 Just realize that the narrative/counternarrative dialectic is just that – a dialectic.  

One person’s narrative is another person’s counternarrative, and an emerging experiential 

counternarrative can, in time, become a dominant experiential narrative.  In the thesis text 

itself, the dialectic is contextualized in a way that should be clear.  Here, I intend only to 

give the reader a “heads up” to its inclusion.  The most important aspect of its inclusion is 

to allude to the experiential value in the shifting currents of perspective and perception in 

the creation of black consciousness and identity.  Lavell’s story is located in the eddies 

and swirls of both narratives and counternarratives of experience in the black community.  

While I don’t claim to know exactly where he is located, I hope to catch fleeting glimpses 

of his reflection in the occasional pools where the waters are calmed.  
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 A couple items remain in establishing my approach.  The first is my use of 

Benedict Anderson’s “imagined community” concept (1991).  Although Anderson’s 

concept was intended for heuristic application to large-scale nationalistic movements – in 

which case the Civil Rights phenomenon would readily apply, I do not feel my specific 

application compromises Anderson’s intended spirit.  My use is less broad in scope.  The 

“imagined communities” I see are those attempts by African Americans to maintain 

community and identity across a diaspora of distance and dislocation: the social and 

cultural networks created and maintained through the aid of Pullman porters and  

performers on the chitlin circuit, as well as the “imagined community” of listeners in the 

mid-to-late 1950s who were brought together by sounds bouncing tower-to-tower from 

radio stations.  These “imagined communities” were subsets of other interlocking sets of 

communities – imagined and physical, all of which made the larger movement toward 

Civil Rights possible.   

  Another concept that needs explanation is my use of the term and concept 

“diaspora.”  While the term is already used in reference to the dislocation of African 

slaves to the Americas, it can also be used in reference to the movements within the 

Americans itself.  My initial inspiration came through Mark Anthony Neal, who writes 

that “while the term diaspora has historically been linked to the disparate relations 

among global Jews and more recently linked to the global dispersion of African peoples, 

including the African American community, I maintain that black migration patterns 

during the twentieth century represent the development and construction of an African 

American diaspora” [italics original] (1999: 12).   

 In exploring this concept through personal reflection and reading, I came to 

realize that diaspora, as a concept, inherently caries with it liminal qualities and 

connotations that are a necessary condition for its denotation – otherwise the experience 

is just a journey.  For African Americans, the migrations in the century after 

emancipation were fraught with liminality, both in the journey itself and in the creation 

and maintenance of community upon arrival at their destination.   However, I  argue that 

the real diaspora – and therefore the most dangerous aspect of the journey - was not the 

physical movement across distance, but the psychological movement across the color line 
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- the diaspora of consciousness: that simultaneous state of being free, but not free.  This is 

what W.E.B. Dubois had in mind when he referred to the “double consciousness” of the 

African American experience.   

 The physical movements and migrations -  south to north, rural to urban, east to 

west – were liminal experiences because of the diaspora of consciousness experienced 

while moving back and forth across the color line while traversing the American social 

landscape.  And, importantly, you did not need to travel great distances to enter into this 

diaspora – it was a journey made daily by all African Americans, regardless of the 

distance covered or the time required to travel.
lii

     

 

 So, I now come to the most difficult questions to answer, questions that were 

asked in the last chapter, “Orienting Assumptions,” and return again to me here.  What is 

the main theme?  What is the purpose?  How is the narrative unfolding related to this 

theme?  Important questions I left to the very end.    I knew that I did not want to portray 

Lavell as metonymically representing all African Americans, all musicians, all black 

musicians, etc.  His experiences should be seen as individually unique to him.  But, 

invoking Wilhelm Dilthey, I knew that individuals inherently are “points of intersection 

of the social and cultural systems in which they participate” (Audi 1995:203).  Therefore 

Lavell’s experiences are inextricably bound to the social and cultural milieu of African 

American community and history.  I found comfort in the counsel of Georg Simmel.   

 

 

The total content of life, even though it may be fully accounted for in 

terms of social antecedents and interactions, must yet be looked at at the 

same time under the aspect of singularity, as oriented toward the 

experience of the individual. [. . . Social man] is not partially social and 

partially individual; rather, his existence is shaped by a fundamental unity, 

which cannot be accounted for in any other way than through the synthesis 

or coincidence of two logically contradictory determinates: man is both 

social link and being for himself, both product of society and life from an 

autonomous center” (1950: 40-41).  
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The search for a theme was a little more difficult.  Because the central organizing 

principle is the dialogue of the trip, the narrative develops like any good conversation: 

accretively and elliptically.  Moreover, the overall narrative does not come neatly to a 

discursive conclusion.  Organized into topical categories only for ease of digestion, 

Lavell’s story does not resolve neatly at the end, but instead ends just as our 

conversations ended, with the anticipation and expectation of a later continuance.  No 

profound realization or personal epiphany awaited the conclusion of our trip.  Other than 

a few loosely-held and mostly erroneous assumptions about Lavell (and myself in 

relation to Lavell), I lost nothing during the trip.  Instead, I gained – what?  What I gained 

does not lie  in the intellectual reflection of the trip - the life analyzed.  What I gained was 

gleaned and felt from the telling of his stories: the sight of a young boy straining to hear 

the music from outside the nightclub door; the electricity of a soul performance in a jook; 

the idealism of a first love, the song that memorialized it, and its bittersweet 

remembrance; the satisfaction of creating a musical family, a brotherhood and sisterhood, 

on the highways of the chitlin circuit at a time when ignorance and prejudice sought to 

destroy  it all.  

 

* 

 

      The road is the classic trope of the Western tradition. 

             Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 

 

Music and the road.  Music was the common ground for our mutual experience 

before the trip.  Since joining the band in 1994, I saw or spoke with Lavell at least once a 

week.  Most of our conversations centered on upcoming gigs, music we were learning, or 

our lives in music.  Not surprisingly then, music provided the common ground for our 

initial conversations on the trip.  From this ground our dialogue spiraled out as we 

expanded our individual vocabularies of experience, attempting to find common ground 

in the interstices of the experiential overlap.  Music was a recurring theme in our 

conversations, a central refrain to which we returned to regroup, refocus, and juxtapose  

what we were learning about each other with what we already knew.   
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The road was a visual constant that both reminded us of the passage of space and 

time and fueled the fire of our conversation.  For Lavell, the roads we traveled to and 

from Maine were reminiscent of other roads, other times, other destinations – both 

metaphorical and real.  As a refrain, the road invoked memories in him not visited in 

years.  I was fortunate to share their remembrance with him.   I have since traveled those 

same roads on my annual trip to Maine; and now, the road invokes memories for me – 

memories piggybacked on the memories of others.  In re-engaging our conversations in 

the years following our trip, I could hear his voice as clearly as I could in the moment.  

Here, his voice comes through once again, and hopefully, through personal and academic 

reflection, I can do justice to that voice. 

 

In May of 1998 we performed at the Florida Folk Festival, the first all-electric 

band to do so.  Before performing, a folklorist from Florida’s Department of State 

interviewed Lavell for the state archives.  At the end of the interview, the folklorist 

shifted his focus to the political correctness of some of the American folk music of the 

nineteenth century, specifically the “coon-songs” that contained and popularized 

unfavorable stereotypes of African Americans.  Visibly uncomfortable and trying to pick 

his words carefully, the folklorist attempted to elicit Lavell’s feelings about hearing 

“Dixie” at official functions.  Sensing his unease and discomfort, Lavell interrupted him 

and brought the interview to a conclusion: 

 

Music allowed me a way, in a difficult time in this country, to 

communicate with the community as a whole.  Believe me when I tell you.  

When I was 13 years old, which was 1954, I worked with an all-white 

band in Jacksonville.  So see, my involvement with the music made me 

look at this entire situation differently.  I’m pretty sure there are other 

people who have other views.  Me, I stay on the other side of the political 

side of things.  I feel like there are people who carry that load.  But for me, 

the music is my vessel. All you got to do is jump on board with me.  I’ll 

give you a ride.  That’s what my life is all about.  I’m on the side of 

nothing else. 

 

 

Listen.     
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One 

 

 

I was late.  Driving west on I-10 with Jacksonville’s skyline in my mirror, I 

commented to myself that the Friday early evening traffic seemed slower than usual, 

despite the sunny, clear conditions.  The date was April 7, 2000.  Lavell and I were 

leaving the next day to drive to Maine.  We agreed that in order to get an early start on 

Saturday, he should spend the night at my house on Friday.  Lavell asked that I meet him 

at the intersection of I-10 and highway 301 between 6:30 and 6:45 so that his wife, 

Johnnie Mae, would not have to contend with Jacksonville’s rush-hour traffic. He also 

wanted to make sure she could get back to Gainesville before dark.   

 Our trip was scheduled originally for late October, 1999, but an unexpected early 

snowfall in northern New England precluded the predictability of travel in northern New 

England.  We therefore postponed the trip until winter’s grip on Maine had loosened. 

 A car was the reason for our journey.  A 1979 Buick Electra, Palm Beach Edition, 

awaited a Florida retirement after one Maine winter and twenty previous Virginia 

winters.  Here, briefly, is the car’s story.  Sold new to my wife’s grandfather, Edgar 

Harrison, in 1979, the car sat idle during 1998 and 1999 as Mr. Harrison could no longer 

drive.  In the fall of 1999, he sold the car to my father, Doug Swan, who then flew from 

Maine to northern Virginia to pick up  the car and  drive it back to New England.  My 

father, deciding he had one too many old cars (he is often inexplicably compelled to buy 

old cars in very good condition), asked that I speak to Lavell (who had been looking for 

an older car powered with a large V8) about buying the car:  “Was he interested?” 

  I did.  He was. 

 My father also needed a favor.  At their Winter Haven, Florida home he had a 

1985 Nissan Maxima wagon, loaded with clothes and household items, that he wanted 

driven to Maine.  The clothes and household items were not important.  The car was 

important, however,  because he used it to pull his hot dog cart, a business that had 

become his hobby in retirement, as well as a source of supplemental income.  Could I 

drive the car to Maine? Would Lavell ride with me (that way he could get the Buick 
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himself)?  Was it possible to make trip before the middle of April (he was eager to begin 

selling hot dogs)?  

 I could. He would. It was. 

 

It was nearing 7:00 as I edged my 1983 Buick Skyhawk  onto the off ramp that 

leads to the southbound lane of 301.  In the distance, I saw Lavell standing by his 1989 

gold Volvo in the Burger King parking lot.  The early April evening was cooler than 

usual for north Florida.  In response, Lavell wore black sweat pants and a long-sleeved 

dark blue sweat shirt.  A black knitted cap shielded his head from the brisk west breeze.  

As I swung into the parking lot, he spotted me and, without acknowledgement, moved to 

his open trunk, retrieving a small tan duffle bag.  Pulling into the parking space beside 

Lavell’s car, I saw Johnnie Mae’s face.  She beamed a smile that continued until I turned 

off the car and got out.  Rolling down her window, she rolled her eyes back toward 

Lavell.   

“Scott, he’s so excited about this trip, he can barely stand it.”  With mock 

solemnity, Lavell continued to search the trunk - looking for nothing.  Unable to keep up 

the charade, a smile slowly creased his face leading to the warm, familiar laugh I had 

come to know after 6 years of friendship.   Darting around the car, he grasped and 

pumped my hand.  

“Uh huh,” he says.  And in more statement than question,  “what’s up bruh?” 

“Man, I’m glad you dressed warm.  You just may need those clothes when we get 

to Maine.”   

“Hey man, I come prepared.  And I’m traveling light too.”  Patting the tan duffle, 

he says assuredly “I’m an old road dog - from way back.” 

 

At 58, Lavell is in good physical shape, but it is his boundless energy and 

youthful demeanor, refracted through alert brown eyes, that most belie his years. The 

chestnut-brown skin of his broad face bears very few lines or wrinkles of worry.  His 

wide, full mouth is nested in a tightly-cropped beard that is sprinkled liberally with salt, 

the only betrayer to age in his countenance.  Although of medium height and slight 

frame, his inner energy radiates through proportionately built arms to wide hands and 
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long, thick fingers that have mastered several stringed instruments.  His neck attaches 

densely to his shoulders and chest, implying a strength and stamina built up over years of 

singing, sax-playing, and performing: 15 years of physically demanding choreographed 

musical performance.  A lack of the latter in recent years showing in a slight forward 

expansion of his waistline.   

 

Lavell leaned over the open window to said goodbye to Johnnie Mae.  “Be careful 

baby,” he said, “I’ll see you in a week.”  I waved to her as we left the parking lot and 

headed east towards the city.  

 Back home Suzanne fixed a plate of leftovers for Lavell - chicken and angel hair 

pasta - as I opened a bottle of red wine.  Lavell had not stopped to eat on the way to meet 

me and also had not have time to eat before leaving his house.  He did not want to be  

late.  While he ate, I finished some last minute packing and then came back out with a 

travel atlas.  We continued to sit at the table after he finished, drinking wine and pouring 

over the maps to look for the best highways to travel on our trip. 

“Remember we have to stop in Philadelphia and Washington DC,” said Lavell, 

“and I would rather do it on the way back.  I want to take our time on the return trip.  See 

the sites.  And I want to get a cap.”  Lavell had been talking for weeks about buying a 

black leather cap on the trip.  Through word of mouth he had learned that Philadelphia’s 

shopping district on Market Street was famous for its leather goods.  In Washington he 

wanted to visit the various monuments on the mall and ride the Metro, the city’s  subway.  

He had been to both cities before, but that was years ago and he had been too busy 

performing then to spend time sightseeing.   

It was past 10:00 and the wine was long gone.  We decided that on the first leg of 

our trip,  we would drive straight through to Maine, stopping only for gas, food, and 

mother nature.  We finalized our itinerary. 

    

• I-95 north through Richmond, Washington, and Baltimore.  

• Switch to the New Jersey Turnpike In Wilmington, Delaware merging 

back into I-95 east of Trenton. 

• I-95 to Newark and across the George Washington Bridge into the Bronx.  
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• I-684 north to I-84 east. 

• I-84 through Hartford - Catch the Massachusetts and head east to I-495 

• Back into I-95 just south of  New Hampshire and follow it all the way to 

Maine.   

 

*** 

 

Born on June 7, 1941, Lavell was named Farouk at birth and was the second son 

of Hamzy and Helima Kamma, both of whom are still alive.  Although he was born and 

raised in Jacksonville, his father and mother were not from there originally.  His father’s 

family was from rural south Georgia, and his mother’s family was originally from  

Sumter, South Carolina.  Helima (born in 1918) met Hamzy (born in 1913) in southern 

Georgia, when her family moved from Sumter after WW I.  After marrying in 1937, 

Hamzy moved to Jacksonville first to secure work and find a place to live before bringing 

Helima down from Georgia.    

These kinds of arrangements were not unusual for either blacks or whites, but in 

discussions of African American history, emphasis is usually on movements north and 

west in the post-WWI diaspora;  significantly, however, large numbers of African-

Americans remained in the south and moved from rural to urban areas, seeking to reap 

the harvest of expanded postwar economic opportunities that some southern cities 

provided.  Jacksonville’s international port and its location as a major rail hub for 

north/south and east/west travel and cargo transport made the city a natural draw for 

skilled and unskilled African-American laborers (Kenney 1997: 188-195).  Equally 

important was the extensive, well-established black community in Jacksonville.  In fact, 

Jacksonville’s black population was larger than the white population until 1924 (Bartley 

2000: 1).
liii

  The economic and cultural strength of Jacksonville’s black community drew 

rural immigrants from Florida, Georgia and the Carolinas.  Even during the Depression, 

which hit blacks harder than whites, Jacksonville maintained an economic and cultural 

support system that afforded a level of support and protection in the harsh racial and 

economic environment.
liv
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Lavell’s father, Hamzy, was the son of Silas and Maynor Cohens from rural south 

Georgia, just across the Florida state line.  Noticing the differences in last names, I did 

not bring up the issue during the trip, but several months later I asked Lavell about the 

name change from Cohens to Kamma.  He said that in coming of age as a young boy, he 

learned that some subjects were considered off-limits with his parents, that subject being 

one of them.  A similar curiosity about the name change colored his response.  Usually 

not one to avoid giving voice to his curiosities, his continued silence on the subject, even 

after a prompting “that’s interesting” on my part failed to elicit a response, verbal or 

nonverbal.  The considered silence that followed my prompt meant the subject was off 

limits for me as well, and  I prompted him no further.   

Farouk never met his paternal grandmother, Maynor, as she died before he was 

born.  He met his grandfather Silas only once, when in an effort to convince Silas to 

move to Jacksonville, his father took Lavell with him to Georgia.  

 

Silas was a big man, 6’3” and 240 pounds.  When I saw him he was older though, 
and he had had both legs amputated.  At the time I didn’t know why, but now I am pretty 
sure it was because of diabetes.  We went to see him and try to get him to move to 
Jacksonville, but he wouldn’t have it.  He was a proud man and wouldn’t be taken care 
of.  Got around on his hands.  Strong hands.  Even when he was old he was strong.  I was 
a little afraid of him, because I was just a young boy, 5 or 6.  But even like that he was 
impressive, man.  I’ll never forget his pride.  It made an impact on me. I never saw him 
alive again.  

He was a woodsman.  He was the woods boss and would ride through the woods 
on a buckboard, making sure all of the crews were working and on schedule.  That was 
the top job, man.  And he made good money too.  My daddy would tell me about going 
out on Sundays for a drive.  He had a coach buggy and the finest horse money could buy.  
That was like a Lexus or Mercedes today.  He’d pull up to the church with his whip.  
He’d be so doggone clean.  He was something else, boy.  He died in the late 40s when I 
wasn’t even 10 years old, but I feel like I knew him.  I did know him!  My dad would tell 
me all kinds of stories about him.  He was proud of his father.  Just like I’m proud of my 
dad.   

  

Lavell’s father worked as a self-employed, licensed contractor, trained as a 

carpenter as well as a block and brick mason.
lv
  I met him in 1995 in Jacksonville at an 

outdoor music festival at which we played.  Like his own father (and unlike Lavell, who 

is under 6 feet and slight of frame), Hamzy is tall, probably 6’2, with a lean but broad 
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build.  Even in his 80s his frame was solid and his thick, strong fingers were attached to 

wide hands still calloused from years of physical labor.   

 

When I look at Jacksonville, I see a lot of my father’s work.  He built a lot of 
Jacksonville.  Some of it still stands, but a lot of it is gone now. You know those two block 
columns at the entrance to my drive?  When I was laying that block, I could see myself 
doing it as if I was my dad.  I didn’t really know how to build them, but I remember 
watching my dad when I was young. I watched him, man, you hear me? I remember 
watching him when he built our house.  He could lay that block. I still have his 
contractor’s license and union membership in the bricklayer’s union, the local no. 2.   

 

A few months after returning from our trip, Lavell showed me the license and the 

union card, both yellowed with age and thinning at the edges.  Their diminutive size and 

aged condition belied their symbolic significance, and I sought to better understand the 

reason he proudly continues to hold on to the decaying paper reminders of his father’s 

accomplishments.   

The Negro Bricklayer’s Union, local no. 2, was the oldest organized labor union 

in Jacksonville, receiving its charter in 1902, more than 20 years before A. Phillip 

Randolph (who was educated in Jacksonville) organized the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car 

Porters and Maids (Harper 1942: 11).  Moreover, as of 1940, Hamzy would have been 

one of less than 1200  black craftsmen in Jacksonville, out of 67,000 employed blacks 

(Crooks 1997: 271-272).  Economically, Jacksonville’s African-American community 

experienced tremendous growth and prosperity in the 1940s and 1950s, and Hamzy 

undoubtedly contributed to and benefited from that prosperity (Bartley 2000: 13).  

Professional certification as a craftsman and union membership were therefore proud 

symbols of accomplishment for any man, but even more so for an African-American 

male.
lvi

 

After showing me the license and union card, Lavell pulled a thin certificate out 

of the box.  “Atlantic Coast Line” formed a calligraphic crescent near the top of the 

certificate.  Dated 1960, the inscription read “In recognition of 40 years of service, this 

certificate is awarded to Albert Black.”  “That’s my other grandfather, my mom’s dad,” 

Lavell said.    
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A very rigid man.  He wasn’t about no foolishness.  Rasool [Lavell’s brother] 

knew him better as a young boy than I did.  My brother would spend summers with them 
in High Springs before I was born.  I didn’t know my grandmother, Albert’s wife, because 
she died when I was young. Her name was Romie. Rasool spent a lot of time with them 
because he would go to their house for the entire summer.  He was more influenced by 
them than I was, especially when it comes to religion.  They would take Rasool to church 
and church activities.  Albert was a very religious man, a deacon in his church.  He 
wasn’t a big man like my dad’s dad, but he was strong.  Now I’m talking both physically 
and spiritually strong.  He had a presence man, let me tell you. 

Albert worked for the railroad for over 40 years, the Atlantic Coast Line.  I’ve got 
a certificate at home that says so.  Now, you know what he did?  He was the fireman on 
the train.  The fireman’s job was to shovel coal into the fire that powered the steam 
engine. He was proud of his job, let me tell you.  It takes a strong man to shovel coal to 
keep that engine running..  I have the shovel he used all those years at the farm in High 
Springs.  Albert lived a good long time.  I knew him better as an old man.  I spent many a 
weekend and weekday night helping him out on the farm.   

 

Albert was probably fortunate to get the job of fireman in 1920.  Until WWI, the 

job of fireman was traditionally a job held by a black male.  In some cases, eighty percent 

of the firemen were African-American.  Within a decade after the war, however, that 

number fell to twenty percent and less.  Without the protection of the unions and their 

membership excluded by white workers, many black firemen lost their jobs.  Upward 

mobility was not a consideration, and most were let go to make room for white firemen, 

who were protected by the railway brotherhoods (Franklin and Moss 2000: 419)  Several 

months later on a visit to the farm, Lavell pointed the shovel out to me as it hung 

discreetly amidst relative farm implements, its wooden handle worn smooth and shiny 

from gloved hands, only its dull, coal-blackened scoop and my knowledge of its tenure 

distinguishing it from its cousins. 

The farm is really about 3 acres of land with a house, barn, and hog pen in the 

little north central Florida town of High Springs, 45 minutes northwest of Lavell’s home 

in Gainesville.  The farm is where Albert and Romie moved in the late 1930s, where 

Romie died shortly thereafter, and where Albert lived until his death in 1984 at the age of 

89.   

Now a fireman wasn’t a big paying job, but let me tell you, the old man made the 
most out of the money he made.  He was tight.  There were many a men who made more 
but had less than my granddad.  He bought well over 100 acres of land in Florida, 
property that is still in the family. My mom holds deeds to land around High Spring and 
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lands in Jacksonville.  Government even bought land from my grandfather when they 
built I-9 through Jacksonville. 

  

Although his mother holds the deed to all of the property, including the farm, 

Lavell quietly pays all the taxes and insurance on the properties and maintains the house 

and barn at the farm.  His mother gives him money for the expenses, but he re-deposits it 

and pays them himself.  No one lives on the farm, except the hogs that Lavell raises for 

slaughter.  Because he lives too far away to tend them daily, he hires a local man to feed 

and care for the hogs, paying him in bacon and sausage each time one is slaughtered.  

The taxes, insurance, and meticulous upkeep are undoubtedly a considerable expenditure 

for Lavell.  He explicitly has no intention of living on the farm, even if it is given to him 

on his mother’s passing.  But - like the shovel, certificate, union card and contractor’s 

license - the farm, which he maintains as meticulously as one would tend the headstone 

of a venerated ancestor,  is a connection to relatives living and past.   

 

You see, Scott, as a rule, black people don’t hold onto their written histories or 
documents as such.  Their history is up here [taps his temple with his index finger].  It’s 
in stories that we keep our history.  My daddy tells me stories, stories that his daddy told 
him.  And so on.  Now, I’m a little different that way.  I keep a lot of written documents 
and things. More so than other black folks I know.   When my parents die, I really don’t 
want  land or money.  That won’t last.  But the little things…my dad’s contractor’s 
license, my grandfather’s shovel…see those things have a meaning that money can’t buy. 
There’s a history behind them. 

 

* 

 

 Subtly implied in Lavell’s statement was an idea that, at the time, I had recently 

begun pursuing in my readings, and which I felt was integral not only to my 

understanding  of Lavell’s life experiences, but to my understanding of the African-

American experience in general:   At the foundation of African American culture was an 

emphasis and reliance on oral tradition that impacted significantly black cultural 

expressions and social patterns of interaction.  By necessity, most African American 

experiences, before and after emancipation, were conveyed through oral tradition.  But 

the oral tradition was already a basis for cultural transmission in the African cultures 
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from which the slaves were taken. The patterns for oral traditions were therefore already 

established, providing a basis for development in the African American experience.
lvii

 

Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison state that even as late as the 1930s, black culture 

“remained rooted in an oral tradition, within which music retained a special place” (1998: 

95) 

In this context, orality is not set up in diametric opposition to literacy, reflecting 

the absence of ability or education in literate culture. Instead, the fundamental orality of 

African American culture reflects a basic predisposition to experiential events.  Ben 

Sidran writes that “Orality can be seen as a difference in the degree of stress placed on 

oral modes of perception and communication” (1971: xv) African American culture 

represents development along an “oral continuum,” in which the “oral modes of 

communication necessitate the advanced development of the faculties of vocal expression 

and aural perception” (Sidran 1971: xiv)  Some proponents of this oral predisposition in 

black culture have, in my opinion, gone to an extreme in foregrounding orality in the 

African American experience; however, I do believe this oral predisposition had a 

significant role to play in the social patterns and cultural expressions emanating from the 

African American community.  At any rate, I decided to foreground it in my search for 

understanding both in Lavell’s experience specifically and in the African American 

experience in general.   

 

 

Two 

 

 

 I did not need the alarm to wake me up on Saturday morning.  I never sleep 

soundly right before a big trip, and the previous night was no exception.  I was not tired 

though, buoyed by the excitement at beginning our journey.  I knew Lavell had been 

awake for a while because his stirrings in the back were marked by a closing zip of his 

duffle.  I then heard the opening and closing of the back bedroom where he slept.  The 

rest of the house continued to sleep.   
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 Lavell emerged from the darkened hall.  He looked like an earlier version of 

himself: black sweats, blue sweatshirt, tan duffle.  But instead of wearing his knit cap, he 

carried it in hand. 

 “Man, I slept great last night.  That was a great meal.  And the wine, it really 

settled me down and let me sleep.”  

 During the night I realized that the trip would provide ample opportunity to 

interview Lavell, capturing our question and answer sessions on tape.  While pouring 

water for coffee, I asked him about  bringing a tape recorder to tape his responses.   

 “No, man, I don’t mind at all.  But I’ve got a better idea.  Bring a handful of tapes.  

Turn the recorder and let it go.  That way it will be natural, and you’ll get the real deal.  I 

have nothing to hide.” 

 After filling our two travel cups with coffee, we moved to the car along a 

staggering trail of goodbyes to family members in various stages of waking.   

   In addition to our two travel bags, I carried my electric guitar.  The electric is 

thinner than the acoustic, making it easier to pack. We had a gig on the day after our 

scheduled return and we needed to rehearse some tunes we were working on.  More 

importantly, the guitar’s presence, according to Lavell, would keep us connected to the 

music.   

 We peered through the tinted windows of the white 1985 Nissan wagon looking 

for a space for our belongings. The fit was tight.  The wagon’s back seat was folded 

forward and a large afghan (to deter thieves) covered a material morass that reached 

almost to the ceiling.  Under the afghan we discovered various and sundry items: 

microwave, television, and a few small nightstands and tables.  Into the nooks and 

crannies, clothes, shoes, and other malleable items were stuffed.  With some 

maneuvering, we pried our bags and my guitar into three available spaces and gently 

closed the rear hatch. 

 I elected to drive first. Our living space for the next 24 hours was the sun-faded, 

but clean blue interior of the Nissan.  The overstuffed, wide blue cloth seats, 

characteristic of the opulent 80s, provided a comfortable reprieve to the passenger 

compartment’s cramped conditions, made more so by my father’s requisite travel 

accoutrements: CB radio, cell phone, tobacco pouches, pipes, lighters of various shape 
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and color, and a large liquid ball compass attached to the dash, which was already 

pointing north.  Accompanying the cluttered visual cacophony was the entrenched aroma 

of pipe tobacco, smoked and unsmoked.  

 Only Suzanne and my son remained outside on the clear crisp morning to receive 

our goodbye waves, and within minutes we crested the imposing Dames Point bridge, the 

newest of Jacksonville’s bridges, which crosses the St. Johns River northeast of the city.  

Lavell turned back toward the southeast, looking over Jacksonville’s skyline.  His 

comment was meant as much for himself as for me. 

 “That was home man.  It has changed a lot in the past 40 odd years since I left.”  

 He spoke the sentence in measured cadence, weighting each word as if to verbally 

capture the extent of the changes.  The statement hung in the air for 20 miles.  

 Curious and eager to mine his memories and experiences, I waited until we 

crossed the St. Mary’s river into Georgia before I asked, “Changed in what way?”  

 “Not sure what you mean,” he said, losing the reference. 

 “Jacksonville…changed in what way?” 

 “Oh man!  Let me tell you that Jacksonville had a thriving African-American 

community.” And in sudden realization of the truth of his statement that comes only in 

hindsight, he paused and repeated the statement. 

  “Jacksonville had a thriving black community.”  “Anything you wanted you 

could get without leaving the community.  All your groceries, clothes, 

entertainment…you name it.  There was everything you needed right there.” 

 “I didn’t realize the black community in Jacksonville was that large.  I know the 

population is large now, but I thought that was a recent thing. 

 “No, man.  It has always been large, larger in fact than the white population at 

some points in history.  I’m pretty sure of that.  We even had our own beach.” 

“You mean American Beach? 

“Yeah, there were actually a couple of beaches where African Americans could 

go.  Manhattan Beach was another, but American Beach was the safest and most 

developed.  There were places for rent, stores, and little places to get something to eat.” 

I had heard of American Beach but never been there.  North of Jacksonville, it 

was founded at the beginning of the twentieth century by Abraham Lincoln Lewis as a 
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vacation spot for his employees at the Afro-American Life Insurance Company.  Lavell 

continued talking about the black community in Jacksonville. 

“Economically, socially, culturally…we had everything we needed right in the 

community.  You really didn’t have to leave unless your job or something took you out of 

it, and most people worked in the community.”  A faint smile crested his face in 

recollection.  “ I remember as a young boy, my mom would take me down to the drive-in 

theater, down off King’s road.  It was in the community, and they had seats for the people 

that weren’t in cars, like a grandstand in a cement bowl, with speakers hanging on the 

wall.  We would pay our 25 cents and see a couple of movies…go the snack bar.  The 

smile grew into a chuckle.  “Now this is the same drive-in that, when we were teenagers, 

we would pile several of us in the trunk, and all of us would get in for the price of one.”   

“And there were other theaters too.”  Lavell says “theater” in the typical manner 

of older Southerners, stretching the word to three syllables – a long ‘a’ in the middle – 

with the accent still on the first syllable.  “Some showed movies and others had live 

shows…the Roosevelt, the Strand - that’s where I competed several times, and won, in 

the Pepsi Teen Time talent contest, the Ritz, the Frolic.  Once and a while my mom 

would go out with friends to a movie at the Frolic theater.  And see all of these were 

black theaters, so it wasn’t about sitting in the balcony.  You could sit anywhere you 

wanted.”  With a sense of proud assurance, Lavell brought his point to a conclusion.  

“I’m telling you Scott, it was different for me growing up.  I saw no need to leave the 

community.  I knew the rest of the world was out there, but I really didn’t think about it 

too much, and I didn’t feel like I was missing anything. The black community was so 

self-contained to where you just didn’t need to leave.  Everything was right in my 

community, and you could go anywhere in town in a cab for fifteen cents.  For me man, 

the black world for me was so complete, I didn’t want to be anywhere else.” 

I considered Lavell’s words for a while, trying to reconcile his seemingly idyllic 

portrayal of life in the black community with the historical record of racial 

discrimination, brutality, and murder in the South during that same period.  My confusion 

unknowingly shaped the tone of my response, which Lavell perceived as a questioning of 

his idyllic remembrances.   
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“But what about racism?  I know those were some rough times for black people,” 

I blurted. 

He did not take up the challenge to verbally put me in my place.  Instead, he gave 

me a steady stare that said I did not need to lecture him about the history of race relations 

in Jacksonville.  After studying my face and, sensing my confusion, he softened his glare, 

simultaneously parrying my impertinence and forgiving my ignorance.  His voice took on 

a more measured tone, lowering in volume. 

“I was a teenager.  Man, I don’t know…maybe 15 or 16.  You know the little mall 

out on Golfair boulevard?” 

“Yeah.”  The mall that he referred to is located on the northwest side of 

Jacksonville.  Abandoned and run down, it is located in a poorer section of an African-

American neighborhood. 

“Well, that neighborhood used to be lily white.  I got a job out there, sweeping, 

cleaning, that sort of stuff.  I went out there the first day and they treated me like shit.  

You can’t imagine man.  I went out there the second day, and it was even worse.  Third 

day came and I didn’t go back.  See, I had the music that I could turn to.  I figured why 

keep that job and have them treat me like that.  Not when I could sing, make money and 

still have my pride and dignity.  The irony is that I had already made a little record using 

who?  White musicians.  The group won a Pepsi Teen Time competition and the first 

prize was studio time on the other side of the river.  We recorded the song that I wrote, 

“Betty Is My Love,” and all the musicians were white.  So see man, those two 

experiences, side by side, were a wake up call for me.  Why would I want to go out and 

get a job when black entertainers were held in such high esteem.  I knew right then, more 

than ever, that music was the key for me.  I always did feel bad though, for the next 

young black kid that came along.  Maybe he didn’t have the opportunities that I had- a 

way out - and he would’ve had to put up with their shit.”   

I fumbled an apology for my impertinence, but Lavell would not accept it.  

“You don’t have to apologize Scott.  See man, it’s all in what you focus on.  

Many people focus too much on what they lack.  You hear me?” His question a rhetorical 

one meant for emphasis rather than response.  “In other words, I’m not saying it wasn’t 

hard for black people at that time, but we also had it pretty good right here in 
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Jacksonville.  See your experience is different than mine.  I know that and so do you.  

That’s not a criticism of your not understanding, it’s just a fact.”   

After a studied pause, Lavell continued.  

“That community is gone.  You go down now and the buildings, the ones that are 

still there, are mostly empty and run down.  It’s funny,” he said as he splayed out the 

fingers of his hand in front of him.  “When I drive down there now, I don’t see it as it is 

today, I still see it as it was.  Down on Ashley and Davis Streets.  That was the strip, and 

I am not just talking about bars and women.  There were restaurants, motels, clothing 

stores, barbershops, pharmacies - everything.  And not just there, but in many parts of the 

community.  But Ashley and Davis Streets was place the where it was all happening.  

You hear me?”  

“Now,” he said, repositioning himself in the seat, “when the ships would come in 

at Mayport Navy base, and that’s a ways away - maybe 30 minutes to an hour,  you knew 

when a ship was in town.”  He looked at me questioningly.  “Know how?” 

“No.” 

He leaned ahead and slowly waved his hands horizontally in front of him.  “Man, 

Scott, it was nothing but a sea of white uniforms on Ashley and Davis streets,  and I mean 

a sea.” Settling back in his seat, he continued.  “You see, those soldiers, and I mean 

mostly African-American soldiers, they felt safe there, and they were.  They could come 

enjoy themselves and relax.   It was just like being in Harlem, and I know because I’ve 

been there many a time.  But today, you go to downtown Jacksonville and it’s gone.” 

 “What happened to it?” 

“Integration,” he said quickly and without hesitation.  

“I don’t follow you.” 

“Well, all you need to do is think about it.” 

Lavell angled his body back into the seat and stared at nothing in particular as he 

gathered his thoughts.  When he began speaking, his voice was steady and even, and he 

took great care in the selection of the words that would most accurately convey his 

thoughts. 

“Jacksonville was like so many other black communities in that it was self-

contained.  Self-Contained,” he added, accenting the last syllable as if to punctuate the 
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fact.  “Now I’m talking also about black communities all over the country- North and 

South, East and West.   They had to be. Why?  Well, there was strength in numbers for 

us.  You’ve read about it.  You know what it was like.  But more important was that, over 

time, segregation had forced blacks to become independent as a community.  We had to 

become dependent on ourselves.  So, now take Jacksonville, we had our own hospital, 

doctors, pharmacies.  We had our own banks, insurance companies, real estate agents.  

We had it all right there.  Economically-economically-we were separate and self-

sufficient.  Now my dad would sometimes go to the stores outside of the community, but 

that’s because he wanted to.  He didn’t have to.  I would go with him sometimes, and I 

could occasionally feel that dislike from white people when I would go downtown with 

my dad where he bought his clothes.” 

“Did it bother you?” 

“I’d be lying if I said it didn’t, but you can’t hold on to that.  It’s easy to hate 

back, harder not to; but you’ll live longer and happier if you don’t.” 

 “Don’t. . .?” 

“Don’t hate back, you’ll live longer and happier if you can move past that hate.” 

“Oh, I gotcha.” 

“So now, where was I?”  My question had interrupted the continuity of his 

thoughts, and he took a moment to replay our most recent exchange. 

“Integration. . . Jacksonville. . . Ok,” he exclaimed, happy that he found his place.  

“Well, this is the ironic part right here, man.  See all our lives after slavery we - as a 

people - had been fighting for equality.  To live where we wanted to live.  Go where we 

wanted to go.  Well, when segregation was no longer a part of the picture, black people 

did just that.  They moved out of the community over time, and black people could then 

be more free to move where they wanted, even though some white people did not want it 

that way.  But you’d be surprised at the large number of white people who welcomed it.  

They knew what the real deal was.  They just couldn’t say anything.”  Realizing the 

potential irony of what he was about to say, Lavell turned to me with a wry gleam in his 

eyes.  The cadence of his speech slowed for emphasis and effect.  “They were what you 

might call a minority in the majority.  Although I bet if you took them aside, you would 
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have found that the minority was a majority.  People know right and wrong.  You can 

believe me when I tell you” 

An eighteen wheeler roared up from behind us on a desolate stretch of I-95, and 

he let it pass before continuing. 

“The black community - the one I knew - the thriving community, well, it just 

disappeared over time.  Stores closed.  The hospital was integrated.  Grocery stores were  

bought out,  integrated, or just closed.  Drugs and crime stayed in the community as black 

people moved out.  They moved out to get away from the crime and drugs, or just moved 

out because they could.  Drugs became more prevalent in the 1960s.  By the early 1970s, 

the only people that really stayed on were the really old and really young, and a good 

many of them were involved in drugs and crime.  In Jacksonville, the Regency Mall 

opened in the 1960s and most blacks would go there shopping.  There was just no need to 

have these places in the community like there used to be.  But this happened all over the 

South.  I have seen it with my own eyes-from the eyes of a musician who played these 

communities.  Gradually, over time, most of the black communities became run down,  

dilapidated.” 

“And so that’s what you see today,” I said flatly in an attempt to participate in his 

remembered understanding. 

“No, man.  It’s what’s there today, but it’s not what I see.  Remember - I told you 

- I still see it as it used to be.”  

Georgia pines and marshlands rushed past our side windows as we retreated into 

silent contemplation. 

  

* 

 

Segregation.     

Segregation affected Lavell’s life directly and indirectly in ways both 

known and unknown to him.  Segregation shaped his view of the world, 

determined his opportunities, and informed his choices.  

 

Almost a year after our trip, I penciled this observation into the margins of the 

written transcript of our conversation, commenting on the preceding verbal exchange.  
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The act itself gave me pause and prompted me beyond the specific reference to the larger 

realization that the key to a dialogue of understanding with Lavell was a greater  

awareness of the impact segregation had on African Americans.  I came to see 

segregation as one of the catalysts for the African American creation of a distinct 

community: a community in which unique African American values and ideals were 

developed and maintained through the mobilization of usable, past traditions;
lviii

  a 

community in which African American identity was reinforced and reaffirmed through 

the development of unique cultural expressions.  Recognizing  that Lavell is both bound 

by and creator of social and cultural “webs of significance,” I saw the importance of 

exploring the conditions under which those webs were woven (Geertz 1973: 5).  

 

*** 

 

Lavell was right about Jacksonville.  The community of his youth no longer exists 

as part of the city’s social and cultural landscape.  Affectionately known as the  “Harlem 

of the South,” Jacksonville’s African American community was one of the most 

culturally dynamic in the south.  Six months after Lavell was born, in January 1942, the 

NAACP’s monthly publication, The Crisis, featured Jacksonville in a lead story.  George 

Powell, one of the staff writers working on the feature, wrote that “ever since 

emancipation, Negroes in Jacksonville have set the pace for other parts of the state in 

their courageous venturing into various types of business.”  Jacksonville was, according 

to the article,  the most economically prosperous of all Florida’s black communities, as 

well as one of the most prosperous in the southeast. (Powell  1942: 9) 

Historian Abel Bartley agrees with Jacksonville’s reputation as an economically 

vibrant black community.  She states that, ironically, the city’s economic prosperity was 

due in no small part to segregation:  “Segregation gave enterprising African-Americans 

opportunities to engage in commercial endeavors that provided  Blacks with the services 

and amenities denied them by white” (Bartley 2000: 9).  One example of this, she writes, 

is that “because of White occupational discrimination, much of the vocational training 

received by African-Americans was provided by and utilized in Black-owned businesses” 

(Bartley 2000: 9).  The economic foundation for economic development in Jacksonville 
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was the Afro-American Insurance Company, which was the vision of Abraham Lincoln 

Lewis (Bartley 2000: 10).  Opened in 1901, the company, according to Bartley, became 

“one of the most successful minority-owned insurance companies in the country” (2000: 

10). 

The Jacksonville of Lavell’s youth also offered the best entertainment in Florida, 

from the 1920s onward, Jacksonville was a regular stop for nationally touring black 

entertainers (Bartley 2000: 12).   The most popular music clubs were owned by a local 

entrepreneur and philanthropist, James “Charlie Edd” Craddock  He owned several stores 

and clubs, the most famous of which was the Two Spot, where the majority of touring 

entertainers performed.  The Crisis article had this to say about the Two Spot.  

 

[The Two Spot] is the finest dance palace in the country owned by a 

Negro, and the mecca of all in the vicinity seeking entertainment and 

relaxation.  The hardwood floor has a capacity of 2,000 dancers.  A 

thousand persons may be seated on the main floor and mezzanine floor 

which runs around three sides of the vast hall.  [. . . ] There are six tourist 

rooms equipped with every modern convenience.  The Two Spot is air 

conditioned throughout.  Its cafeteria serves the finest foods and its bar the 

finest liquors obtainable (White 1942: 14). 

 

 The point here is not only to better illuminate the Jacksonville of Lavell’s youth.  

More importantly, Lavell’s anecdotes and this brief exploration hint at the complexity of 

the urban black communities – the kind of complex community from which Lavell 

emerged.  Throughout a century of segregation and oppression, African Americans 

created communal landscapes diverse in their social and cultural topography.  African 

American communities, both urban and rural, were never – and are not now – monolithic 

entities; and in addition to the shaping forces of segregation, black communities were 

shaped by the historical dialectic of slavery and race relations in each region of the South.  

For example, Florida’s history as a Spanish colony well into the Nineteenth century 

shaped the social interaction between blacks and whites – both positively and negatively 

– and impacted community-building efforts (Schafer 1997; Kenney 1997).  

 In Jacksonville, the section of the city now known as LaVilla was, between 1866 

and 1877, an autonomously governed, incorporated African American community with a 

diverse, skilled labor force and a vibrant economy (Kenney 1997: 186-187).  With a 
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population of 1100 in 1870, LaVilla nearly doubled that figure by 1877 (Kenney 1997: 

188).  The urban landscape therefore began taking hold early in Jacksonville, and Patricia 

Kenney, in discussing the city’s history, writes that historically, the strength of the 

Jacksonville’s community lay in the city’s economic and cultural support systems 

facilitated through a vast communal social network.  She writes that “these social 

networks were anchored in and strengthened by the black church, school, and voluntary 

associations” (Kenney 1997: 187).   

Black urban communities were therefore a feature of the American landscape 

early on in the years following emancipation; but these communities are seen rarely in the 

dominant narratives of popular culture, which favor portrayals of blacks as timelessly 

rural – even into the 1950s and early 1960s - and lacking in economic, social, and cultural 

support systems, with the possible exception of the black church.  Contrary to these 

popular narratives, community-building among African Americans in the century 

following emancipation was an exceedingly complex phenomenon that progressed at 

different tempos in the century after emancipation.  The social and cultural forces at work 

in this community-building effort are often belied even by historical treatments.  While a 

cultural history of the black community is beyond the scope of this text, a cursory look at 

the forces at work in this process helps illuminate Lavell’s embeddedness in time, space, 

and place.   

* 

The desire to create community and the pursuit of covert social space 

remained two of the dominant existential tensions within the African 

American diaspora well into the twentieth century.  

 

     Mark Anthony Neal (1999: 40) 

 

Sometimes the function of the music of early Sunday morning and late 

Saturday night is virtually the same. 

 

      Ralph Ellison (2002: 88) 
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 Segregation and the dynamics of race relations in the century following the Civil 

War period were the circumscribing forces that made the creation of community and the 

pursuit of covert social spaces both a necessity and a reality.   African Americans created 

self-sustaining, semi-permeable communities that offered mutual support and safety.  

Historians John Hope Franklin and Alfred Moss Jr. stress that well into the twentieth 

century “it was more important for African Americans to maintain a separate existence 

socially and culturally than it was for them to do so economically” (2000: 313).  The 

emphasis on social and cultural factors over economic ones makes sense given the 

importance of social interaction and cultural expression in the formation of both 

collective and individual identity, which were crucial in the hundred years following 

emancipation.
lix

   

Integral to the maintenance of collective and individual identity, both before and 

after slavery, were social spaces that sanctioned African American cultural expression 

and social interaction beyond the purview of whites.  After emancipation, these social 

spaces were shaped by segregation as well as by the processes of urbanization and 

secularization that black communities inevitably experienced in their development.   

As they relate to Lavell, these social spaces are significant for two reasons: as 

sites for the creation of distinct cultural expressions – music; and as sites for alternate 

expressions of African American experience – counternarratives – that differed in 

varying degrees from the more dominant expressions of black experience – narratives – 

that reflect more “mainstream” black experiences promulgated by the church and a 

relatively small, educated elite.    As a musician, Lavell was influenced directly and 

indirectly by the music that emanated from these social spaces; and as will be seen in his 

unfolding narrative, Lavell’s experiences reveal the greater influence of experiential  

counternarratives in the black community. 

 

See Scott, what you need to do is look at our history.  Now our history is different.  
And I don’t just mean on an individual level-what certain people did or invented.  See we 
came here as a people and really had to start from scratch.  I watched this thing on the 
Discovery channel about the slaves that were brought here, and most of them were sold 
by other Africans. It’s ironic how that all works out.   Many of those slaves that were 
brought here couldn’t even speak the same language.  So, when they got here, they had to 
find a way to get along right from the beginning-to work things out.  We had our own 
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way of doing things which was a little different.  We brought that with us and added a 
little bit here and there.  That’s what made a difference.  Check it out!  You’ll see what 
I’m talking about.  

 

The African American patterns for social interaction and cultural expression were 

initially established in the slave communities.  Sidney Mintz and Richard Price write that 

“the enforced separation of the free European and enslaved African sectors led, almost 

from the first, to the creation of social systems marked by different ladders of status, 

different codes of behavior, and different symbolic representations for each sector” 

(1976: 6).  In a process that Charlie Joyner states was analogous to the creolization of 

languages, patterns of social interaction and cultural expression emerged from the slave 

community that were wholly African American. (1996: 14)  These social and cultural 

innovations facilitated not only survival, but – as much as was possible – an enriching 

experience in that survival.    

During slavery, these social and cultural innovations were nurtured in covert 

social spaces that were beyond the purview of whites and sanctioned cultural self-

expression, thereby serving to reaffirm individual and collective identity.   These covert 

social spaces also allowed slaves to critically reflect on and critique the condition of their 

enslavement without fear of retribution from their white masters.  Couched in these 

critiques were what James C. Scott calls “hidden transcripts,” in which “signifying” and 

double entendres were used creatively to comment on their enslavement or about their 

masters (1990: 14).
lx
  As sites of critical resistance, these covert social spaces had a 

lasting legacy.  Mark Anthony Neal writes that  “the initial development and maintenance 

of covert social or ‘safe’ spaces of the antebellum South are at the core of the black 

critical tradition of America” ( 1999: 2).  

In the often tenuous freedom following emancipation, African American identity 

faced an even greater challenge in the daily diaspora of consciousness that came with 

crossing the color line.  Simultaneously free - but not free, African Americans sought 

reaffirmation of identity in the safety of their community and in the social spaces that 

could accommodate their experiences and sanction their expressions.  The importance of 

social spaces in the emancipated South is crucial to understanding African American 

cultural expression, including music.  Mark Anthony Neal is worth quoting at length. 
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The need to create and maintain covert social spaces as a means of 

building and maintaining community becomes an enduring force within 

the African American diaspora that finds its logical manifestations in the 

institutional development of the black church and the centrality of black 

oral, musical, and literary traditions as natural organs for the transmission 

and distribution of counterhegemonic narratives (Neal 1999: 3). 

 

The black church emerged as one of the most visible of these social spaces, and it 

became a social and cultural center for black life in the period immediately following the 

Civil War.  Bryan Stevenson of the Equal Justice Initiative, speaking about the 

importance of the church in the black community, states that “you cannot confront 

something has horrific as ‘Jim Crow,’ as terrorizing as lynching, without some broader, 

transcendental vision.  The church gave people that vision, and music in the church 

allowed that vision to find expression” (Stevenson 2002) The musical relationships 

consummated in the post-Civil War black church gave birth to unique forms of cultural 

expression that influenced black music, both sacred and secular, for the next 100 years.  

But the black church was not the sole, necessary condition of the African American 

experience, prompting a look further a field at other influential social spaces. 

 

Now, like I told you, I really didn’t come up in the church, and it wasn’t a big 
influence on my life.  That doesn’t mean I’m not a spiritual person.  I’m just not a church 
person.  And as far as music, my background in music is not gospel.  I know that sounds 
odd, but you would be surprised at how many people did not come out of a gospel 
environment.  Now I could not help but be influenced by it a little bit because there was 
so much of it around.  But I did not grow up playing in the church or listening to church 
musicians per se. The church was just not a big part of my life.  My dad spent so much 
time at the Two Spot [a black music club in Jacksonville], you’d have thought that was 
his church.  He even had a table there with his name on it!    

 

Less visible than the black church, but equally influential in the social and cultural 

life of African Americans was the secular social space occupied by the “jook,” or “jook-

joint.” The jook-joint was a covert social space, alternate to the black church, that 

sanctioned counternarratives of the black experience and engendered new forms of 

cultural expression that were secular in content.  The jook, according to Neal, “emerged 
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as a site of resistance not privileged by the discourse of the black church and very much 

in contest with the black church as a vehicle for self-expression”  (1999: 7).  

The need for more secular social spaces, like the jook, arose out of the gradual 

secularization of African American culture as a result of urbanization (Neal 1999: 12-15; 

Ward 1998: 7, 193-196). Increased efforts to segregate blacks after the failure of 

Reconstruction placed a greater burden on the black community to become a more self-

enclosed and self-sustaining social and cultural enclave, thereby increasing the tempo of 

urbanization (Franklin and Moss 2000: 341-345).  Urbanization and secularization 

created an increasing sense of individualism that was often at odds with the need to 

maintain community and communal values.
lxi

  Distinct social classes – working class, 

middle class, educated elite - began to develop in the black community as a result of 

urbanization and secularization.  As a result, the lives of African Americans became 

dichotomously compartmentalized within the urban community: home/world, 

work/leisure, sacred/secular (Neal 1999: 11-16).  These class schisms led to the creation 

of alternative social spaces – including jooks, social clubs, and new church 

denominations – that could accommodate the variety of developing counternarratives 

(Neal 1999: 7).   

With increased urbanization and secularization in the decades following 

emancipation, the black church – the traditionally influential social space of African 

American sacred and secular life - became less important in the secular lives of African 

Americans (Ward 1998: 198-199).  Ben Sidran believes that in the early decades of the 

twentieth century, the black church was loosing ground in adequately expressing the 

totality of the African American experience: 

 

 

Thus the church, once the bastion for blacks seeking freedom of 

expression and escape from the white man’s control, became the 

stronghold of the very mentality it was established to circumvent.  And in 

focusing too strongly on the notion of life-after-death, the church little by 

little became the purveyor of conservatism in this life (22). 
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Brian Ward states that in the early-to-mid twentieth century “urbanization went hand-in-

hand with the steady secularization of much black culture and the transference of many 

social and cultural functions once associated with the church” (1998: 7).  The twentieth 

century saw the transference of many social and political functions from the church to 

secular organizations – both local and national.  Businesses, like the Afro-American Life 

Insurance Company in Jacksonville, were also created to fill a community-aid need that 

was beyond the capacity of the church to meet (Franklin and Moss 2000: 313-318). 

The process of transference is key here, particularly as it relates to the jook joint, 

because while the aid and self-help functions were transferred from the church to secular 

social spaces – volunteer associations, aid organizations - the transcendence offered 

through the church was not so easily transferred (Ward 1998: 199).  The reason is that 

transcendence was achieved only after recognition of the harshness of one’s existential 

condition.  Having acknowledged the existential burden and bearing witness to it, 

transcendence could only be achieved in a community of shared consciousness.
lxii

    But 

not every social space could mobilize traditions and cultural expressions necessary to 

facilitate transcendence. Historically, the church and its reliance on music to carry the 

message provided the requisite social and cultural conditions for transcendence.  But for 

those who no longer looked to the church, the existential burden remained, and out of 

necessity, the jook became an alternate site for the mobilization of traditions and 

expressions necessary for transcendence 

For African Americans, the daily diaspora across the color line, compounded by 

the challenge to maintain community across the diaspora of dislocation, was 

overwhelming, both existentially and collectively.  For those who sought their 

experiential counternarratives in the jook rather than the church, transcendence was still 

possible in a process of witnessing, by proxy, through music and social interaction; a 

process that, in the words of Ralph Ellison, evoked “a shared community of experience” 

(2002: 93).  The jook, like the church, was a social space in which it was possible to 

“incubate traditions of expressive culture,” and through this, nurture the existential and 

collective soul (Neal 1999: 6). The jook allowed individuals, again to evoke Ralph 

Ellison, to “finger the jagged grain” of their Jim Crow existence and transcend that 

existence – even if for only one night (2002: 103).
lxiii

   In this way, the jook offered 
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transcendence – albeit limited – and spiritual catharsis; and music was the vehicle that 

provided expression for the vision of that transcendence (Neal 1999: 6). Amiri Baraka, 

discussing the transference of music from sacred to secular social spaces, states that in 

the jook “the older religiosity falls away from the music, but the deepest feel of spirit 

worship always remains as the music’s emotional patterns continue to make reference to” 

(Baraka 1967: 191). 

 In the twentieth century, the experiential counternarratives first expressed in the 

decades following emancipation – evidenced by the development of secular spaces and 

attendant cultural expressions - became narratives in their own right.  Secular narratives 

and newly emerging counternarratives became more prevalent in urban black 

communities – both north and south – in the decades preceding the Civil Rights 

Movement:  A “New Negro” ideology, the Harlem Renaissance, and distinct African 

American forms of music – gospel, jazz, blues, and Rhythm and Blues – were all 

disseminated via popular media to black communities throughout the diaspora (Eyerman 

and Jamison 1998: 82-94).
lxiv

 The church remained a significant social space in 

accommodating experiential narratives, but Cornel West notes the church’s changing role 

vis-à-vis the shifting contours of experience in the urban black landscape:  He states that 

in the post WWII era, African Americans “do not attend church, for the most part, to find 

God, but rather to share and expand together the rich heritage they have inherited” (West 

1988: 163).  Brian Ward also acknowledges the complex nature of the black urban 

landscape at mid-century, implicating the dialectic of secularization  as a shaping element 

in African American attempts to maintain community and create social spaces. 

 

   

The process of secularization in black life and culture hastened and 

hardened in the 1950s and 1960s [. . .and]as the centrality of the church in 

many black lives declined, it was through popular culture that blacks-

especially younger blacks-expressed their individual and collective 

identities; their histories: those distinctive aspects of the black experience 

in America that in the 1960s they came to sing and talk about as their soul 

(1998: 193, 206). 
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 By the mid-1950s, social and cultural forces at work in the in the black 

community were caught up in stronger social and cultural currents in America as a whole, 

resulting in an emerging national counternarrative that Lhamon refers to as a “culture 

tilted toward youth” (1990: 8).
lxv

  Coming into adolescence, Lavell entered this social and 

cultural current, and in seeking accommodation for his own experiential mien in this 

emerging counternarrative, he looked to the well-established social spaces in the black 

community -  jooks and other music clubs – to locate his narrative at the confluence of 

experiences and expressions.   

 

 I used to stand outside the little clubs down on Ashley [Street] and listen to the 
music.  Emanuel’s Tap Room – I’d stand out there for hours.  That was where all the jazz 
players played.  When I got older – 14, 15, 16 – the doorman would let me in to listen, 
maybe even meet the “cats”.  Same thing at the Two Spot, only that was pretty far away, 
but in those days you could take a taxi anywhere in Jacksonville – anywhere – for a 
nickel.  I’d beg one from my dad or my brother and ride up to the Two Spot.  Old Sammy 
Douglas was the emcee – man was sharp too boy, he’d be dressed out.  My dad had 
already been taking me there by the time I was 13 or 14, so Sammy would let me in – 
meet the entertainers.  Ruth Brown, The Spaniels, Ted Taylor – I met them all, right there 
at the Two Spot. 

 

 

Three 

 

 

 Because we had decided the previous night to drive straight through to Maine, 

Lavell and I knew that sleep was going to be crucial in this, the first leg of the journey.  

Since I elected to drive first, Lavell settled in for a nap outside of Brunswick, Georgia, at 

about 8:00.  The tape recorded his silent preparation for a turn at the wheel, along with 

the steady hum of the Nissan’s engine and the occasional roar of an eighteen-wheeler: its 

bellow beginning as a low growl as it approached from behind, reaching a crescendo as it 

moved up along side us, and fading in a rapid decrescendo as it rushed past.   

 Gradually, morning lost its grip on the day, and the tall shadows of the Georgia 

pines retreated to the interstate’s gravel shoulders as the sun ascended the eastern sky.  

The pine bottoms of Georgia gave way to the long, low flatlands of coastal South 
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Carolina, which, as we moved farther into that state and away from the coast,  gave way 

to the long, low hills of the piedmont.  The sun was loosing its grip on the sky to large 

gray clouds, heavy with rain, that hugged the landscape as they encroached from the 

west.  I was lost in the trance that comes with driving in silence for long distances, my 

mind roaming from thought to thought without lingering on any one for too long.     

 

Darien, Georgia 

  “Double-consciousness” was the term coined by W.E.B. Du Bois (1969) to 

describe the African American experience of living in a black and white world: a world 

separated by a transparent – yet impenetrable – “veil.”   To navigate between the two 

worlds, African Americans developed a social and behavioral diglossia, allowing them to 

participate in both worlds, hopefully without losing the best part of themselves in the 

process.  This despite the fact that they were often placed in wholly contradictory social 

positions in the compromise.   

 

Savannah, Georgia 

For a black man and a white man, traveling together through the South as late as 

1960 was difficult and potentially dangerous.   For example, the search for food alone 

would have required some careful social maneuvering.  They probably could have 

stopped at the same white-owned restaurant, but they undoubtedly could not have eaten 

together.  The black man, if he could get service at all, would be required to go to a side – 

or rear – pick up area, because his presence was prohibited in the dining area.  For the 

white man, he was required to go the dining area because for him to go to the “colored” 

pick up window with the black man was a serious transgression.  Now, if they stopped at 

a restaurant in the black community for some soul food, both men would have been 

welcome to eat together, or get it “to go” from the same window.  

 

It was nearing 10:00, and my cramped legs, the nearly empty fuel tank, and my 

nearly full bladder all cried out for a pit stop.   We were mid way through South Carolina 

and the sky was now dark with low, heavy clouds weighted with rain.  I pulled off I-95 at 

the exit for Santee.  Lavell awoke as I pulled to the stop sign at the top of the off ramp.   

“Where are we?” 

“Santee, South Carolina.  We need some gas, and I need to use the bathroom and 

stretch my legs.” 

“I hear that, could do that myself.”   

We pulled into the nearest convenience store and gas station, and in getting out 

noticed that the air in South Carolina was considerably colder than the air we left in 
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Jacksonville.  Lavell immediately grabbed his knit cap and pulled it onto his head, 

covering his ears.  He reached into the back for his brother’s old, heavy-duty army coat 

and put it on.  While Lavell pumped gas, I went to the restroom inside the store.  Coming 

out of the restroom, I saw Lavell had finished pumping gas and was on his way in, his 

shoulders pulled up around his neck to ward  off the cold.  As I paid for the fuel and filled 

our coffee thermos, Lavell took his turn in the bathroom.  I waited inside until he 

emerged from the back 

“You ready for me to drive?” He asked. 

“No, I’ll drive for a while longer.  Figured I would go down for a nap after we eat 

lunch.” 

We went out into the damp cold.  A mist – seemingly too light to fall – appeared 

to hang in the air.  Lavell took off his coat and threw it into the back, but he kept his cap 

on.  Within five minutes, we were back on the interstate, heading north.  I broke the 

silence with a statement prompted by something Lavell said over two hours earlier. 

“You know, I remember what you said about Ashley street being just like Harlem.  

A couple of weeks ago, I was talking with Carol Alexander, the director of the Ritz 

Museum, and she said that La Villa was the “Harlem of the South.”  Then, a week or so 

later, in this pictorial history of Jacksonville, I saw this quote at the beginning of the first 

chapter that said Ashley street was “Jacksonville’s answer to Harlem.”  So it must’ve 

been a happening place.” 

Lavell settled back into his seat and removed his cap. He folded it neatly and 

placed it on the dash in front of him.  At the same time he nodded an affirmation to my 

statement.   

“I’m telling you Scott, it was truly a mecca for entertainment at that time.  

Actually, it was always a regular stop over for entertainers long before I came up.  I mean 

all the greats of jazz played Jacksonville, and I mean regularly.  Count Basie, Louie 

Armstrong, Duke Ellington.  They all played right there.  Music was everywhere in the 

community, not just on Ashley, but everywhere.” 

“You mean churches as well as clubs?” 

“Well that too, but even more than that.  Now, if you can picture it, Ashley ran 

east to west.  There was also this street called Davis Street that ran north and south, 
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crossing Ashley.  Davis was a lot like Ashley in terms of entertainment.  But also, on 

weekends especially, you’d turn and walk north on Davis, and at every street corner there 

would be some little vocal group singing.  Just walk on up the street and listen at them.  

Then, at the schools you would always have some groups that would go to the stairwells 

and sing because of the acoustics.  Then you might go over to the Jefferson Street 

pool…that was the pool for blacks at that time…and you would hear some group over 

there in this little partially enclosed basement area.  The acoustics in there were just 

incredible because one side was open and it only had but half a roof, so you would get 

this great sound when you sang.  That’s where we would try to go first if we could.  The 

streets and schools would just be humming with music.” 

“So these groups would just be singing on the street?” 

“Oh yes!!  You might get it other places too, but it was mostly on Davis.  That 

street developed a reputation as the place to go hear these little singing groups.  So people 

would actually come down to Davis Street just to hear the groups.  I’m telling you man, it 

was a time, and I spent many a day singing down on Davis.”   

Lavell fell silent.  The tone of his last statement implied he had more to say, so I 

waited for him to give voice his thoughts.  Outside, the light mist gradually gave way to a 

steady downpour.  I started to lapse back into a road-induced trance when Lavell brought 

me back. 

“And there was a connection with Harlem too.  I actually knew this guy who 

would go to Harlem to buy clothes and come back here and sell them.  He worked for the 

railroad on one of the Pullman Porters and he would bring back clothes…all the latest 

styles…bring them back from Harlem.  You tell him what you want and he would get it 

for you.  He had been doing that for a long time.  The Pullman Porters were the life line 

to the rest of the world.  Remember, I told you the black community was self-enclosed.  

Well it was, and you could get whatever you wanted from anywhere.  Somebody always 

knew somebody who worked for the railroad.  Used to be that all the black newspapers 

came with the Pullman Porters – “Pittsburgh Courier,” “Chicago Defender” - All of them 

would come by rail.”    

“So it was really a way to connect with other black communities in the north and 

south?” 
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“Yes, you’re exactly right.  We would send mail, packages, you name it.  If you 

wanted to make sure your package got there, you gave it to the Pullman Porter.  The 

railroad was the life line for the black community, more so probably in my dad’s time 

than mine, but it was still important when I was coming up.” 

Lavell cupped his hands over the vent and rubbed his hands together to warm 

them.  I turned up the heater a notch to help him in his effort.  Eager to learn more about 

the nightlife in Jacksonville, I asked him about his experiences at some of the clubs.   

“Well, when I was real little I couldn’t go to the club, but once and a while my 

dad would take me to the Two Spot.  That was the club in Jacksonville.  It could hold 

eight hundred - a thousand people easy.  They had a big long bar, a kitchen.  You could 

get anything you wanted and the food was top notch too.  They had air conditioning and 

bungalows in the back for the entertainers.  The man that owned it was Charlie Edd.  He 

owned that along with Emanuel’s Tap Room.”  

“Was the Two Spot on Ashley?” 

“No man, and it’s funny too because Ashley was the place for entertainment, but 

the Two Spot was far north in Jacksonville.  In those days that was considered the edge of 

town.  Emanuel’s Tap Room was down on Ashley though and that is where the jazz 

musicians played.  Jazz musicians would occasionally play the Two Spot, but it had a 

large dance floor, and when I was coming up, that was where the popular singers 

performed - Ruth Brown, Ray Charles, the Spaniels.  All the vocal groups would play 

there, and when I got older, I would hang out there to watch them off load. I got to know 

the emcee, Sammy Douglas, and he would usually let me in to watch the show.  The Two 

Spot was the hottest club in town, and it was safe too.  There wasn’t any messing 

around.”  Lavell chuckled at a memory.  “They used to have this big joker - provided 

security - he’d tell people that if they messed around they would end up in the cemetery 

across the street.  He joked around, but people knew he was half serious.  But they never 

really had any trouble that I know of, this was a nice club.  On the inside, it had a balcony 

that ran around the room so you would have different levels of seating.  And remember 

now, this was a black club.  See, most people don’t realize that these venues were top 

notch places to play.”  Recognizing the importance of his statement, Lavell repeated it 

with emphasis.  “These were top notch places to play.   
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“So this wasn’t a jook?” 

Lavell immediately turned to me with a surprised look that in the cramped 

confines of the car, startled me in its quickness.  I wasn’t sure what I said wrong, and my 

bewilderment must have showed on my face, because he then set me straight on some 

erroneous distinctions on my part.   

“Man, these are all jooks,” he said.  “See the problem is that most people today 

think a black jook joint is a little run-down building that serves beer and has an old black 

guy singing the blues in the corner. I am here to tell you that that is not the only kind of 

jook.  Sure, we played some small clubs just like that where you could see the ground 

under the floor boards and the stars through the roof, but most jooks were not like that.  

The kinds of jooks you’re talking about were usually in rural areas, but that wasn’t 

always true either.  Sometimes you’d be out in the middle of nowhere - thinking you are 

lost - and then you come up on the club: a huge club in the middle of nowhere with the 

best food and drink money can buy.   Now we usually played in the cities and large towns 

and those were some very nice jooks.  Very nice.  And these were just the venues that 

black performers played in, and I enjoyed both large and small jooks.  Man, look here,  I 

remember when Dionne Warwick played the same little old jooks we played when we 

were coming up in south Florida.  So did Wilson Pickett and so did Bobby Blue Bland.  

Some of them small - some of them large, but that was the chitlin circuit in those days.  

So you see, all of these clubs were jooks.  They were the clubs musicians played on the 

chitlin circuit, and it was called a circuit because we would play a string of the same 

clubs throughout the South, sometimes adding new ones and sometimes dropping old 

ones.  We went from Florida to Texas on up through the Carolinas and Kentucky playing 

jooks.  I lived 15 good years of my life playing the chitlin circuit, just the kind of jooks 

we’ve been talking about, and  I don’t regret a minute of it.  Not one minute.  You hear 

me?”   

I smiled and nodded an affirmative response to his rhetorical call.   

“Alright.”  Lavell chuckled, “see man, now you’re getting an education, and I’m 

telling you, you can’t get this kind of knowledge from a book.”  

Lavell fell silent again, but this time I could tell by the tone of his voice that he 

had no more to say on the subject.  I focused on the road as the spring downpour 
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increased in intensity, the wipers slapped unrelentingly at the rain in a battle they were 

destined to lose.  We crossed South Carolina’s largest inland body of water, Lake 

Marion, but I would have been unaware of it had there not been a sign labeling it as such.  

I turned up the heater another notch, leaned into the rain and kept driving; my mind once 

again set free to roam.   

 

* 

 

Despite my guarded awareness and best intentions, I had fallen victim to the trap 

of authenticity regarding black jook joints.  As Lavell pointed out, the authentic 

idealization of jooks is one in which an old black man hammers out tales of infidelity in a 

cramped, one-room shack that reeks of beer and cigarettes.  Dispelling authentic 

idealizations was one of the reason for exploring Lavell’s life story, but I realized that my 

awareness of these idealizations alone was not enough to dispel my own illusions of the 

“authentic” black man playing in my mind. 

 

*** 

 

 Remember, I told you that music was everywhere in the community.  You’d walk 
down Davis and you would hear all the little singing groups.  When I was coming up that 
was a big thing.  You’d hear music at the clubs on Ashley Street. I’d stand outside these 
clubs listening at the music.  I’d go by a church and listen at the church groups 
practicing.  The radio was a big thing when I was a kid, and I used to go downtown to 
stand outside the radio station and watch the disc jockey.  They would often have little 
speakers outside so you could hear what was on the radio. There’d always be a crowd 
outside the station listening to the music.  You couldn’t escape the music. Man, I’m 
telling you that the streets would just be humming with music.  Wherever you went, 
somebody was either playing, listening at, or dancing  to the music.    
  

Music was a protagonist in Lavell’s early life, and his perception of the level of 

musical activity in his community is undoubtedly colored by the lens of personal interest 

and involvement.  Regardless, his anecdotes are revelatory of the importance and 

omnipresence of music as woven into the experiential tapestry of the African American 

community.  Because Lavell’s narrative details a life in music, a closer look at black 
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music is necessary to understand its influence in the African American community and  

how that influence may have shaped Lavell.  Historians John Hope Franklin and Alfred 

provide a segue relevant for a more detailed look at music in the black community.  

 

 

The survival of varying degrees of African culture in America does not 

suggest that there has been only a limited adjustment of Africans to the 

New World situation.  On the contrary, it merely points up the fact that 

Africans came out of an experience that was sufficiently entrenched to 

make possible the persistence of some customs  and traditions.  There is a 

certain amount of validity in the view that in the conflict of cultures only 

those practices will survive whose value and utility  give them the strength 

and tenacity to do so  (Franklin and Moss 2000: 32).  

 

 

 Music was arguably one of the most important practices to survive in the African 

American cultural repertoire precisely because of its value and utility as a conduit for 

social interaction and as a vehicle for cultural expression critical commentary.  Lavell 

says that “music was our way to be heard without being seen.”   Jazz historian Bruce 

Raeburn, in discussing music’s relevance for African Americans, writes that “as political 

possibilities were taken away, vehicles for cultural expression became even more 

important in the black community.”  Music, he continues, gave African Americans “a 

chance to express individually and communicate collectively a different kind of self-

determination” (Raeburn 2002).  Bryan Stevenson of the Equal Justice Coalition, opines 

that “music became a way to communicate to yourself that you are a human being even if 

you are being treated as something less than human; and to communicate to others that 

you cannot take away the core of this creative, living, breathing spirit” (Stevenson 2002). 

 Music, therefore, was fundamental historically in shaping a general African 

American deportment vis-à-vis their experiences in America.  Long before black music 

existed as a commodified sound-object, music itself served as a covert social space, 

allowing African Americans to locate themselves culturally and socially in the diaspora 

of consciousness that  followed emancipation.  The multiple migrations of blacks out of 

the South following emancipation are well documented: a century-long diaspora that 

started as an intermittent stream in the decades after the Civil War, became a fast flowing 
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current after World War I, and reach its high-water mark in the decade following World 

War II. While these physical migrations stretched taut the fabric of black community and 

consciousness, the daily diaspora of consciousness that occurred in crossing the color line 

was arguably more threatening to African American identity, both individually and 

collectively.  The church and jook joint, the primary social spaces within the black 

community, were instrumental in physically reminding blacks that they were a 

community - they did share a common narrative (or counternarrative).   But it was music-

as-covert-social-space that allowed blacks to orally (and aurally) locate their narrative in 

a community of shared consciousness.
lxvi

 

 

 Now, if you’re asking me why music is something that black people excelled at,  I 
would have to say that strictly playing music with soul really has nothing to do with  
being black.  If you had been running with me down on Ashley and Davis [Streets], you 
would have been exposed to the music the same way I was, and that exposure is where 
black musicians get a lot of their creativity and talent for music.  Many white musicians, 
especially in the 50s and 60s, tapped into that part of soul.  That’s what rock & roll was 
all about.  It all came together at Woodstock. The kids in the white community  had been 
tapping into their soul through the music.  I would see it when I would play black clubs 
and white college kids would sneak in to hear the music.  They couldn’t help themselves. 
I’m tellin’ you right now.  They just couldn’t deny what the music was telling them.  They 
knew the truth when they heard it.  Well, that’s the truth that black people have been 
hearing in music for a long time. 
 

 But what is it in music that lends itself so easily to serve as a conduit for social 

interaction and a vehicle for cultural expression and critical commentary?   The answer 

lies in music’s capacity for communicating social knowledge and cultural values, as well 

as the very activity of music itself – participation in a music event is akin to the ritual 

process.  Music, according to Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison, acts as a “carrier of 

(past) traditions,” and therefore “bears images and symbols which help frame (present) 

reality” (1998: 45). As a processual activity, Eyerman and Jamison write that “music 

embodies tradition through the ritual of performance,” and can “empower, help create 

collective identity and a sense of movement in an emotional and almost physical sense” 

(1998: 35).   
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In exploring music’s capacity for communicating social knowledge and cultural 

values, John Sheperd and Peter Wicke borrow from the work of music theorists, 

philosophers, sociologists, and anthropologists. They argue that music, as a signifying 

practice in sound, is homologous to language in that it gives rise to affect and meaning 

that is unique to the activity and medium of its production (Sheperd and Wicke  3-27).  

Like spoken language, performed music is tied to the continuum of time, and the listener 

is pushed along by the current of sounds in time (Sidran 1971: 2).   Unlike spoken 

language, however, music communicates to the emotions in a manner more direct than 

language, which relies heavily on the world of prepositional objects for meaning 

construction and is more denotative than music in its reference (1971: 20-21).
lxvii

    

Music is non-denotative in its reference, and its connotations are varied, multi-

layered and highly dependent on the cultural deportment and social disposition of the 

listener:  “there are in fact many levels of meaning having to do with music, lyrics, 

images and movement as negotiated by individuals with specific social and cultural 

biographies” (Sheperd and Wicke 1997: 9).  Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison also see 

music’s specifically non-denotative quality as important to its semiotic properties.  They 

write that “because it is the bearer of many traditions, the images and symbols music 

gives rise to are open-ended, not closed and determinant:  this is what distinguishes music 

and song from ideology” (1998: 46).
lxviii

   

In describing music’s ability to communicate to the emotions more directly than 

language, Sheperd and Wicke synthesize the work of music theorist Leonard Meyer and 

philosopher Suzanne Langer, the latter arguing that the “inner life” of human experience 

shares “formal properties similar to those of music” (Langer 1942: 228).  Her conclusion, 

according to Sheperd and Wicke, is that “this similarity allows music to act in relation to 

the emotional world in the same way that language acts in relation to the prepositional 

world of objects, events, and ideas – symbolically” (Sheperd and Wicke 1997: 13).  The 

research Sheperd and Wicke bring to bear in support of their position is extensive and 

well beyond the scope of this life story, but the following statement has particular 

relevance for Lavell’s  life story. 
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Music can emphasize the relatedness of human existence with a directness 

and concreteness that language cannot easily reproduce.  Through its 

fundamentally iconic and concrete functioning, music can foreground the 

character of people’s involvement with their biographies, their societies 

and their environment  (1997: 183). 

 

  

 While the congruence of the “inner life” of human experience and music’s 

semiotic properties begin to illuminate the importance of music in the black community, 

music is inherently social, and a look at the role of music as a conduit for social 

interaction and cultural expression more fully illuminates its importance in the African 

American experience.  The largely Western tradition of putting music to paper, along 

with the commodification of musical product, has resulted in a static “music-as-product” 

perspective that has removed music from the processual context from which it emerged.  

What is required is a reconsideration of music itself, viewing it not as a static collection 

of sound-objects, but instead as a dialogic and processual activity.
lxix

 

 Christopher Small, in his book “Music of The Common Tongue,” acknowledges 

music’s inherently processual quality: “music is not primarily a thing or a collection of 

things, but an activity in which we engage” [italics original] (1987: 50) To emphasize this 

processual and dialogic quality, Small resurrects the verb form of music, “musicking,” to 

express and describe any and all participation in a musical performance, including 

listening, performing, composing, and even dancing.  As a concept describing the social 

and cultural processes involved in musical performance and participation, musicking is a 

dialogic activity in which relationships and identities are forged and experiential social 

knowledge is shared (Small 1987: 50-75).
lxx

  

 Musicking, in the words of Christopher Small, is similar to ritual in that it 

describes “an action which dramatizes and re-enacts the shared mythology of a social 

group;” and through this process, musicking “sets out desired relationships, between 

person and person, group and group, and between humanity and the natural and even the 

supernatural world” (1987: 75-76).   Small’s recognition of the similarities between ritual 

and musicking is significant, and the similarities – like those between performed music 

and spoken language - are more homologous than analogous.  Small’s description of 

musicking as a social and cultural process is homologous to Victor Turner’s description 
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of the ritual process, in which relationships, identities, traditions, and cultural values are 

created, affirmed, and reaffirmed (Turner 1969).
lxxi

   

 Musicking, like the ritual process, opens up liminal spaces that, by their very 

nature, are experientially ambiguous and ripe with potential symbolism.  Particularly 

relevant is Richard Schechner’s development of Turner’s processual approach to ritual 

(1993).  In Schechner’s synthesis, the liminal spaces produced through  the ritual process 

offer a form and forum for critique of and resistance to established ideas and practices, 

while at the same time holding out a utopian hope for the future (Eyerman and Jamison 

1998: 37).  

  Liminal spaces are also opened up through musicking, and these spaces allow for 

“safe” critical commentary and challenge of established narratives.  The commentary is 

“safe” because in music’s open-ended and non-denotative vernacular, the challenge and 

critique are implicit in action and sound rather than explicit in language.  Challenges and 

critiques can be offered up in these liminal spaces, and the reaction of others gauged to 

determine the potential viability and trajectory of critiques and counternarratives.  

Musicking therefore offers a form and forum for critical commentary and challenging 

established narratives, while at the same time allowing for the transference of experiential 

social knowledge.
lxxii

   

 

 Having said all that, I need to make something clear.  Music was always a way 
for black people to talk to one another, sometimes the only way.   From the time of 
slavery until now, we’ve had a need to talk about what we’ve been through…You know 
the history, you know what I’m talking about. That need alone can give you the kind of 
soul you need to play your axe. It’s just in us to get it out. Now, don’t take this the wrong 
way, but as a white person, that kind of need to communicate would be harder for you to 
understand because you…and I mean white people in general…have always been able to 
express themselves any old way they wanted, and that was ok. You didn’t have that need 
like we did.  We had to be careful what we said – and how we said it.  We could say it in 
music, get our message across, and not make it hard on ourselves in the process.  Music 
was our way to be heard…without being seen. 
 

 African Americans, both in slavery and in the diasporas following emancipation, 

maintained community and a collective sense of identity through musicking.  In reference 

to the importance of music in the black community, Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison 

write that “what was accomplished and preserved through the ritual performance of 
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music was the affirmation of unity in variety, a sense of community” (1998: 36).  

Christopher Small writes that “it was musicking and dancing, those twin rituals of 

affirmation, of exploration and celebration of relationships, with their unique power to 

weld together into a higher unity the contradictory experiences of sorrow, pain, hope, and 

despair” 1987: 87).    

 Musicking became the means by which African Americans gave voice to the 

double-consciousness of their individual and collective experience. Carl Werner states 

that the historical importance of music in the black community lies in its ability to clearly 

and concisely capture the duality of exclusion and inclusion inherent in the paradoxical 

social existence of black Americans: “when ‘glory hallelujah’ is the line that follows 

‘Nobody knows the trouble I see,’ and no one finds that confusing, music captures the 

paradoxes of the human heart” (1998: xii).  In the liminal spaces opened up through 

musicking, African Americans were able to critically comment on the nature of their 

condition without fear of retribution.  This critical commentary, or “signifying,” therefore 

empowered blacks, affording them a sense of control over a situation that was, by and 

large, beyond their control.   

 ‘Signifying’ refers to the use of double entendre and hidden references by African 

Americans – and oppressed groups in general - as a means of critiquing and commenting 

on their situation (Abrahams 1985: 6). Lavell has mentioned the “need” to communicate 

between blacks, and signifying arose during slavery as a means to satisfy this “need.” 

Mavis Staples echoes Lavell’s statement about African Americans’ need to signify:  “We 

have been through some stuff and the world needs to know about it; the stories need to be 

known to the young people so they can know what we’ve gone through to get them to 

where they are” (Werner 1998: xv).  Referring to African Americans specifically, 

Eyerman and Jamison believe that “through signifying talk, the we-them relation could 

be given a positive connotation,” that while not necessarily rebellious or political by 

itself, “could readily serve as the basis for rebellious action” (1998: 99)   

 

* 
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 The historical contingencies of “being black” in America provided musicking 

with its specific trajectory in the African American community.  In the century following 

emancipation, blacks were challenged to maintain community and adhere to a sense of 

collective identity across the diasporas of distance and dislocation.  At the same time, 

because of urbanization and secularization, the umbrella of collective African American 

identity could no longer accommodate the entirety of black experience in the urban 

communities.   

 Musicking, in and of itself, served as a social space within which blacks 

Americans reaffirmed individual and collective identity and shared the duality of their 

existence in the daily diaspora of consciousness that came with crossing the color line. 

The open-ended dialectic of musicking, homologous to the ritual process, facilitated the 

exploration and development of experiential counternarratives, allowing blacks to locate 

themselves in the changing social landscape of the African American community.  

Musicking also provided African Americans with an empowering voice - through 

signifying – over an otherwise powerless situation.   

 In the diaspora from rural to urban centers – north and south – musicking became 

a conduit for social interaction, bridging not only the physical distance, but also the 

cultural distance between the “collective then and existential personal now” (Turner and  

Bruner 1986: 34).  As Lavell says, “music was everywhere in the community,” and the 

predominance of music in African American community undoubtedly shaped Lavell’s 

experiential horizon and influenced the direction his life would take.  

 

 

Four 

 

 

I continued driving slowly through the heavy downpour.  Numerous cars had 

edged onto the interstate’s narrow shoulders, flashers on, waiting for a break in the rain.  

At each overpass, motorcyclists huddled together in cold, wet clumps.   I wanted to stop, 

but our tight schedule would not allow it.  The same front that was causing the rain in 

South Carolina would push its way through New England in less than 12 hours, and there 
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the delays could be long.  I hoped it would only be rain there, but I expected any one of 

its frozen cousins.  The side windows were partially fogged, and after slowly sipping his 

coffee, Lavell wiped down the inside of his window.  Ahead, a lone motorcyclist, not 

making it to the shelter of overpass, had given in to the inevitable.  Stopped under a 

mileage sign by the side of the road, he had drawn his poncho up over his head and was 

sitting very still.  Lavell sipped his coffee and broke our silence with a thought triggered 

by the sign. 

 “Florence, 62 miles.  I had a record man – I saw the sign back there – a record 

that went number one in Florence, South Carolina.” 

“What record was that?” 

“’Soft Soul’ was the record.  It went number one in Florence, South Carolina 

Albany, Georgia, and Lexington, Kentucky.  Remember, I told you about that record.  I 

recorded it in Tupelo, Mississippi, at Tupelo Sound.  I actually recorded it twice.  Once in 

Tupelo and once in Shreveport, Louisiana.  After the recording in Tupelo, which is really 

the best one, I recorded it at Jewel Studios in Shreveport.  That was where Percy Sledge 

and Alan Toussaint recorded their hits.  Jewel Studios.  I sure wish I had a copy of the 

Tupelo Sound recording.  That was really the better version of that song.”  

“When did you record at Tupelo Sound?  

Lavell refilled his travel cup with coffee.  He closed the thermos, nursed the travel 

cup between both hands, and took a sip.  The silence was long enough that I glanced 

over, thinking he had not heard my question, or simply forgotten it.  His knitted brow and 

busy eyes told me was searching for a reference in time.   

“Oh man, now let’s see.  That had to be 1971 that I recorded that in Tupelo.  I 

don’t remember for sure.  But it was at Tupelo Sound, a little local label.  See, once and a 

while, we would play a little circuit that was further north.  We would swing up into 

Tupelo to a play this one club, then we would go to Memphis and play.  From there we 

would travel into Arkansas, playing jooks at Pine Bluff, Little Rock, and Hot Springs.  

Then, from there, we would travel down into Texarkana.”   

“Now, how this session came up in Tupelo was that Bill, our manager, knew the 

man that owned the Tupelo Sound recording studio.  I don’t remember how, but he did - 

it may have been that they were in Miami together for a while…I think that was it.  
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Anyway, to help this man out, Bill got in contact with him when we were in Meridian.  

He went ahead and bought some studio time for us to cut that little record.”   

“On the bus ride up to Tupelo on route 45 we talked about what we would record.  

We had done a few records before at Sureshot studios out of Houston – that was one of 

Don Robey’s little studios -  but we didn’t want to record those over again.  So, I wrote 

‘Soft Soul’  and the one on the B-side right on our bus as we traveled on route 45.  I 

finished them while parked in the studio’s parking lot.  I sure did. The B-side was ‘I 

Know Where It’s At.’  On that track, I came up with the bass and drum lines and taught it 

to the guys right before we recorded it.”   

“Now, the sound engineer couldn’t believe it, ‘cause usually each studio had an 

A&R man to do arrangements for the bands.   Remember I told you that that’s what I did 

for Don Robey – I did A&R work at Sureshot studios.   Now, what would usually happen 

is that an artist would come in, tell the A&R man his ideas for a song, and the A&R guy 

would do the arrangements.  But see I had always done arrangements for the band – 

that’s how I got that job in Houston at Sureshot.  So, when we walked into Tupelo Sound, 

the A&R assumed he would do the arrangements.  But  I said ‘no, man we’ve already got 

that worked out, all you got to do is just turn on the machine and we can go.’  He couldn’t 

believe it.  He almost fell out - because that was very uncommon at that time.  But I had 

already done the arrangements and showed all the guys their parts.  We were ready!” 

“And that version of ‘Soft Soul’ recorded in Tupelo went number one.  But why 

just in certain areas?” 

 “Well, these smaller studios didn’t have the large distribution network that the 

big studios had.  They had a  promoter who worked with a  network of stations.” 

“ Radio stations?” 

“Yeah, and in this case, Tupelo’s promoter dealt with stations in Albany, 

Lexington and Florence.  Once he ‘broke the record’ in those areas, ‘Soft Soul’ went 

number one. Then, once it went number one, it attracted more attention.  That’s when I 

got the offer to record at Jewel.  It was really a chance thing, and we didn’t think 

anything would come of it.  But that’s the way it worked out.” 

 “So when did you record “Soft Soul” at Jewel?”   
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“Not right away.  We were on tour and had some gigs we were obligated to play.  

We had to set aside some time to do the recordings  It was several months afterward.  I 

honestly don’t remember how long.  I recorded a couple of 45s for them actually.  I did ‘I 

Can Help You Find Yourself’ and ‘Little Things Mean So Much.’  I recorded those a 

while before ‘Soft Soul.’ I was actually working on an album project for them in the early 

1970s, but it never came through.  I think they had some financial problems and all the 

projects they were working on got shelved, including my album.   I actually have the reel-

to-reel recording of it at home.” 

“They let you have it?” 

“Yeah, but it’s the copy you can’t use.  What they do is – every 15 seconds or so 

– they insert a dissonant piano chord over the recording.  You can’t get it out, and that 

stops you from going to another studio to have it mastered and pressed.”   

“So what made the Tupelo recording of ‘Soft Soul’ better than the version 

recorded in Shreveport?” 

“It’s interesting you should ask that.  Let me tell you why.  See, those cats at 

Jewel were far better musicians than the guys in our band.  I’m not saying our guys 

couldn’t play, because they were hot!  But they weren’t schooled musicians.  The cats at 

Jewel were trained to read and they understood theory.  Plus, they had incredible 

technique.  But what they didn’t have was the connection that you get from playing in a 

band with people you love and who love you.  That connection comes through the music.  

I know what I’m talking about.  The music reflects that connection, and you’ll know 

when a group has it as soon as they strike up. For me man, the personal aspect of playing 

with someone is just as important, if not more important, than the musical part of it.  

There’s a brotherhood and sisterhood that you develop with people like that.  It is just 

like a family, believe me when I tell you.  The good and the bad, but it’s just like a 

family, and the music is better for it.” 

Lavell fell silent.  The tone of his last statement implied he had more to say, but 

he didn’t give voice to his thoughts.  Outside, the downpour continued. 

 

*** 
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 At a rehearsal in early December of 2000, I presented Lavell with an original 

Tupelo Sound 45 rpm recording of his hit “Soft Soul.”  Using the internet, I tracked down 

the record to a collector of soul music in Los Angeles and paid 10 dollars for the 45.  

During my search, I was surprised to see numerous references to Lavell and his show 

band, the Afro Soul Revue, including the releases on both the Tupelo Sound and Jewel 

labels.  Here is what one collector had to say about the Tupelo recording of “Soft Soul:”   

 

 

Kamma was probably from Mississippi or nearby judging by the label. 

This was a really good 45 with funky cuts on both sides. "Soft Soul" is 

actually more funky than soulful and more hard than soft. It's a good mix 

of southern funk and JB-style groove/vocals. The B-Side has a nice bass 

line and drum intro. Lavell's vocals are rough, raspy, and kind of high 

pitched. I'm not sure if either cut shows up on any compilations but they 

should. The A-Side would be the most likely candidate (McClellan). 
 

 

 A week after giving him the gift, I traveled back to Gainesville for rehearsal at 

Lavell’s house.  I entered the empty practice room to the strains of “Soft Soul” emanating 

from a circa 1970s record player with built-in speakers that Lavell had precariously 

placed on top of my amplifier in order to catch my attention, just in case the music itself 

did not.  A younger, higher-pitched Lavell performed vocal gymnastics over and through 

the song’s funky backbeat, which was played by the Afro Soul Revue rhythm section 

composed of guitar, bass, and drums.  The Revue’s horn section provided syncopated 

punctuations to the musical statements and exclamations made by the rhythm section.  

The groove was rock steady, but there was a relaxed looseness to the overall feel that 

implied the comfortable and close personal connection shared by the musicians.     

 Lavell’s absence on my arrival at rehearsal was intentional.  He left me alone in 

the practice room to spend some quality time with the earlier version of himself, waiting 

until the recording was over before entering.  When he did come in, he masked the 

significance of the event with a casual mock solemnity that he knew would force me to 

oblige him with a reaction.  When I inquired about the 45, knowing full well it was the 

recording I gave him, he replied with an exaggerated quizzical stare and blissfully 
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ignorant gestures that he saved for such performances in which his intention was to milk 

the moment for all it was worth.  Each successive question on my part lead to more 

wildly exaggerated expressions and gestures on his.  The pantomime continued until 

Lavell could hold out no longer, and he broke off into a sly snicker, clapping his hands 

and strutting around the practice room in full enjoyment of his performance, both on the 

record and in the practice room.  This was Lavell’s way of expressing his gratitude for 

my gift, made more appreciative by the reenactment of this same scene for the arrival of 

the other band members: Levi Griffin, the bass player, and Murphy Brockington, the 

drummer. 

 We did not rehearse that night.  Instead, we had an impromptu record party, in 

which Lavell orally re-membered the circumstances of each recording, and we spent the 

evening aurally re-living Lavell’s musical career through recordings and reel-to-reel tape. 

 

 

Five 

 

 

Not everyone was Ray Charles.  Not Everyone was Sam Cooke.  For 

almost all the soul singers the chitlin circuit remained an inescapable way 

of life, at least to a considerable degree.  What should never be lost sight 

of is that Southern soul music is at least as much the story of the never-

weres and might-have-beens, of the one-hit artists, and the impact of their 

one hit, as it is a chronicle of the stars. 

 

   Peter Guralnick (1986: 14) 

 

 

Lavell’s recording of “Soft Soul” occurred 11 years into an adult career that 

began in 1960.  At the time of the recording, Lavell Kamma’s Afro Soul Revue was 

composed of 12 people, including dancers, musicians, an emcee, and a female vocalist 

who opened for Lavell.  The band traveled in a luxuriously appointed Scenic Cruiser, a 

top-of-the-line touring bus with a V8 Cummins diesel engine.  Made originally for 

Greyhound, the Scenic Cruisers were the largest commercial buses on the road at the 
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time.  Their roofline extended vertically 2 feet after the cockpit, and oval-shaped  

skylights were set into the sides of this rearward roof extension, giving the bus an overall 

appearance of a double-decker.  

Lavell’s beginning in 1960 was considerably more humble, but the inherent 

wanderlust of youth probably made it more appealing and adventuresome:  Lavell, along 

with three friends, left Jacksonville in an old Buick with only their instruments, one 

suitcase (for all their clothes) and the promise of a  gig in Waycross, Georgia. 

In an article entitled “The Uses of Life History,” Michael Fischer wrote that 

“perhaps the most important use of life histories, particularly in the contemporary world, 

is the strategic use of a life frame that straddles major social and cultural transformations” 

(1991: 25).  Lavell’s is just such a life frame.  His career began during the last gasps of 

Jim Crow, continued through the successes of the Civil Rights Movement, witnessed the 

race riots of the mid and late 1960s, and observed the rise of Black Power and 

afrocentricity as a cultural force.  While he does not address at length any of these events, 

he is obviously aware of his connection to these events, not only as an African American, 

but as a Soul musician performing in the genre of popular music that became an 

experiential soundtrack during this socially and cultural dymanic period.    

What follows is an oral sketch, in Lavell’s own words, of his career between 1960 

and 1975.  I started out summarizing his career for this section, but instead, I decided to 

defy anthropological practice and let Lavell’s voice “speak for itself” here, at length and 

without interruption.  The reason is twofold.  The first is that his monologue serves as a 

broad temporal and spatial reference for other, more specific, experiences that he shared 

with me on our trip.  Those specific remembrances are more effectively explored with my 

established format of conversational vignette followed by hermeneutic engagement.  In 

short, my summary would restate the information in his monologue, and I felt his 

delivery and embellishments were far more insightful and revealing than any 

interpretation I could provide. 

The second, and more important reason is that in re-creating his career, Lavell 

reveals more about his comportment toward himself, me, and the life story project.  Our 

conversations have already hinted at his attitude and comportment in these areas, but his 

extended monologue brings these into even sharper focus.   
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Lavell’s monologue – in concert with our conversations during the trip – 

illuminates his comportment with himself, as a historical Other who lived through – and 

by proxy, participated in - these events; me, simultaneously as a friend and as a student of 

the period;  and the narrative project, as a permanent document – and reminder – of his 

involvement in history.  Hopefully, different readers will make observations about Lavell 

(and by extension, me) that were - and are – presently beyond my ken.   

 

The monologue was recorded within 30 minutes of the previous conversation 

about the recording of his hit, “Soft Soul.”  The downpour was bad enough that we 

decided to get off I-95 in Manning, South Carolina.  We found refuge in a local Waffle 

House and decided to eat while waiting for the worst of the rain to move through.  I knew 

a summary of his career was needed as a foundation, so before going into the Waffle 

House, I asked him about bringing the tape recorder in with us.  He agreed.  Because he 

did not ask for a particular format for his recollections, I did not prescribe one.  My only 

request was captured on tape:  “I want to get a better feel for your career from the time 

you left home until you came off the road.”   

My transcription is nearly verbatim, with minimal editing for clarity – punctuation 

to tie thoughts together and paragraph breaks to lighten the reader’s load.  The 

completeness of his monologue surprised me when I listened to it during transcription; I 

was impressed with his clarity and continuity of thought, particularly since the time 

between my request and his beginning of the monologue was measured by a rain-soaked 

dash to the door and our move to the corner booth.  He actually began speaking before we 

were seated, and I had to ask him to wait while I squatted and squeezed into the bright 

yellow bench.   

I placed the recorder on a black napkin dispenser and told him I was ready.  

Before beginning, he sipped his water while collecting his memories.  Occasionally, he 

would stop during the monologue to silently organize his thoughts.  Had he verbalized 

some of this re-membering process, I would have included it, but he did not.  He would 

pause to take a bite of his burger, eat some fries, or drink some coffee.  Sometimes his 

pauses were long enough that I forgot where he left off, and assumed he had also.  But, 

once his thoughts were in order, he would continue with an “ok” or “now,” indicating he 
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remembered exactly where he left off, and was filling the empty space with a brief verbal 

segue.   I had many questions during the monologue, but I didn’t voice them.  I made a 

mental note of these and planned on bringing them up during the trip.   

For continuity and reference, I include a year at the beginning of some 

paragraphs.  Before editing and incorporating his monologue into the text, I got together 

with Lavell, and he provided me with approximate years for the events he talks about.  

The monologue jumps out of chronological order at times,  and some events - like the 

span of Lavell’s tours on the chitlin circuit - encompass longer stretches of time.  The 

dates are approximate, however, and some events undoubtedly extend over the bar lines 

that separate years.  But, as is the case with the rest of the narrative, the metronomic 

tempo of dates and places is gladly sacrificed to the tenor and timbre of the narrative’s 

melody. 

Throughout our meal and the monologue, the waitress - a sturdy, 50-something 

black woman with round-rimmed glasses and large, graying hair – was very curious 

about the activity at our table.  She could see I was recording Lavell’s monologue, and 

she kept glancing at him, wondering if she could - or should – recognize him; but she 

never gave voice to her curiosity.  The ebb and flow of the downpour against the window 

and outside pavement can be heard on the tape.  The rain’s steady drone intermingled 

with the faint conversations of customers, the commanding barks of the cook indicating 

an order was up, and the occasional, polite apologies of the waitress when she brought 

our burgers and fries or refilled our coffee cups.  

 

*** 

 

1960 

Well, you’ll remember that I left home in 1960.  It was June.  I was 19 years old.  
Robert Barry, Timothy Wildmon, and “Sticky” – his name was actually Enis – Henderson 
pulled up in their old Buick and asked me if I wanted to go with them up to Waycross to 
play some gigs that “Sticky” had booked.  Music was all I had - all I knew - so I said 
‘give me 10 minutes,’ and within a half hour we were on the road.  We stayed in 
Waycross a good while – four months maybe – and during that time, we brought in 
Raymond Robertson to be our manager.  

 I told you about him.  He was the emcee at the Palms – what used to be called the 
Two Spot.  ‘Cause when Charlie Edd died – 1957, I think – this large company bought it 
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and named it the Palms. There was a Palms here, one in South Florida, and one on the 
east coast of Florida.  Well, Raymond knew we were going up to Waycross to play some 
gigs, and when we didn’t come back, he looked into what happened to us.  He found out 
we were staying pretty busy playing these little jobs around Waycross.  We had him to 
come on up and help us as a manager and as an emcee for our little group.  He would 
introduce me, do bookings, handle the money…that sort of thing. 

 
1961 

Now the core of that early group really came together when “Jabbo” joined the 
band.  This was after Waycross.  We had actually moved to Jessup, Georgia and rented a 
house.  At that time, we were playing jooks in Waycross, Jessup, Homerville – all these 
little places around south Georgia.  Well, we were rehearsing one day, and this cat came 
up to the porch and just stayed outside listening at us. We invited him in, and he said ‘I 
was a drum major in school, but I also play sax…can I play with y’all.’  Well, we were 
young kids man, and we had open minds – accept anything that come along.  So we said 
‘sure, go get your ax.’  And that’s really how the core of the group came about.  And 
what is interesting man, is that he played a “C” melody saxophone.  We had never seen 
one, and I don’t know if they even make them any more.  But that’s what he played.  
“Tequila” – a song by The Champs – was the first song we did with him.  I’ll never 
forget it. 

See, now it’s interesting you are doing this thing Scott.  It’s funny how you 
remember things that you had forgotten all about.  And it’s funny how things that didn’t 
seem important at the time, seem more important later on.  It’s a good thing you are 
doing.  It’s  a part of history that I lived through.  I see that now. 

So anyway, that little group really became a core for what later was the Hundred 
Hour Counts.  But I’ll get there in a little bit…I  need to back up a little.  We left Jessup 
after about six months and moved down into Lake City.  From there, we would play up 
into Valdosta and as far down as Gainesville.  Playing these little jooks was hard at first, 
because we were playing a newer music – we were young kids and that was what we 
knew.  Some of these jooks were most strictly blues clubs.  That was rough at first, but 
after a while, the people really took to us.  We were good kids – working hard -  and the 
older crowd really started liking the newer sound.   

And, in return, I started picking up more blues material and adding it to the song 
list, so it all worked out.  Raymond encouraged me to start picking up more of the older 
blues, and I didn’t hesitate to learn new stuff.  Even from the beginning I was all about 
learning  the music and the business. That’s why I was able to live that life for so long.  
So, if someone asked me if I knew a tune, I may not know it that time, but you can bet I 
would pick it up for the next time I saw them.  And they would see that and appreciate it.  
That’s the way you get the people on your side.  They see you’re there for them.   

You don’t get that a lot today – that kind of professionalism.  See, I know this, 
‘cause I know what other groups are doing.  Think about it.  Many groups just come out 
to play, the audience be damned.  But that’s why we’re so popular.  When we play, 
someone in that crowd has planned there evening around hearing us – and I know this, 
so I am going to give ‘em what they came for. Gotta remember that you are there for the 
people.  See, I keep telling you young guys this, and it will pay off.  I know what I’m 
talking about.  You can learn a lot from this old man. 
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1961-1962 

Ok – so we’re in Lake City, and after this one gig in Gainesville, I had gone in to 
hear some jazz at this club called “Sarah’s.”  That was on 5th Avenue in Gainesville.  5Th 
Avenue used to be the strip, and all the college kids from UF would come there to hear 
the music – black music.  Well, I don’t know why the other guys weren’t with me,  but I 
was there alone, and I asked the band could I sit in with them - sing a song.  See, I knew 
all the old jazz standards.  How?  My brother.   I used to listen to all his jazz albums.  I 
knew all these singers - Dinah Washington, Sara Vaughn.   

So the owner – her name was Sarah Mcknight - she heard me and loved it.  She 
offered me a job as the house singer.  I told her I would do it for a while, but that I really 
had my own band, and I wanted to bring them in with me later on.  I don’t think she was 
really for it at the beginning, but after about a month of me singing for her band, she 
knew that whatever I was bringing to the table had to be good.  I told the guys that I was 
moving to Gainesville, and that I would save money to bring them down from Lake City.  
I think they weren’t sure about that either, but a  month later, they were down in 
Gainesville with me.  After that, we was tight – both musically and personally.  Why?  
Because they knew that I loved and respected them like brothers, and that we was in this 
thing together.  We were a family.  

 See that’s another thing you don’t get today as much.  If you look at most of these 
early bands, they stayed together.  For black bands – now I’m talking about the ones that 
played the chitlin circuit – you stayed together, because it was like a family.  You might 
have some people to leave here and there, but overall you put the group first – at least 
you did if you wanted to be successful.  And, at that time, you had a feeling you were a 
part of something new coming on.  Black artists were stepping on u – to the front of the 
stage.  And we were all in it together.  For the most part, we all supported each other as 
best we could.  Sometimes human nature would kick in, and you’d get some people that 
would try to put themselves first, but they didn’t last as long or they had problems – 
Frankie Lymon is one.  And even the ones that did leave their family – Jackie Wilson, 
Sam Cooke, Marvin Gaye – they never forgot there they came from, and they always 
maintained a connection – a connection – to their roots.  See Frankie Lymon had 
problems because he had a disconnect from his roots.  You can believe me when I tell 
you. 

Now, after coming to Gainesville,  that’s when we got the name The Counts. By 
that time we had added two more sax players – both tenors.  We had a truly unique sound 
– reeds only and no brass - and so people started telling us we had a sound like Count 
Basie.  I really didn’t see that so much, because we really weren’t jazz - per se.  But we 
liked the name - went with it.  We made Gainesville our home base, and by that time we 
were traveling back into Jacksonville – Valdosta…Lake City…Ocala…sometimes 
Orlando – playing all these little jooks.  Our reputation was spreading.  We had a 
following, and when we showed up, people would line up waiting to get in.  

  

1963 

Now “Jabbo,” he had relatives in Fort Lauderdale, and – being young kids…you 
know…full of confidence – went on down there to play.  We didn’t think anything of it. 
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We knew we was good, and we could light it up down there just like we were up here.  
See, we had been together a couple of years, and we really worked at it.  We didn’t just 
throw it together.  I knew that our shit had to be right, and so I worked on arrangements 
and actually rehearsed with the group when we weren’t playing – doing horn 
arrangements…working on steps.  I have always been a rehearsing musician.  You know, 
even now, I love to rehearse – tighten it up.  That’s just how you get better.  

Ok, now…we got this regular job as the house band at a place called Club 
Downbeat.  We played three nights a week for – man it must have been a year and half.  
Three nights a week.  And we become well- known. You hear me?  

Well, one night this club owner approached Raymond – he was still our 
manager…see how we stayed together?  Now, this club owner just loved the band, and he 
had an idea that he said would ‘put us out in the spotlight – over the top.’  During this 
time man, it was popular for DJs to do marathon shows – 48 hours…80 hours.  Well, he 
wanted us to come to his club and play for a straight 100 hours.  No band had done that 
there – only DJs, so  man, we just jumped at it.  Again, we were young kids, we could stay 
up 100 hours anyway, so it didn’t mean nothing.   

Now, we made news all over south Florida – Miami, Fort Lauderdale, West Palm.  
We did 100 hours – 45 minutes of playing with a 15 minute break.  They had a doctor 
right there the whole time.  He took our temperature and blood pressure on breaks.  I’m 
telling your right now, this was a big thing at the time.  But this owner – see he was from 
California, so he was used to these kinds of things.  But at the time, ain’t now one else 
done this.  We were the only ones.   

After that, we got real busy.  That’s when Bill became our manager.  Raymond 
had wanted to move on anyway. He wanted to come back to Jacksonville. He was older 
than us, and it was just taking its toll on him.  I think he was actually glad Bill became 
our manager.  And of course, with Bill’s connections, that’s when we started doing the 
package tours, and when we started playing the chitlin circuit from Florida to Texas – on 
up to Arkansas.   

 
1964 

Now this guy who knew Bill said he needed a band to back up Little Johnnie 
Taylor, who had out a number one hit record at that time – “Part-time Love.”  That is 
when we started doing those jobs.  See man, we were a tight band – and I mean tight.  So 
we were sometimes called to go out and back these other bands – Little Johnnie Taylor, 
Wilson Pickett.  See, these guys didn’t carry their own bands at first – they couldn’t 
afford to - so they would hire bands to back them up.  And most bands at that time were 
playing all their music, so it wasn’t a problem to get one.  But we got the nod a lot – 
why?  Because we had a reputation as a professional group.  We rehearsed – worked 
hard – they could count on us to get the job done.  And the people hiring bands for these 
cats weren’t no fools.  They knew good when they heard it.   

 
1965-1966 

So, one of our first jobs was with Little Johnnie Taylor on one of the Motown 
Revues – that show went up into Baltimore and New York City.  Mary Wells, The 
Supremes, Little Stevie Wonder – they were on that package, and it  was booked through 
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Universal Attractions – a national booking agency.  Later, we backed Wilson Pickett and 

Little Johnnie Taylor on the James Brown shows – he actually made live recordings of 
those shows - at the Cincinnati Gardens and the Cleveland Civic center.   

At that time, you would have these package tours with lots of artists. And these 
artists would come on and do their major hits – some might only have 2 or 3 hits.  I did 
not play an instrument on stage at that time, so what I did was come on before the major 
artist.  I would come on and do a half hour or so, then Wilson Pickett or Little Johnnie 
Taylor would come on and do half hour – maybe 45 minutes, depending on how many 
songs they had out.    

We were playing the big time at that point, but see it wasn’t like it is now.  Even 
though you would have these major artists, they treated everyone like family, and they 
wanted to be treated like family.  They respected us just like we respected them.  That was 
a different time – for black artists I mean – we were all in the same boat…just trying to 
make it.  And with all the other stuff that was going on – we all felt a part of it.  Even 
though we maybe weren’t directly connected to a lot of the Civil Rights things at that time 
(I actually rode right by some of the people on the Selma march, and I had to ask Bill 
what was going on – I didn’t know), we were connected, if you know what I mean.  And 
the Counts had one of the few integrated bands at that time, so people would look at us 
and see the future.  They had to!!  It was right there in front of them. 

But you know man, as good as it was playing on the big shows, I always 
preferred…preferred…to play the chitlin circuit.  And you know why?  ‘Cause you had 
more of a connection.  See when they come out with these civic centers and arenas, I 
didn’t like it.  One of the first I remember is a package show we did with Wilson Pickett 
and Eddie Floyd – who did “Knock on Wood.”  We were the first show ever at the 
Savannah Civic Center.  It was brand new.  I remember it.  Now, don’t get me wrong, I 
loved playing these package shows.  But these arenas were too big.  There was a 
disconnect…a disconnect with the audience.  But on the chitlin circuit, man you were one 
with the people.  You were right there with ‘em.  And we would do these little package 
tours once and a while, but I really preferred playing jooks.  And that’s what we mostly 
did at this same time.  That was our bread and butter – in more ways than one.  ‘Cause 
you come off one of these big shows, and you wanted to connect with the audience – on a 
more intimate level.  It can’t be beat, I’m telling you right now.  Scott, if you could have 
done it, you would’ve seen what I mean.   

 

1964-1975 

We would tour from Florida to Texas – up on through Arkansas, and sometimes 
into the Carolinas and Kentucky.  We was on the road all the time.  In many ways the 
road removed us from a lot of what was going on.  Bill would tell us things that were 
going on…like that march. I remember playing Vicksburg this one night before a march 
and all the people were sort of on edge – we didn’t know why.  A day or so later we went 
right on through this Civil Rights  march.  And we didn’t know what it was all about.  We 
had to ask Bill about it. Then we knew why those people were on edge the night before.  

  
1965 
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Now it was during this time that we got our first bus – a little gas job.  And we 
also rented a house in Natchez, Louisiana.  See that way we could stay out longer and 
play more.  We had a house in Florida and a house in Louisiana – a big old house…two 
story - and so that worked out.  The older woman we rented the house from – she lived 
right next door – man,  she loved us like her own kids.  We would pull in, and that first 
meal we had was always on her.  She knew we were all tired and hungry, and she would 
help us get it together by making our first meal in.  Then, with that and a little sleep, we 
would take care of the rest. 

  
1965-1967 

That time was really the time when things started going really good for us.  There 
was a two or three year span in there – I’d say 1965 to 1967 – when things really opened 
up and set us up for the rest of my time on the road.  We started doing the package tours 
once and a while – James Brown, Wilson Pickett, all those cats – and we had our own 
regular touring we did on the chitlin circuit.  That’s also when I got the job at Duke and 
Peacock records as an A&R man – remember, I told you about that.   

I had gone in to record at Sure Shot records.  See, Don Robey owned Duke and 
Peacock records.  Duke was the blues label and Peacock was the gospel label.  Bobby 
Blue Bland was the big artist on the Duke label. Little Junior Parker was also on that 
label.  Well, Robey also had these little subsidiary labels, and Sure Shot was one of them.  
He would take artists from there, and -  if they got big enough – he’d  bring them on up to 
Duke.  But really it was all in the same place.   

Well, we went in to record two songs that I wrote – “Keep Yourself Uptight” and 
“Beggin’” – an A and a B side for a single.  Well, just like at Tupelo, when we walked in, 
the sound engineer wanted to know if we’d been to the A&R man – he knew we had just 
come in and hadn’t, but he was asking us anyway.  I told him – just like I did at Tupelo – 
that we were already to go.  Had everything already arranged.  Then when he heard us 
lay it down, he couldn’t believe it.  Next day, Don Robey himself – the head man himself 
– he brought me in to his office, says to me ‘son, you got that new sound – my man told 
me you just came in and knocked out two songs, and you arranged ‘em.  You got that 
sound I want, and I’d like you to come work for me as an A&R man.’  Well, I couldn’t 
believe it.  Man wanted to give me a job, pay me $125 a week, and fly me back and forth 
from Louisiana every week - so that I could play on the weekends.  I took it, and my first 
record was an arrangement for Little Junior Parker.   

That was an excellent experience, and I stayed there about 5 – maybe 6 months.  
But the band was down because they couldn’t work without me, and we weren’t making it 
working just weekends.  See, these people in the band were counting on me, just like I 
was counting on them.  It wasn’t fair to leave them like that.  So Bill and I talked and he 
talked the people at Duke and Peacock, and that was it. But I know I could have done 
some great things there man.  And Robey knew it too.  He told me, ‘son, you got what it 
takes – you got the sound I want.’” But I had other obligations, and I knew that.   But I 
learned an incredible amount – just and incredible amount – from my time there.   

 
1965-1975 
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After that, we were set up.  We just kept touring our circuit, and we would pack 
the house.  I’m telling you right now that there are people out there now who remember 
when the Lavell Kamma Afro Soul Revue – we had changed our name by that time – 
came to town.  The placards would go up 10 days before the show, and we would sell out.  
That was my life man, and we were on top that way for a good 9 or 10 years - working 
steady.  We recorded “Soft Soul” – 1970 or about that time – and after that we toured on 
that record up in to Chicago for 6 weeks.  Went as far north as Hartford on one tour.  We 
were working musicians man, and we loved every minute of it. 

 
1975 

We need to get back on the road.  We got some miles to make.  To wrap it up, my 
career in music – but not my life, that will never end – my career came to a close in 1975.  
I was getting to be in my mid-30s, I had met June – she lived in Gainesville.  I was just 
ready to come off the road.  I could see too that the music was changing.  See, we were 
still taking out a large show – 12 people. - maybe more if we carried an extra drummer 
or singer.  The music started changing in the 1970s and what you had were these smaller, 
self-contained groups – Sly and the Family Stone, Commodores.  The time for the big 
shows was passing, and we – really I – just didn’t want to make that switch.  More and 
more, we weren’t with the times, and I recognized that.  And, in all honesty, I didn’t 
mind.  We needed to move on over and let these younger groups come in – pick up where 
we left off.  I told everyone in the band in the fall that the next tour would be my last, and 
that spring I came off.  I truly don’t regret it man.  I had lived my dream and I could have 
died that day and been completely satisfied.  My life was all about music – and that’s 
what I’d always wanted – not too many people can say they got that – it was truly a most 
wonderful time for me. 

 

*** 

 

Unless we exist in the eyes of others, we may come to doubt even our own 

existence. 

 

Barbara Meyerhoff (1982: 103) 

 

 

Individuals who belong to the same generation, who share the same year 

of birth, are endowed, to that extent, with a common location in the 

historical dimension of the social process. 

 

Karl Mannheim (1969: 290) 
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 While Lavell’s monologue is intrinsically important as a window on the 

experiential flow of events in his life, it is more important for what it reveals about his 

attitude toward me, himself, and the life story project.  Before exploring this aspect of his 

monologue, a brief, reflexive caveat is necessary.   

 In deciding to use this monologue, I realized the potential biasing effects in my 

creating the conditions in which he recounted his career experiences.  Even though I did 

not prescribe a form and format, by indicating what kind of information I wanted from 

him (I want to get a better feel for your career from the time you left home until you 

came off the road.), and letting him know that his response would be taped, I influenced 

both the content of what he revealed, and the manner in which he revealed it.   Wolfson 

correctly notes that “interview speech” is often the result of a circumscribed speech 

event. (Frank 1979: 81)  In interview speech, the speaker tailors responses to the 

perceived desires of the investigator and the conventions of the speech event itself.  

Geyla Frank is also correct in stating that the intentional opening up of an occasion for a 

speech event leads the speaker into scrambling “the significance of that life, reading it 

backward and filling in evidence, [and] linking selected past events in an order that 

reveals who that person ‘really’ is” (1979: 82).  

 However, a circumscribed speech event can illuminate a subject’s attitude and 

comportment vis-à-vis the researcher, themselves, and the narrative process – as 

historical text.  Providing even implicit parameters to the speech event causes a reflexive 

turn in the speaker, affording them an opportunity to purposefully re-construct their life 

experiences with an explicit awareness and control over the shape and trajectory of that 

re-construction.  

 In Number Our Days, Barbara Meyerhoff discusses offering a life history class to 

members of a Jewish senior citizen center, which opened reflexive spaces for the elderly 

members to  share their life experiences (1978).   In describing the members’ telling of 

their life stories, she uses the term “Re-membering,” a process in which “a life is given a 

shape that extends back in the past and forward into the future” (Meyerhoff 1982: 111).  

She found that in re-creating their life experiences, members called attention to the 

“reaggregation of members, the figures who belong to one’s life story, one’s own prior 

selves, as well as significant others who are part of the story” (ibid).  In effect, the 
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members in the life history class were given the opportunity to construct “a contemporary 

Self, which provided them with a sense of continuity with past Selves, and – through this 

continuity - defined for them “a coherent sense of ‘I’” (1982: 111). 

 Re-membering is therefore a special type of recollection in which reflexive 

awareness is heightened, and “completeness is sacrificed for moral and aesthetic purposes 

(Meyerhoff 1982: 111).  The Re-membering process, according to Meyerhoff,  had a 

“salvific” effect on the Jewish center members, because their Re-membered lives served 

as moral documents, reaffirming that they had indeed lived a life – that, in the words of 

one member, “all this has not been for nothing” (1982: 111).  

 But Re-membering is relevant here not only for its reflexive awareness and 

purposeful re-construction of live events.  The members of the Jewish senior citizen 

center represented a  generational cohort of marginalized people; marginalized by age 

and Jewish ancestry and culture, the elderly center members were acutely self-conscious 

of their tenuous grasp at the edge of history.  They shared, as Tamara Hareven puts it, 

“generational memories,” which are defined as “the memories which individuals have of 

their own families’ history, was well as more generational collective memories about 

their past” (1978: 101).  Individuals from oppressed or marginalized groups often share a 

core of collective experience – usually liminal in nature – that powerfully affect 

individual and collective identity (Meyerhoff 1982: 105).   

 As mortal repositories of cultural and historical knowledge, the Jewish center 

members were keenly aware of their tenuous grasp at the edge of history, etching into  

relief the significance of their accomplishments: the construction of an ideological and 

cultural bridge across the Atlantic from the shtetls of Eastern Europe to the vertically 

cramped apartment communities of the New World.   Meyerhoff’s life history class not 

only allowed individuals to reaffirm themselves existentially, but also allowed them to 

reconnect themselves collectively to their generational cohort – to their community, both 

of the past and of the present.  

 

 Lavell is not unlike the Jewish center members Meyerhoff describes.  His life 

straddles one of the most important periods in American history, particularly as it directly 

relates to African Americans.  His experiences, in and of themselves, would not be 
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uncommon for most black Americans born in the 1930s and 1940s.  However, his career 

involvement in music, particularly beginning in the late 1950s and early 1960s, is 

significant because it was the one medium in American popular culture in which African 

Americans were prominently placed center stage.  

 Given the importance of musicking as a social and cultural space for interaction 

and expression in the black community, the arrival of black popular music at the center 

stage of American popular culture was poignantly appropriate and timely. Speaking 

specifically about soul music, Mark Anthony Neal writes that it “became the ideal artistic 

medium to foreground the largest mass social movement to emerge from with the African 

American experience” (Neal 1999: 40).    According to Cornel West, “soul music is the 

populist application of be-bop’s aim: racial self-consciousness among black people in 

light of their rich musical heritage”  (West 1988: 178-179).   

 Between 1960 and 1975, Lavell – as a soul performer - participated in the genre 

of black popular music that became the vernacular soundtrack of the African American 

experience during one of the most dynamic periods of American history.   While most 

soul performers and musicians did not participate directly in the Civil Rights Movement, 

they were aware of the effect of their musical involvement on Movement activities: on 

the power of the music to galvanize black consciousness on a national level (Ward 1998: 

3-4, Werner 1999: 4-11).  Brian Ward states that black popular music acted as source of 

proxy participation for the majority of African Americans “who never marched, sat-in, 

joined voter registration drives, [or] rioted;” instead they “increasingly consumed soul 

and funk as a self-conscious assertion of the racial pride which was one of the most 

important legacies of the Movement” (Ward 1998: 3).   

 When Lavell’s career began, Jim Crow was struggling in the nascent swell of a 

coordinated Civil Rights Movement.  Lavell became aware of the depth and breadth of 

this struggle as he performed for the people who were both cause and effect of that wave.  

While the major black artists became somewhat removed from the jooks and chitlin 

circuit as their star rose, those performers and musicians still on the circuit until the mid 

1960s remained all too aware of the duality of their existence – particularly as they 

sought out “colored only” gas stations and stores on their way to and from gigs. 
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 Touring the chitlin circuit from Florida to Louisiana, Lavell regularly traveled and 

played the jooks along highway 80.  Well-traversed by freedom riders and Civil Rights 

activists alike, ‘Ole 80’ - as it was affectionately known -  cut through the heart of the Jim 

Crow South.  Lavell, as he states in the monologue, traveled right by the Selma-

Montgomery march without realizing what was going on.  He may not have known the 

event, but he  understood, first hand, the reason for its occurrence.  Lavell performed for - 

and therefore maintained a close, vernacular connection with the people, like himself, 

who had been waiting for a deliberately speeding change to occur, and realized that it was 

happening during their lifetime.  Lavell’s world was music, yes, but the music was – and 

always had been – a part of the swollen wave of black consciousness that was about to 

pull Jim Crow under and break through the levy of legalized racism and segregation.   

 

 In his monologue, Lavell not only constructs himself for me, but he also re-

constructs himself - for himself.  Through this process, Lavell reveals his comportment 

with himself, me, and the life story project; all of which are related to his perception that 

he is among the last of a generation of African Americans to vividly remember Jim Crow 

and Civil Rights as both idea and reality.    

 Existentially, Lavell reaffirms through his monologue that he has – in historical 

fact – lived a life:  that  “all this has not been for nothing” (Meyerhoff 1982: 111) 

Realizing this, he reconnects to the large cohort of African Americans who, by proxy or 

by direct action, struggled to end the daily diaspora of consciousness by challenging and 

erasing the color line.  Perhaps more importantly, he reconnects to the smaller, more 

select cohort of African Americans who provided the vernacular soundtrack to that era, 

and - in turn - allowed for the proxy participation of all African Americans in the 

struggle.   

 In his relationship with me, he often assumes the role of educator, pointing out to 

me the significance of cultural and historical events, both in his life and in the African 

American community.  Lavell realizes the value of his experiences, and he is quick to 

instruct me on the subtle differences between blacks and whites – as he perceives them – 

that have lead to misunderstanding and prejudice.  His comportment toward me is 
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occasionally paternalistic, but for the most part he views himself as mentor, both in my 

growth as a musician and in the broadening of my personal horizon of understanding. 

 In the monologue, Lavell explicitly states that he values the narrative project as 

permanent record of his personal history and involvement in music.  As anyone would, he 

enjoys the recognition and attention.  But I feel – and hopefully others will agree – that 

his motives and interest are not completely selfish and self-centered.  Implied in the 

connection to a generational cohort is the recognition that a coherent sense of “I,” 

recovered through the Re-membering process, would be impossible without the larger 

sense of  “We” that is achieved in a community of shared consciousness.  In recognizing 

that he is among the last of a generation to live and perform through the social and 

cultural dynamism of the late 1950s and early 1960s, Lavell – like the Jewish center 

members – reconnects to a community of the past, that in the present, reflexively moves 

ever closer to the edge of its own history.   

 

 

Six 

 

 

 In addition to giving me a chance to record Lavell’s monologue, our late-morning 

breakfast stop in Manning, South Carolina, also gave the rain a chance to pass us by.  The 

restaurant windows, which were only partially fogged over when we came in, now 

offered no view of the parking lot outside, implying that it was colder than before.  While 

I packed up the tape recorder, Lavell sipped his coffee and, putting on his reading glasses, 

examined the check left by the waitress.  When I finished, he glanced up over his glasses:  

“You ready?” 

 I nodded and we each threw down a five dollar bill to cover the check and tip.  

Lavell took a last sip of coffee and thanked our waitress who had come over one last time 

to refill our cups.  I declined her offer, but Lavell produced the thermos from under his 

coat beside him.  “Baby, we would be truly grateful if you could fill this up for the road.”   

 While she did we bundled up for the short trip to the car.  Lavell insisted that he 

drive for a while, and I handed him the keys as the waitress brought back our thermos, 
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heavy and warm with coffee.  Within minutes we were back on I-95, heading north under 

a pale, colorless sky.    

 Rested and his hunger satisfied, Lavell enjoyed his turn at the wheel.  He drove 

mostly in silence, occasionally commenting to himself on passing cars while I watched 

scenes of South Carolina pass by my window.  The tape recorder captured the nearly 

hour-long lull in our conversation.  Just a few hours earlier, I would have felt awkward in 

that silence, but I was growing more comfortable in it, and I could sense that Lavell, who 

had seemed comfortable with it all along, was relieved – as much for his sake as mine - 

that I was settling in.    

My own hunger satisfied, I leaned back in the blue overstuffed seat to grab a nap.  

In the cramped space in front of my seat, I folded my legs into a pretzel shape that, for 

the moment, seemed comfortable.  Glancing up, I saw the exit sign for Florence, South 

Carolina.  Just as an earlier mile-marker sign for Florence had jogged Lavell’s memory 

about his record “Soft Soul,” the exit sign also stirred his memory. 

 “Man - Scott I can see it just like it was yesterday.  We’d pull onto the strip here 

in Florence in that Scenic Cruiser, and the people – they’d just be lined up at the club 

waiting to get in. And this was a few hours before the show!  Shoooo!”  Lavell clicked 

his tongue at the end of his long exhalation as if to verbally punctuate the sight in my 

mind. 

 “Like I told you before, all these black communities had a strip with jooks, 

restaurants, shops - you name it, and the people would just be waiting for us to come.  

See, in those days, people couldn’t break away to see a show like James Brown or Sam 

and Dave, so we brought the show to them.  And we tore it up too.  You can believe me 

when I tell you.” 

 I pulled myself up in the seat and turned to him with a question. 

 “But now I remember you told me about the houses you rented – Louisiana, 

Mississippi and Florida – and you worked out of these when traveling to gigs.  But there 

was a lot of road and jooks in between these houses.  So did you stay on the bus in 

between these jobs?” 

 “Yeah, we did.  But we didn’t just park beside the road or anything like that.  

Those were dangerous times and you just couldn’t do that.  Most of the time, we would 
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just park outside the club, or someone we knew from the jook would let us park in their 

yard.  We usually played at least two gigs – sometimes three – at a club, so it was really 

most convenient if we parked  park outside the jook, and that’s what we preferred.  That 

way we could rehearse in the jook  in the afternoons.  Now, there were a few clubs that 

actually provided for the entertainers - provided lodging for the band.  So, quite naturally 

we would take advantage of it if that came up.   Now – I don’t remember if I told you – 

but the Two Spot in Jacksonville had accommodations for the band.  Ruth Brown, The 

Spaniels – when I met and sang for them as a kid it was in the house in back of the Two 

Spot - that house was specifically for the entertainers.  Some places we played had the 

same set up – a house near the club.” 

 “So when you were out on the road, you would stay in the bus or in a house at the 

club - do your laundry, do your shopping?” 

 “Pretty much. Yeah. It was the bus 90% of the time.  Everyone had something to 

do.  In the morning,  some did the laundry, some cooked, some shopped.  It was just like 

– well it was – a family, both the good and bad of it.   Now, I would usually spend my 

mornings working out  arrangements and step routines, or polishing the tunes we already 

knew – adding a few things here and there, mostly steps.  Now that’s not because I felt 

above all the other stuff, but my focus had to be the music.    See, it was on me to take 

care of the music end of things.  So just like I relied on them, they relied on me.  That’s 

just the way that was.  So, when we got together for rehearsal in the afternoon – and there 

weren’t too many days that we didn’t rehearse -  everyone would have their parts.” 

 “You mean written out -  musical notation?” 

 “You kidding me?”  Lavell laughed.  “ I could barely read music and most of the 

musicians in the band flat out couldn’t read.  No man, I would work out parts and sing 

them to the horn players and background singers.  Guitar - I really left up to Barry and 

would just tell him if it was working in the song or not.  Bass part I would sing, and the 

drums I could play, so I might just show ‘Sticky’ what I wanted him to do.  Sometimes 

I’d let him feel it and come up with something on drums - then see if it was working.  

Later on, when ‘Early’ Times was the drummer I didn’t have to because the cat was on 

the same wavelength as me.  He always seemed to know what I wanted and would just 

lay it on down.  That’s how we put it together.  You gotta realize though, that for the 
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most part we just rehearsed and refined what we already knew.  We weren’t adding songs 

everyday.” 

 “So what did you do when you were on the road traveling?”  My question 

prompted Lavell to turn to me with a matter-of-fact glance that said I should already 

know the answer. 

 “Well, I worked on music most of the time,” he said flatly.  “If I wasn’t working 

on arrangements, I was learning to play instruments.  See, I realized that I had time to 

learn.  I wasn’t about the distractions that dragged down other people – drugs, drink.  

Those were never my thing.   See, I watched all these other cats, and I realized that 

singers – even the famous ones – they’d come and go, but the musicians, they’d always 

have a job.  So, I took advantage of my time on the road and learned to play – guitar, 

bass, horns.  Over the 16 years on the road I learned to play them all.  Could play drums 

anyway – always could – so that wasn’t a problem.  But – and this is important - I 

continued to practice on the drums - learn new things.  If you do it right, you never stop 

learning.  There’s always a way to challenge yourself and learn new things on your axe. 

 Now, I remember this one time when we had this hell-A-cious sax player with us.  

His name was Bob Barker – he was out with Ray Charles in the late 50s.  And he actually 

studied under ‘Fathead” Newman.  We were fortunate to pick him up.  Check this out - 

the cat taught classes on the bus.  Me, Barry, Jabbo – anyone who wanted to study.  

Everyday we’d get together for an hour or so and he’d work with us.  He taught me a lot 

about doing arrangements and he also helped me out on tenor.  It was great because he 

would give us homework.”  Lavell smiled in the reverie of this experience and repeated it 

as if to remind himself how fortunate he was for it, chuckling as he did.  “Man would as-

sign homework to us.  We’d have to arrange horn lines for “Autumn Leaves,”  “Misty” – 

tough tunes like that.  Cat really helped me a lot.” 

 “How did you pick him up?” 

 “It was 1966- 67.  It was after my job in Houston and we were going in to Texas 

to play at that time – Lufkin - Dallas, which is where he saw us.  The headliner he was 

backing – I forgot who it was – was taking their annual vacation.  See most of these 

bands – B.B. King or Ray Charles – they would take a break every year – a month or two 

– and so the musicians in their band, they still had bills to pay.  So they would pick up 
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little gigs to keep money rolling in.  Well, Bob saw us play; he really liked how tight we 

were and asked if he could go out with us.  Man loved the band and stayed with us almost 

a year, passing up two chances to go back out on national tour.  Took a cut in pay too, 

because I know he was making more before he came to us.  But he genuinely liked us, 

and he loved playing the chitlin’ circuit.  It’s where his roots were and he missed it.”  

Lavell stopped and grinned: the kind of grin that implies secret knowledge – knowledge 

known only through experience. 

 “See, until you’ve played on the chitlin’ circuit, you really can’t know how truly 

unique that experience is – not just musically but personally.  These big venues – there’s 

a disconnect with the crowd.  You really don’t get to know the people.  But playing jooks 

on the chitlin circuit, you see the same people over and over.  And you also see new ones 

– and you get to know them.  You meet people at each of the places you play – establish a 

connection with them.  Right now, if you stop in Florence, South Carolina, I guar-an-

TEE I can find someone that I knew from my days on the circuit – and they’ll remember 

me too.  You hear what I’m tellin’ you?” 

 I smiled and nodded as Florence faded from sight in our rearview mirrors. 

 

*** 

 

The result of intimate association, psychologically, is a certain fusion of 

individualities in a common whole, so that one’s very self, for many 

purposes at least, is the common life and purpose of the group.  Perhaps 

the simplest way of describing this wholeness is by saying that it is a 

“we.” 

  

George Horton Cooley (Coser 1971: 307) 

 

I never felt I was without a home.  We carried our home with us. 

Sammy Davis Jr. (Ford 2001: 36) 

 

   

 For both black entertainers and communities in the segregated South of the 1950s 

and early 1960s, the chitlin’ circuit was as much a social network as it was a musical one.  
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Collapsing the chasms of distance and dislocation that had stretched taut the fabric of 

black community and identity, the chitlin’ circuit united entertainers and communities in 

a diffuse, but cohesive, “imagined community” that nurtured the needs of both.
lxxiii

 

African American communities and black entertainers were linked in a network of 

cooperation and communication that allowed the latter to travel safely across a racially 

hostile social landscape.   

 The black communities themselves benefited from the regular contact with 

performers who, by proxy, reaffirmed a larger sense of collective African American 

identity and facilitated communication across the diasporas of distance and 

consciousness.   For the entertainers, the chitlin’ circuit, as an interactive and cooperative 

“imagined community,” provided a sense of home by nourishing their emotional and 

spiritual needs through personal relationships, both within the group and within the 

communities where they performed.   

 Like the jooks that comprised it, the communities that nurtured it, and the music 

that flowed through it, the chitlin’ circuit can be seen as a social space, processually 

created from the historical dialectic of race relations, segregation, and African American 

efforts to maintain community and identity.   As a social network for entertainers, the 

chitlin circuit existed long before it was labeled as such.  The early black performers in 

Ethiopian minstrelsy and traveling road shows, as well as the later vaudeville shows and 

blues and jazz bands, predictably encountered problems in finding accommodations such 

as food and lodging (Southern 1997: 231-235).  Over time, however, black entertainers 

carved out a space in the social landscape that facilitated travel and communication 

across the diaspora.  

 In carving out this space, black entertainers developed a body of experiential 

knowledge, both social and cultural, that was handed down through generations of 

performers.  According to Iris Ford, this body of social and cultural knowledge “was fine-

tuned to meet the extraordinary demands of moving through spaces pregnant with 

ominous symbols of race and class, domination and hegemony” (2001: 40).  This 

knowledge gave rise to a body of social praxis that was not, as Michael Foucault states, 

“the great strategies of geopolitics, but the little tactics of the habitat” (2001: 40).  This 

body of social praxis, according to Ford, sought to “minimize unsanctioned contact and 
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interaction by relying on 1) personal transportation, 2) a carefully mapped itinerary, and 

3) social networks based on fictive kinship” (2000: 40). 

 Lavell’s narrative bears this out experientially.  Personal transportation was 

important for both black and white performers, but for African Americans, it was even 

more important.  For black entertainers, according to Iris Ford, “the car or bus used for 

touring represented an ‘encapsulated environment’ that allowed them structure their own 

defensible territories to get them through hostile environments.”  In short, she writes that 

“personal transport could mean just getting there or getting the heck out of there” Ford 

2001: 40).   On more than one occasion, Lavell told me that buses, in particular, were a 

preferred mode of travel for black performers, and his band - in its different 

configurations - owned several in its 15-plus years.  The reason, according to him, was 

simply that a bus’s size made it more difficult for people to see inside, and more tellingly, 

“there was just more metal between you and whoever might be trying to get at you.” 

 A carefully mapped itinerary was also important to minimizing unsanctioned 

contact, and the chitlin’ circuit – in and of itself – was a mapped itinerary.  Lavell’s 

touring schedule was booked months in advance and each day of travel was also 

scheduled in advance.  The rental houses were key to this scheduling, and gigs were 

booked in such a way that would allow the band to spend at least one week of every 

month working out of the house instead of the bus.  By mapping out an itinerary and 

sticking to it, black performers and entertainers could avoid being waylaid in potentially 

dangerous areas or, in the case of early Movement rallies and activities, could avoid 

conflicts with police or angry whites. (Lavell: personal communication)  In this way, 

unsanctioned interactions outside the social conduit of the chitlin’ circuit were 

minimized.  As Lavell often remarks about traveling in the early ‘60s, “sometimes it was 

more important to know where you shouldn’t be at a certain time – and that involved 

some careful planning on our part”  

 Arguably the most significant of the three strategies for minimizing unsanctioned 

contact was the establishment of social networks based on fictive kinship.  Personal 

transportation and a carefully mapped itinerary meant little if the emotional and spiritual 

base of familial – albeit fictive - support was absent.   Without it, entertainers like Lavell 

would not have been able to sustain themselves on the road. The social network created 
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by entertainers and their audience lies at the experiential  heart of the chitlin’ circuit as a 

conduit for social interaction and cultural expression.  In this “imagined community,” 

African American entertainers lived out their musical, social, and cultural lives.  While 

the hostile social climate is an important perspective from which to view the chitlin’ 

circuit, care must be taken not to let it obscure the resoluteness and resiliency of African 

American creative efforts to experientially collapse the chasms of time and distance in 

the creation of this “imagined community.” 

 Despite the travails of traveling black entertainers – and they were numerous - 

they did not let the difficulties consume their waking lives, a fact often misrepresented in 

the historical accounts and narratives chronicling the century following emancipation. On 

a daily basis, African Americans enriched their lives through social interaction and 

cultural expression; foundational experiences which, as evidenced in Lavell’s 

experiences, correctly recognizes black Americans as innovative, resilient survivors, 

rather than as passive, helpless victims at the capricious hands of Jim Crow.  The 

intention is not to deny the helplessness of the social circumstances in which blacks often 

found themselves.  Instead the intention is to foreground and emphasize the ways in 

which, after living through that helplessness, they were able to continue moving, both 

emotionally and spiritually.  Zora Neale Hurston recognized this perspective in an essay 

entitled “How it Feels To Be Colored Me.” 

 

 

I am colored,[. . . ] but I am not tragically colored.  Even in the helter-

skelter skirmish that is my life, I have seen that the world is to the strong 

regardless of a little pigmentation more or less.  No, I do not weep at the 

world – I am too busy sharpening my oyster knife (1988: 19-20) 

 

 

Therefore, for Lavell in the years before Civil Rights – and for a few after that - the 

personal and musical relationships established on the chitlin’ circuit not only facilitated 

safe physical passage through a hostile social landscape, they also afforded safe 

emotional and spiritual passage while crossing the color line.    

 I spent almost 16 years on the road – lived my life day after day going from one 
gig to another.  No house, no car – all my mail came through Bill’s [Lavell’s manager] 
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address.  But I have to be honest, I will probably never feel more ‘at home’ than I did 
when I was out playing the chitlin circuit.  We had something together as a band that 
only comes once in a lifetime. I didn’t realize it then, but I know it now.  But I’ll tell you,, 
it wasn’t always good – just like with any family – you had some disagreements and some 
personality conflicts at times.  And we did have some tough times financially.  But – and 
this is important - we always hung in together and got through it – helped each other 
through those though times.  And, when times were toughest, the people that we knew in 
these little towns where we played looked out for us too.  And sometimes – now get this - 
it was tough because of Civil Rights.  Because, at certain times, it was dangerous for a 
bunch of black people to get together.  So Bill always tried to keep us aware of these 
things, or at least he would steer us out of harms way.  I’m telling you though man – 
looking back - the worst times can sometimes be the best times you ever had – you don’t 
know what I mean now, but someday you will. 
 

 

Seven 

 

 

 I slept through North Carolina, awaking in Emporia, Virginia only because Lavell 

stopped for gas.  In sleep, I became accustomed to the drone of the Nissan’s engine, and 

its silence woke me up.  The sky had not changed – a pale gray that sapped the color from 

the landscape, but the precipitation had: snow sputtered down onto the car.  We quickly 

refilled the tank and relieved ourselves before getting back underway with Lavell at the 

wheel.   

 It was now a little after 3 in the afternoon, and we were slightly less than half way 

to Maine.  Without asking, I poured coffee for Lavell; he thanked me and sipped it.  After 

pouring some for myself, I pulled out a small paper bag containing cheese, crackers, 

bananas, and some tangerines.  We snacked on these and chatted about the snow, a sight 

neither or us had seen in years.  On the eastern bypass around Petersburg and Richmond, 

the topic of conversation returned to music when, in a passing car, Lavell spotted an older 

couple – she black and he white. 

 “Music had a lot to do with that,” he said. 

 I had not seen the couple and did not know what he was talking about until he 

described them.  The context provided, he repeated his statement. 
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 “Music had a lot to do with that – mixed couples like that one.  Before 

desegregation, one of the few places you would see white and black people together was 

in a jook, and then they weren’t couples, but at least they were together.”  

 “I don’t know,” I said.  “I think it was one thing to like black music, but 

something else entirely to accept black people.  That was too hard for some people.” 

 Lavell gave me that but held fast to his position.  “Overall, I feel like the music 

did a lot to bring people in this country together.  I’ve seen it with my own eyes.  You 

gotta remember, in the 60s I had one of the only integrated soul bands on the chitlin 

circuit. And not only that, but we – as far as I know – were the only one to have a white, 

female singer.  Most of the bands would have a white musician – guitar player, horn 

player – but Linda was out front.  Yes, sir. And she could sing her ass off, -plus, she was 

a most beautiful woman too.  She had it all, and in some places people just couldn’t deal 

with that.” 

 “What do you mean – whites or blacks?” 

 “Whites, it was never a problem for blacks.” 

 “Did you ever have any problem while she was with you?” 

 “There were really only two incidents, one in Monroe, Louisiana – outside Ft. 

Polk – and one in Lufkin, Texas.  

 “What happened at Ft. Polk?” 

 Lavell settled into his seat and leaned his shoulder into the door, resting one hand 

up on top of the steering wheel and scratching his beard with the other. 

 “Well, Ft. Polk was an army post – still is, I think – and we played this little club 

right off base.  It was mostly a black club but you’d be surprised at how many white 

servicemen would show up too.  Now, you’ll remember I told you that we would send 

our placards out 10 days in advance of our shows.  Well, the first time that Linda was 

with us, we had her picture right up there with ours  Someone must have notified the 

sheriff, because when we got there, he was there too.  This was 1964-65, so things could 

still be dangerous at that time.  He never did say anything to us, but he did come to each 

one of our shows and watched us the entire time.”  Lavell chuckled, “Towards the end I 

think he came because actually liked the show – and why shouldn’t he?.” 

  “But nothing ever happened?” 
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 “No, see because Ft. Polk was an army post, you got a lot of illegal things going 

on there, including prostitution.  My take on that incident is that he was suspicious of a 

mostly black band carrying a white, female singer – and a beautiful one to boot - but he 

saw that we were a professional group and had no reason to say – or do – anything.  But 

you can bet that we – and everyone else in the club – was a little on edge those nights.” 

 “I’ll bet, if that had been a few years earlier –“ 

 “If that had been just five years earlier, they would have taken her out of the club 

and slapped us in jail – or worse.  Don’t you know I know it!” 

 “What about Lufkin?” 

 “Well that was a little worse because we lost the job over it.  It was kind of an 

unusual thing because we were scheduled to perform at this club – not a jook, but a 

‘social’ club – where the members were mostly middle-class whites.  To this day, I am 

not sure why Bill booked it for us.  Going in, I really didn’t see us fitting in there 

musically, I wasn’t sure we could give them what they wanted.  But anyway, while we 

were setting up, one of the horn players put on the jukebox and he and Linda started 

dancing.  It wasn’t a slow dance or anything like that, they were just taking a break and 

enjoying themselves.  Well, two white couples came in early, and you could tell by the 

looks on their faces that they didn’t like it.” 

 “The two of them dancing together?” 

 “Right – they didn’t like it at all.  So they left pretty soon after.  And sure enough, 

about 5 minutes later, the manger came in and told us that there had been a change in 

plans and that they had made other arrangements for entertainment that night.  They 

asked us to leave – without paying us – and that was that.  No violence at all.  Looking 

back though, I’m surprised there wasn’t.  We were lucky.  But that’s my point exactly. In 

a few years a lot changed, and I have a hard time believing it was because of the laws 

themselves.  I just don’t see that.  People came together to play and listen – and just that 

alone helped change the way things were in the country at that time.” 

 I didn’t doubt the power of the music to bring people together in mutual 

enjoyment, but I did remain guarded about the music’s ability to change people’s 

perceptions of race.  I expressed this to Lavell after a few miles and half a cup of  coffee.     

. “I see what you’re saying about bringing people together, but I have often thought 
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about whether just coming together like that would change the way people felt about 

blacks or just reinforce the stereotypes they already had.” 

 “Well, I never thought about that aspect of it, and there may be something to it.  

But really, when you think about it, just bringing people together like that had to be a 

positive thing.  And in all honesty, I see it as much a generational thing as anything else.” 

 “How so?”   

 “If you look back, you’ll see that young people had a greater impact in the 50s – a 

greater impact.  Look at it and you’ll see what I’m talking about.  Why?  Well, I say it 

was the music, because if you look at, some of the first black music to cross over - it was 

what?  It was a young person’s music.  All these little groups like Frankie Lymon and the 

Teenagers, Little Anthony and the Imperials, The Spaniels.  These groups had a major 

impact on young people as a whole.  You can believe me when I tell you.  And I’m 

talking both black and white kids.  Yes, sir, a major impact.” 

 “What about Little Richard and Chuck Berry?” 

 “Well, yes – they were important too.  But see those guys were a little older.  See, 

I’m talking about the little singing groups – doo wop.  That was music for young people – 

14, 15, 16 years old.  We had our own music.  It was a big deal -  I’m here to tell you.” 

 Lavell paused for a moment.  I could tell he was piecing together an anecdote for 

my benefit.  

 “I remember when we had our own little group and we would go down to the 

Jefferson Street Pool – that was the pool for blacks.  Now, you had this little stream that 

ran behind it, and across that little stream you had the pool for whites – west side of the 

stream was the black pool, east side was the white one.  Now, if you remember, I told you 

we used to go to the Jefferson Street Pool to sing because the acoustics were so good.  

Well picture this, when we -  or any other little groups for that matter – would sing, the 

white kids would just be lined up – lined up – against the fence listening to us.  And they 

would clap and holler after each song.” 

 A smile crested Lavell’s face at this sound and sight in his memory.  After a few 

seconds, the smile faded and his countenance became more serious. 

 “See man, our music – black music - touched people.  It may not have changed 

their minds about black people – but you cannot deny that it didn’t touch them.  That – 
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my friend – has got to have an impact.  And the young people – young people – I think 

you can reach them before their prejudices become hardened as adults.  Yes, sir, I will 

always believe that music – music - had a most significant impact on bringing people 

together.”   

 

* 

 

 Lavell’s sentiment revisited me almost verbatim, albeit from a different source, at 

a gig we played later that year.  In November 2000, we were hired to play at a private 

housewarming party.  The house, a spacious one-story home – over 3000 square feet, was 

decorated in broad cultural motifs:  Central American room, Southeast Asian room, 

African room.  We set up in the African room.  The forty-something owners were both 

physicians, and their guests wore the appropriate attire for the upper middle class.  One 

couple, however, stood out from the rest.   

 They were an ageing hippie couple in dashikis and beads:  he “in his early 60s,” 

and she “a decade younger.”  While their appearance set them apart from the social 

setting, they were well-suited to the room’s cultural setting, a visual pastiche of various 

East and West African themes.  Throughout the evening, they stayed close to the band, 

absorbing our music – eyes closed, heads weaving, and bodies undulating – but their 

enjoyment was sincere, and they were genuinely moved by our performance.    

 When we finished for the evening, I went to the kitchen for a soft drink.  Backed 

into a corner between the refrigerator and sink, I contentedly watched the room, sipping 

from a can of Fresca.  I did not see the hippie male approach, and before I knew it, he 

was pushing a beer into my hand, inviting me to share in his reverie:  the music had taken 

him back to an earlier time; his eyes were clouded with nostalgia, heightening his 

reflexive sense of self, place, and time.  Because I have to travel after gigs – often in the 

wee hours of the morning, I usually avoid alcohol, but my explanation and protestations 

did not discourage his insistence.  I acquiesced, realizing how important it was that I 

share the moment with him.   

 “It was different back then,” he said  “There was a connection between the music 

and the world that is lost today.” 
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 “Connection in what way?”  

 “It meant something – meant more to everyone.” 

 “You mean the music?” 

 “Of course the music.”  He became a little frustrated, assuming that our 

previously shared musical connection implied an experiential connection that, 

unfortunately, our generational difference precluded.  “I’ll tell you,” he said in a flat, 

resolute tone, “the music did more for Civil Rights than anything else – more than the 

government, the courts – more than all of that.  That stuff may have worked on a large 

scale, but at the grassroots level – the people living day-to-day - it didn’t mean shit.  It 

was the music that brought people together.”   

 His wife called him over to see a Yoruba talking drum in the hosts’ collection.  I 

went back to sipping from my can of Fresca.  

 

*** 

 

In a real sense you have paved the way for social and political change by 

creating a powerful, cultural bridge between black and white.  School 

integration is much easier now that they share a common music, a 

common language, and enjoy the same dances.  You introduced youth to 

the music and created a language of soul and promoted the dances which 

now sweep across race, class, and nation.  

  

   Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. addressing a group of 

black deejays (Ward 1998: 232). 

 

Since the barriers imposed by legal segregation began to come down after 

World War II, music has provided a unique forum for dialogue – 

sometimes harmonious, sometimes angry – between black and white 

voices.   

 

      Carl Werner (1999: xii) 

 

 Anecdotes and Dr. King’s optimism aside, white admiration for black culture and 

consumption of black cultural product was a complex phenomenon that did not 

necessarily correspond historically to fundamental changes in white perceptions of, or 
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attitudes toward, black people, either individually or collectively.  More often than not, 

this admiration and consumption was filtered through the lens of racial stereotypes and 

notions of authenticity that were created on the stage of American popular culture.  For 

many white Americans, black cultural product therefore served to reinforce what they 

thought they “knew” about African Americans. Brian Ward writes that “historically, 

whites had always been capable of admiring black culture and acknowledging the skill, 

even genius, of individual blacks in certain areas of endeavor – most notably 

‘entertainment’ and ‘performance’ in their broadest sense – without necessarily 

conceding the full humanity of blacks as a race, let alone supporting their bid for genuine 

equality of opportunity in America” (1998: 232). 

 American popular culture was the site of creation for many of the stereotypes and 

notions of authenticity associated with African Americans, their culture and their cultural 

product.  From the minstrel shows of the early 19
th
 century, to vaudeville and the “Amos 

and Andy” radio and television shows of the 1950s and 60s, white burlesquing of black 

social and cultural life created and reinforced stereotypes of African Americans as 

primitive and uncivilized.  Through these portrayals, dichotomous notions of authentic 

“whiteness” and “blackness” were constructed that asserted white hegemony over and 

against an African American “Other.”  Over time, these constructs became reified, 

serving as the social and cultural coordinates by which most whites “located” blacks 

(Ward 1998: 233-241).   

 Ironically, the complexity of white portrayals of blacks vis-à-vis white attitudes is 

revealed in the way blacks were simultaneously maligned and valorized through the self-

same stereotyped portrayals.  The reason, according to Brian Ward, is that “the shows 

also allowed whites to partake vicariously in some of the forbidden pleasures they 

routinely projected onto the uninhibited, sensual and perpetually pre-industrial world of 

blacks” (1998: 235).  Jolande Jacobi reiterates this perspective in describing a tendency in 

white burlesque of black life “to project onto the Negro the primitive drives, the archaic 

powers, the uncontrolled instincts that they do not want to admit in themselves” (1964: 

300).  

 The cultural behaviors and attributes projected onto African Americans by many 

whites were never congruent with the reality of black character, culture, or experience.  
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However, the continued burlesquing of perceived black behaviors and attributes resulted 

in the reification of archetypal stereotypes that then became the “experiential” knowledge 

base for white “understanding” of African Americans.  In applying Antonio Gramsci’s 

theory of hegemony to understand the effect of this reification, Brian Ward writes that “it 

makes particular systems of thoughts, beliefs and values – no matter how grotesque – 

appear timeless and natural, and thus conceals their connection to the specific 

arrangements of social, economic, and political power whose interests they serve” (1998: 

237). 

 As the twentieth century progressed, black popular music, in all its permutations, 

provided the primary vehicle by which white Americans thought they “knew” black 

Americans.  The same sexual double entendres and twists of the tongue in black rhythm 

and blues and black rock and roll that attracted African American audiences in the 1950s 

also attracted white audiences.  Many in the white audiences, however, confused these 

messages, filtering them through the - by then - reified stereotypes of blacks as overly 

sexual and sensual, thereby accretively reinforcing an already inaccurate understanding 

of African Americans.  Mark Anthony Neal writes that “white American fascination with 

black popular culture throughout the twentieth century is in part predicated on the notion 

that blacks were in fact the natural conduits for a more sensual, sexual, and orgasmic 

living experience” (1999: 43).  

 Similarly, the self-destructive jazz lifestyle of Charlie Parker was twisted 

admiringly into glorification by many whites fans who completely missed the point about 

the forces – both within and outside the black community – that shaped his lifestyle.  

Norman Mailer was one of those who reduced and glamorized a complex black urban 

environment in his essay “The White Negro” (1959)  In a reply to the essay, jazz critic 

Nat Hentoff criticized Mailer for failing to truly understand “the depth of anxiety, 

desperation, and sheer physical discomfort which ghetto living imposes on all the poor, 

hip, and square” (1965: 64).   

 Now, despite the general misunderstanding and often misdirected admiration of 

African American character and culture by whites, the optimism of Dr. King and the 

anecdotes of Lavell and the ageing hippy are not without foundation.  Because of the 

social and cultural dialectical forces at work in the 1950s, black music did play a role in 
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bringing blacks and whites together in the decade following the Supreme Court’s ruling 

on “Brown vs. Board of Education.”  When, in the mid-1950s, the lights illuminating the 

stage of American popular culture turned their focus on the various forms of black 

popular music, a burgeoning Civil Rights Movement could be seen – for those whites 

who looked –  seated front and center in the glow of the footlights.   

 And many white Americans did look.  Not only did they look, but some white 

Americans awoke to the realization of the need change and subsequently were spurred to 

action.  The plight of African Americans was being played out in America’s highest 

courts, receiving national attention both in print and in a new, visual media – television.  

Reinforcing this attention were – for the first time – the sounds of black music bouncing 

from tower to tower over the vast American landscape, uniting black and white youth in 

an “imagined community” made possible by technology and a common generational 

aesthetic.
lxxiv

   

 The significance of black popular music at this point in the historical dialectic 

cannot be underestimated.  Carl Werner writes that “since the barriers imposed by legal 

segregation began to come down after World War II, music has provided a unique forum 

for dialogue – sometimes harmonious, sometimes angry – between black and white 

voices (1999: xii).  In the decade after WW II, black Americans became increasingly 

optimistic about the future because of successes in the courts, increased political 

representation at all levels, and the spirit of Truman’s Fair Deal policies (Franklin and 

Moss 2000: 506-511). However, the black community’s political and legal successes 

were followed most closely by a relatively small, educated class of African Americans 

who were already involved in Civil Rights activities (Franklin and Moss 2000: 522-526).  

For the majority of black Americans – at the ”grassroots” level as the ageing hippy might 

say – the daily diaspora across the color line still challenged their (double) consciousness, 

regardless of court decisions and political representation.   

 The majority of African Americans were buoyed instead by the crossover success 

of black popular music, because this, more than just a rightful recognition of injustices, 

was a validation of African American culture and a realization of the value of their 

humanity.  Black popular music, in its various permutations in the decade after 1955, 

became a critical site for the dissemination of black consciousness and national identity 
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within the black community (Eyerman and Jamison 1998: 96-103); Neal 1999: xi).  The 

commercial and cultural popularity of black music resulted in a rising tide of African 

American optimism regarding the ability of black music to win the racial hearts and 

minds of white America.  Brian Ward believes that, for African Americans, the musical 

miscegenation that occurred between 1956 and 1963 was “an era in which all symbols of 

black access to, and acceptance in, mainstream culture were seized upon as portents of a 

coming new day of racial amity and black opportunity” (1998: 3).  He continues that 

during this dynamic period, the overall African American zeitgeist “reflected a mood of 

rising optimism about the possibility of black integration into a genuinely equalitarian, 

pluralistic America (Ward 1998: 3).  

 But blacks were not the only ones caught up in the optimistic swell engendered by 

African American cultural product.  Radio and record combined to facilitate distribution 

of black music to an increasingly young white audience.
lxxv

 While many of these young, 

white Americans who enjoyed black music may not have changed their hearts and minds 

about blacks in general, more than a few undoubtedly questioned their beliefs and 

realigned their understanding accordingly.  Caught up in the swell of optimism, young 

white America began to embrace the cause of civil rights as part of a general rejection of 

their parents’ generation.  The effect, according to Brian Ward, was that “many blacks, 

their white allies, and even their white opponents, genuinely believed that the 

desegregation of popular music culture was terminally eroding traditional barriers 

between the races” (1998: 231).  Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison summarize the 

importance of black music in this period this way. 

 

 

For a brief moment in the late 1950s and early 1960s, the civil rights 

movement made it possible for black music to bring a new kind of truth 

into American society, a redemptive, visionary, even emancipatory truth.  

By momentarily resolving, or synthesizing, the contradictions and tensions 

in their own condition – and their own music – African Americans could 

hold up a mirror to American society, and show a path to what Martin 

Luther King, Jr., called the promised land (1998: 44). 
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 Misunderstood or not, African Americans and their culture received attention in a 

way that had not happened since Reconstruction, and black popular music was the prism 

through which both blacks and whites organized their perceptions and informed their 

understanding of themselves and each other.   

 

 

Eight 

 

 

 At 4:15 that afternoon, we exited I-95 south of Fredericksburg, Virginia, 

preferring the more scenic Route 301 that runs along the finger-like ridges of Virginia’s 

northern neck, bypassing Washington, D.C. to the south.  Before crossing the Chesapeake 

Bay into Maryland, we stopped for gas in Dahlgren, Virginia.  The snow stopped, but the 

cold and the slate-colored sky remained.  Lavell was tired and asked that I take over 

driving for a while.  He fell asleep before we reached the Maryland side.  At his request, I 

woke him when we reached Baltimore where we jumped back onto I-95: he wanted to 

experience Baltimore’s Harbor Tunnel that slices beneath Patapsco Bay.  The experience 

was short-lived however, and he was asleep by the time we emerged from the tunnel at 

6:30.   

 Because we were sleeping whenever possible, our conversations over the past 

several hours had become less frequent.  Despite this, I let the tape recorder run, dutifully 

changing sides when the recorder clicked off at the end of a one.  A couple of tapes 

captured no human voices at all, and these I immediately recycled back through the 

recorder.  Occasionally, I quietly gave voice to ideas inspired by our conversations.  

Some of these I developed later as entries in my trip journal.   

 

Havre de Grace, Maryland 

The late 1950s was a time of expanding opportunities for blacks in popular music.  

But did Lavell see it this way?  He did see music as a road open to exploration and an 

opportunity open to exploitation.  But Lavell matured into adolescence at precisely the 

same time that the opportunities themselves were opening up for black musicians.  So did 

he perceive these as opportunities that were becoming available, when previously they 
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were not?  Or did he view the musical opportunities as always having been there, a taken-

for-granted feature of the social and cultural landscape as seen through the eyes of an 

adolescent? The answer had implications for his perception of existential freedom and 

individual choice. 

 

Lavell slept soundly, not even waking when I stopped for gas on the New Jersey 

Turnpike outside of Camden. I did wake him a little after 9:00 in Kearney, New Jersey, 

near Newark.  Earlier that day, we had changed our travel itinerary, and instead of using 

the Garden State Parkway to avoid New York City, Lavell asked that we take the 

Turnpike all the way through New Jersey, crossing into New York using the George 

Washington Bridge.  I had traveled this way before, and given the late hour, I thought the 

traffic would be light.  I was wrong.   

Traffic came to a halt a mile or so before the George Washington bridge, where 

interstates 95 and 80 - as well as several thruways - come together.  To make matters 

worse, the rain, which had held off since earlier in the day, began falling steadily as 

drivers jockeyed for position at the confluence of onramps and exits.  I now regretted the 

change in our plans and was silently cursing the rain and New York City.  Lavell, on the 

other hand, seemed to enjoy the commotion and was busy taking in sights he had not seen 

in years. 

“We used to come into New York right on this bridge – the George Washington 

Bridge.” 

“When was that?” 

“Once in 1964 – I think – yeah, it must’ve been ‘64.  Then again the next year or 

so after that.  We were here on different package tours, the ones like the Motown Revue 

that I told you about – Mary Wells,  Little Johnnie Taylor, Little Stevie Wonder.  But 

now, the best time I had here was when I came as a teenager.” 

“You didn’t tell me about that.  Was that before or after you left school?” 

“No man, this was while I was still in high school – I was right there at Stanton 

where your daughter goes now.” 

“Who’d you know in New York?” 

“We stayed with ‘Blue’s’ daddy.  ‘Blue’ was the boy who sang bass in the 

group.”  Lavell smiled, “Cat could sing some bass, and his skin was so black that it 
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looked blue.  His dad and mom got divorced when he was little and his dad moved to 

New York - the Bronx – lived right at the intersection of 168
th
 Street and Concourse 

Avenue.  I’ll never forget it.  He asked his dad if we could all come up – spend the 

summer and work the streets singing – just like all the little singing groups did – you 

know, outside on the streets and stoops.  His dad was real nice and let us come up after 

school was out for the summer.  Now that was a time – shoooo!” 

“You never told me a lot about that group.  It was a little doo-wop vocal group, 

right?”   

“Yeah, although only four of us went to New York – me, ‘Blue,’ ‘Lucky,’ and 

John.  See the group was a five-piece group – ‘John Price and the Joylocks.’  It used to be 

that all these little vocal groups were five pieces – lead, 1
st
 tenor, 2

nd
 tenor, baritone, and 

bass.   John was older than us and had some singing experience, so he was lead.  I was 

first tenor and sang lead on some songs – like that one that I wrote, ‘Betty Is My Love.’”   

“’Betty Is My Love?’  You didn’t tell me about that?” 

“Sure I did.  That’s the one where I sang with the white musicians backing me.  I 

wrote that song for Betty Cummins.  Remember when we played the Kuumba festival in 

Jacksonville a few years ago, and I saw this woman I hadn’t seen in years.  That was her.  

When she was young, she always wanted to be around the entertainers, and she came up 

to me after one of the Pepsi Teen Time shows – asked me if I could walk her home.  

Back then that kind of thing was just unheard of man.  I should’ve known right then, but I 

was young and naïve.  I’ve always been a little naïve about things like that .  Her?  I didn’t 

see what she was all about.  She wasn’t interested in me – the person.  She wanted me – 

the entertainer.  If you were an entertainer – she liked you.  That was it.  I didn’t realize 

then what the deal was, so - I wrote her the song, and she broke my heart.” 

“Ouch!” 

“Yeah man, got that right.  Talk about singing the blues.” 

“So ‘John Price and the Joylocks’ – that was the group that you did the Pepsi 

Teen Time shows with? 

“For the most part.  That was the group that won the talent contest at the Two 

Spot and got to go out in front of Sam Cooke down in Hallandale.” 

“Hallandale?” 
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“Yeah down just north of Miami.  It was 1956 – ’57 – something like that.  We 

did a week of shows as part of Sam Cooke’s package tour.  And – check this out, I almost 

forgot about this – B.B. King’s band was the one that backed us.  Remember, I told you 

how these bands would pick up jobs when the headliner was on vacation.  Well, there you 

go.  His band backed us and the other singers.  Let’s see, who else was on that tour.  

That’s right, Little Willie John was on that tour.  I’ll never forget it either man – meeting 

Little Willie John - because when he came into the dressing room, he had a girl on each 

arm – and they were both white.  Now, that was something you didn’t see in Jacksonville.  

But Miami was a little different – even then.  It was always a little more cosmopolitan, 

probably because of being so close to Cuba – that had to have an influence.  It was more 

open to those kinds of things.”  

“Now did you come to New York before or after doing that show?” 

“That was after.  Let’s see.  It had to have been ’58 or ’59…”  Lavell paused, and 

the tone of his voice implied he was searching for a reference in time.  The rain fell 

harder and I turned the wipers up to compensate.  An unknown driver blew his horn, 

simultaneously signaling the end of Lavell’s search. 

“I’ll tell you, maybe you’ll know,” he said.  “The summer I spent in New York 

came right after Castro’s trip to the United States – it was the same year.  Yes, sir.  I 

remember it because he stayed at the Theresa Hotel.”  As usual, Lavell stressed the first 

syllable of this word, but this time it seemed more as an affirmation to the accuracy of his 

memory.   “‘Blue’s’ daddy took us down to see it.  You know what year that was? 

“Man, I don’t actually.  I really don’t.” 

“Well, it was that same year, whatever that was.  And you know where he went 

when he came here?” 

“You mean in New York?” 

“Yeah, he came to Harlem.  At that time, there were a lot of Cubans in Harlem – 

don’t know if there still are -  and that’s one of the places he came.” 

“Did you go to Harlem while you were there?” 

“Harlem?  Oh yes – almost everyday.  That’s where we would usually go during 

the day to sing.  We’d take the train and bus and go there from the Bronx.  See, like I told 

you, it was nothing to walk down the street and see three or four of these little groups 
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singing in one block – one block.  And in Harlem there were a lot of Cubans, and they 

used to really love hear us sing.  This one Cuban family actually asked us to come over 

by their house to sing – so we did.  After that, we would go there every time we were in 

their block and sing a couple of songs on their stoop. I remember one time – see we 

would be singing all day and into the early night – well, this one night, we were singing 

out on this stoop, and I guess somebody got tired of it, because they poured a bucket of 

water down on us from the fourth floor.” 

Lavell chuckled at the sight of himself and the others, wide-eyed and soaked in a 

pool of water.  I laughed in the moment with him. 

“Guess that was your baptism,” I said. 

“You got that right.  At least it was only water.” 

The traffic began moving across the bridge.  Through the rain and the slapping of 

the wipers, an overhead sign caught my attention: “Welcome to New York.”   

 

*** 

 

Our whole thing was singing, that was how we gained respect in our 

community. 

 

     Richard Berry, “Pharoahs” original singer of 

      Louie, Louie  

 

A hit record to me was always when your friends heard you in your 

neighborhood…that’s all the interested me, that the guys in my little world 

in Brooklyn heard it. 

 

     Anthony Gourdine, “Little Anthony and the  

      Imperials” 

 

 

Maligned as “inauthentic” by purists – both black and white, the slick, the stylized 

music of black male vocal groups, and doo-wop in particular, receives little if any 

attention as a viable cultural expression of black consciousness.  Instead, the popularity 
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of black vocal group music, especially from the mid-to-late 1950s, is dismissed usually as 

a commercial phenomenon exemplifying the exploitive, commodifying interests of record 

industry executives.  Compared to the more “authentic” black expressions like blues, 

gospel, jazz, and soul, the doo-wop of the 1950s is viewed often as the corrupt, bastard 

stepchild of the litter, the product of an ill-conceived and misguided musical 

miscegenation.  Chris Strachowitz, a  blues historian and researcher, has this to say about 

the “sweeter” sounds of black vocal groups. 

 

 

In its early period R&B had guts.  It had the drive and thrust and 

excitement of Sanctified Church rhythms.  It lost all of this in the rock and 

roll era.  But it actually started losing the blues, real blues feeling, when 

the schmaltzy vocal groups came in around 1956 – I hated them and I still 

do (Quoted in Shaw 1978: 259). 

 

 

 A closer look, however, reveals that the commercial product belied the complex 

social and cultural dialectic that facilitated the emergence of black male vocal groups and 

shaped their style of musicking.
lxxvi

  Secular black vocal music appeared first in the 1940s 

with groups like the Mill’s Brothers and the Ink Spots (Shaw 1986: 182-184) Both of 

these groups were from the Midwest, and their performance style was not unlike that of 

the male gospel quartets of the period: close harmony with either a three or four-part 

harmony supporting a lead vocalist (Southern 1997: 483; Shaw 1986: 182).  The majority 

of these early vocal groups were known as either “swingers” or “balladeers”  (Shaw 

1986: 182).  Some, like the Soul Stirrers, started as gospel recording artists and later 

crossed over into popular music (Southern 1997: 483).   

In the late 1940s and early 1950s, however, a series of ‘bird’ groups – Orioles, 

Ravens, Larks, Swallows, and Cardinals – emerged (Shaw 1986: 183) Their material was 

targeted at adults and included both ballads and songs that were closer to the raucous and 

sometimes ribald R&B of the period (Shaw 1986: 184; Ward 1998: 71-80). Their group 

singing style was somewhat different, however, and their more vocally interactive and 

seemingly improvisatory style heralded the stylistic beginnings of doo-wop (Shaw 1986: 

183-184). According to Arnold Shaw, the label ‘doo-wop’ originated in the groups’ 
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performance practices: “doo-wop was one of the nonsense syllables like sh-boom, sha na 

na, dum-bee-oo-bee, etc., used by young singing groups in the absence of instrumental 

accompaniment, to give a rhythmic beat and for ‘fills’ under sustained tones” (1986: 

184).   These ‘bird’ groups, and others like them, were primarily a product of the northern 

black urban landscape, and for the most part, these groups did not receive their musical 

marching papers from the northern churches (Ward 1998: 80).  

Instead, the doo-wop groups’ stage and rehearsal spaces were the alleyways and 

street corners of their city neighborhood, and their style of musicking was shaped by that 

neighborhood.  Brian Ward writes that “Vocal groups were part of a homological black 

urban world with its own values and symbols, its own pantheon of heroes and indices of 

achievement, which functioned according to codes and rules sometimes only dimly 

apprehended by mainstream society” (1998: 61).  Doo-wop was therefore community 

music, performed by a group for community members, who were not passive in their 

consumption; but who, by proxy, actually participated in and shaped the group’s 

performance style and songs through immediate and spontaneous feedback.  Again 

exemplifying the homologous connection between musicking and ritual, the participatory 

interaction between performer and audience in the black vocal tradition epitomizes the 

perspective of musicking as a conduit for social interaction and cultural expression.
lxxvii

  

Christopher Small reiterates this position when he states that “musicking can be seen as a 

ritual in which the identity and the values of the members of a social group are explored, 

affirmed, and celebrated” (Small 1987: 81).  

For these doo-wop groups, local celebrity was the goal, and their success was 

measured as much by community adoration as by sales receipts of their locally-produced 

records.  Contrary to popular opinion, the vast majority of doo-wop groups were not 

industry creations, and local success was, almost without exception, a necessary 

precursor to regional or national success (Ward 1998: 63).    The groups’ slick and 

polished sound deceptively disguised the hours of hard work and rehearsal that it took to 

tug at the ears and win the hearts of fans on street corners and at local talent shows. 

(Ward 1998: 67-71).  Blending European American harmonic singing style and African 

American rhythmic and improvisatory performance practice,  doo-wop was a distinctly 

American form of musicking (Ward 1998: 58-59).
lxxviii
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In the dynamic and complex social and culture milieu of the black urban 

environment, black male vocal groups and gangs served the same homologous function – 

socialization into a community of peers – and often the gangs and doo-wop groups were 

one and the same (Ward 1998: 70).  According to S.L. Goosman, who chronicled social 

and cultural organization of black vocal groups from Washington, D.C. and Baltimore, 

“some teens grouped, whether in a social club or as harmony groups, and singing was the 

purpose, whereas some teens ran as a gang, and singing was the consequence” (1992: 98) 

Either way, the grouping of these - predominantly teenage – black performers reflected a 

developing experiential counternarrative in America: the emergence of a vibrant youth 

culture. 

 

 If you look back, you’ll see that young people had a greater impact in the 50s – a 
greater impact.  Look at it and you’ll see what I’m talking about.  Why?  Well, I say it 
was the music, because if you look at, some of the first black music to cross over - it was 
what?  It was a young person’s music.  All these little groups like Frankie Lymon and the 
Teenagers, Little Anthony and the Imperials, The Spaniels.  These groups had a major 
impact on young people as a whole.  You can believe me when I tell you.  And I’m talking 
both black and white kids.  Yes, sir, a major impact.  See, I’m talking about the little 
singing groups – doo-wop.  That was music for young people – 14, 15, 16 years old.  We 
had our own music.  It was a big deal -  I’m here to tell you. 
 

 As a social and cultural phenomenon, the popularity of black male vocal groups – 

with black and white audiences – reflects shifting experiential counternarratives within 

both the African American community and in American popular culture and society.    

One of these experiential counternarratives was the emergence of youth culture in the 

mid-1950s.  In both the black and white communities, youth culture, facilitated primarily 

through the popular media of radio and records, became an “imagined community” 

whose boundaries weaved through and across racial borders in the increasingly complex 

social and cultural map of the late 50s and early 60s.  W.T. Lhamon emphasizes the 

importance of the emergence of youth culture in the decade after the Supreme Court’s 

decision on Brown vs. Board of Education. 
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Culture tilted toward youth. [. . .] So totally did youth culture come to 

integrate itself into contemporary consciousness that citizens now rarely 

even notice its presence.  Taking occupation of the land, youth culture 

became largely the main culture; it became the atmosphere of American 

life (1990: 8). 

 

 

 In June of 1955, Lavell turned 14 and later that same year – through the 

arrangements of “one-armed” Sammy Douglas, the emcee at the Two Spot - he had an 

opportunity to meet and sing for The Spaniels in the “band house” in back of the club.  

Lavell’s was the realization of a dream for many young doo-woppers who waited outside 

night clubs just to have an audience with and perform for their favorite group.  The 

Spaniels were one of numerous young black doo-woppers, who, according to Brian 

Ward, represented the “new generation” and “new orthodoxy”  of vocal groups (1998: 

82).  This counternarrative strain in the doo-wop repertoire emphasized the idealized 

world of the emerging youth culture.  Invoking Brian Ward again, “in striking contrast to 

their predecessors, who had tried to balance romantic material with raunchier macho 

boasts and sexist put-downs, the new young groups of the mid-to-late 1950s largely 

ignored ‘adult’ material and concentrated almost exclusively on evoking a juvenile world 

of specifically teen trauma and romantic delight” (1998: 82-83) 

 While the majority of vocal group members before 1955 were teenagers,  their 

repertoire included both adult-oriented – often misogynistic - material alongside their 

romantic ballads: ballads that, in content,  were often beyond the experiential years of the 

group’s members (Ward 1998: 71-75).   The lyrical canon of doo-woppers representing 

the “new generation, new orthodoxy,” usually eschewed the more sexual suggestive adult 

themes, emphasizing instead a youthful, idealized version of relations between the sexes 

(Ward 1998: 85).  Even classic blues themes – forms of existential suffering such as loss, 

pain, and loneliness – were maintained in the doo-woppers’ lyrical content, they were 

optimistically presented as temporary and driven home as such by the eternally youthful 

harmonies of the group (Ward 1998: 88). 

 The youthfully idealized portrayals and polished appearance of the black doo-wop 

groups was not lost on the parents of eager and passionate white teenagers; and the 

parents gave tacit approval to these young fans through record purchases.  This, along 
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with prominence on radio play lists – sometimes with the help of a little payola - placed 

the young doo-woppers further into the limelight.  Make no mistake, the crossover 

phenomenon was a complex social and cultural process that cannot be reduced to a single 

cause; however, for many parents of white teenagers, the appearance and content of the 

young black doo-woppers and their music was a significant factor in that process. 
lxxix

 

 Lavell’s involvement as a member of a teenage doo-wop group is experientially 

congruent with the vocal group phenomenon of the mid-to-late 1950s.  In song and in 

deportment, his were the idealizations of youth, coming into adolescence at the same time 

as the doo-wop phase itself was beginning.  While these optimistic idealizations were 

tangible in the records and performance of idols, the optimism that pervades the doo-wop 

canon was undoubtedly interwoven into the growing optimism in the black community 

following the Brown decision.   

 Lavell’s idealized optimism was expressed in a song dedicated to his first love – 

Betty Cummins:  This feeling was tangible – as was the heartache that followed the 

realization of her motivations following this idealized infatuation.  Also tangibly felt and 

experienced was the camaraderie of rehearsal down on Ashley Street and the trip to New 

York – the “mythic North.”  Lavell’s focus was music, but the larger idealized optimism 

of racial amity, albeit less tangible, permeated the atmosphere of the community.  This 

kind of idealism and optimism influences the fundamental deportment of individuals, 

which is more specifically shaped by individual and collective experiences. 

 

 I have to be honest man, I always looked at it like this: when I would hear Pat 
Boone and these other people, I knew we had something better to offer.  Now, I am not 
criticizing old Pat – he’s talented. But him singing Little Richard – well that just didn’t 
fit, if you know what I mean.   But that’s why those white kids would line up on the fence 
when we would sing at the Jefferson Street pool – why college kids from UF would sneak 
down to Sarah’s on 5th Avenue to listen at us.  They knew the real deal when they heard 
it.  I really never saw any limitations on what I had to offer.  
 I sometimes would wonder why we – and I mean black music in general – was not 
more popular.  Because I knew what we had was real – and to be honest – I really felt, 
and still do, that it was better than some other stuff out there – at least until the early 60s.  
Some – the Everly Brothers – they were good and we would actually do their stuff.  But I 
would see some other stuff – like Ricky Nelson, for instance – and while he was ok, I 
couldn’t see why he was more popular than some black artists who I really felt were 
better – Jackie Wilson, Solomon Burke.  And I really didn’t see it, so, when I came into it, 
I saw the sky as the limit. In all honesty, it was probably the mid-60s before I started 
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seeing limitations in how far I could take this – and I mean for racial reasons.  There was 
a limit, and I just didn’t see that before.  But the music was still real, and that’s – music – 
that’s what I held on to.   
 

 

Nine 

 

 

 We passed through the Bronx in silence: Lavell staring out his side window in 

search of a memory, me focusing on maneuvering my way through the traffic and rain, 

the latter having decreased somewhat in intensity.  After crossing the George Washington 

Bridge into the Bronx, I-95 slices a straight eastward swath to Long Island Sound, where 

it swings north on its way to Connecticut, entering at Greenwich.  Without speaking, we 

continued through the rest of New York: Mt. Vernon, New Rochelle, and Port Chester.  

Had we been traveling during the day in more agreeable weather, I would have opted to 

take the Merritt Parkway, a more scenic thruway that runs parallel with I-95 from the 

New York/Connecticut line up to New Haven.  I told Lavell as much and attempted to 

recreate the imagery for his benefit. 

 It was nearly midnight when, outside of New Haven, we realized that we had 

forgotten to eat and were now hungry.  We discovered a newly-opened Huddle House at 

one of the New Haven exits and ate breakfast; Huddle House being one of only a few 

restaurants that serves breakfast, all day – every day, 365 days a year.   

 After eating, we decided to switch driving duties.  Lavell said he felt good enough 

to drive from Connecticut to the Maine/New Hampshire border – another four to five 

hours from New Haven..  I planned on sleeping from New Haven to Maine and filled him 

in on the necessary route changes that would get us there.  With the road atlas opened on 

the hood of the car and illuminated by restaurant’s yellow lights, I traced our path from 

Connecticut, up into Massachusetts – around Boston – and into New Hampshire, where 

we would cross into Maine from Portsmouth over the Piscataqua River Bridge.   We were 

back on the road within minutes, and I turned sideways – facing the window – to get 

comfortable.  In the space between wakefulness and sleep, I heard the tape recorder click 

off. 
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 I woke up just south of Worcester, near the Massachusetts Turnpike, or “Mass 

Pike” as it is affectionately known by New Englanders.  White flecks flickered in the 

headlights.  Lavell was leaning forward into the snow, unaware that I was awake.  I could 

tell he was tired and decided to help him out with some conversation.  I fumbled with a 

tape, shoving it into the recorder, pushed the record button, and shifted my body into a 

sitting position. 

 “Why music?”  In my sleepy haze I provided absolutely no context for the 

question. 

 “Say what?” 

 “Music – I know you told me about that incident working at the mall – but before 

that, why did you start getting into music?  You said no one else in your family played 

any instruments.” 

 “It’s interesting you should ask that man.  While you been sleeping I’ve been 

thinking back – because of what we’ve talked about.  I don’t know man.”  Lavell paused, 

the tone of his voice implying that he, in fact, did know. 

 “Know what I think?  I think the music chose me.  I truly do.  Even though no one 

in my family played, I was always around it.  My brother and his friends used to have 

these little record parties – get together and listen at records, all day - into the night.  And 

you know what they would listen to?  Jazz – Jazz, man – I never will forget it -  Miles 

Davis,  Jimmy Smith, Art Blakey.  And singers too.  Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday.  And 

then, my dad was always listening to his music – blues.  The old man just loved Jimmy 

Reed.  And many’s the time he took me to the Two Spot as a child, way before Charlie 

Edd died and Ben Bart bought it and renamed it The Palms.  Check this out – he even 

took me one time to see the Silas Green show.  You probably never heard of it? 

 “No - Haven’t.” 

 “Oh man, they always caused a big scandal whenever they came to Jacksonville. I 

was a little older when he took me there – probably 13 or 14.  See Silas Green had this 

show - the women, they wore outfits that showed what?”  Lavell turned to me in mock 

astonishment.  “Their belly buttons – oh man, that was a scandalous thing.  But my dad 

took me.  Yes, sir – he did. By that time I was already into the music pretty heavy, so he 

would take me because he knew I was interested.  And he took care of me too.  It wasn’t 
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about letting me run wild and loose.  No, no – wasn’t like that at all.  He was showing 

me.  See, ‘cause the Two Spot itself had an emcee – Sammy Douglas – I never will forget 

it, one-armed Sammy Douglas – he was sharp though boy.  I know now my dad wanted 

me to see what a show was all about.  Now Sammy, he would introduce the singers and 

performers.  He would come out and do a show before the other acts – sing, do a little 

comedy act.  That was a show – it was entertainment, and the people loved it – en-ter-

tain-ment - and this was long before James Brown, so see this has been a part of black 

entertainment since way back.  Check it out and you’ll see what I’m talking about.”  

 “I hear you.  So your dad was supportive of you.  What about your mom?” 

 “Oh man, she was always proud.  She couldn’t help but be, she was my mother, 

that’s what mothers do.” 

 “When did she know that you wanted to do music?” 

 “Really about the same time that I did.  I never will forget it man, we had gone to 

my school – James Weldon Johnson Middle.”   

 “Really, that’s where Jonathon goes now,” I said, my eyes yearning to close. 

 “That so? Well, we went there for a little conference with the teacher, and she told 

my parents that my academics were ok, but that I really excelled at music.  Sure did.  I’ll 

never forget it.  That was one of the first times I knew that I must be good – if a teacher 

said so.  I never looked outside of music after that.  See, I really think some people just 

have it in them.  Music was everywhere in the black community when I was growing up, 

and black musicians and performers were respected for the most part.  Now you hear 

about some church people not going for blues and jazz.  Now that may be what they say 

on the outside, but deep down, they feel it just like everyone else.  That’s just for 

appearances.  Want to know why?  Because in the country – nine times out of ten when 

you find a jook, you’re going to find a church not too far away.  Sunday come around, 

people get out of church, have a little cook out, play a little ball, and before you know it, 

people are moving the get-together over to the jook.  Before you know it, somebody’s 

opened it up – and somebody’s else’s gone to get their axe.  Same people that were in 

service that morning are in the jook that evening.  I’m telling you, I have seen it with my 

own eyes – on the road. Believe me when I tell you.  So see, music was everywhere – 
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and, it just chooses some people.  They just have that motivation to play and get it out.  

That’s really the way I  see it.” 

 Try hard as I could, my eyes betrayed me and that was the last thing I remember 

Lavell saying.  I didn’t wake up again until we arrived in the Pine Tree State. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

 

CODA: COMING HOME 

 

 

 Our stay in Maine was brief.  We crossed the Maine/New Hampshire line on 

Sunday morning, twenty-four hours after leaving Florida.  Less than 36 hours later we 

would cross the state line again, this time traveling in a different car and heading in the 

opposite direction.  A spring snowstorm welcomed us to Maine, and a snowstorm also 

celebrated our departure.  It was a wet snowfall.  The kind where the flakes are large, 

laden with moisture, fall straight from the sky, and disappear on contact with pavement.  

Snow did accumulate on the ground, in the ubiquitous pine trees and on the road 

shoulders, several inches in most places, giving the highway – both in our coming and 

going – the appearance of a glistening black river slicing through a white landscape.    

 Although brief, our stay in Maine was enjoyable.  Lavell commented on aspects 

of Maine that I took for granted:  sharply pitched roofs – in some cases greater than 45 

degrees - that prevented the build-up of snow and ice;  farms where the barn and other 

out-buildings are connected in one long, irregular structure – allowing farmers to perform 

their chores and minimize their exposure to the relentless Maine winters; and the 

seemingly endless sea of pine trees that remain green throughout the year, their rich color 

implying an abundance of life that, when juxtaposed against the bleak landscape created 

by their deciduous cousins, seemed to Lavell wholly incongruent.   

 And then there was the Maine dialect.  Lavell was not unfamiliar with the accent, 

having met my parents before.  But he met them in Florida, and their odd dialect was an 

aural island in an ocean of Southern drawl.  In Maine, his was the island, and he was 
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inundated aurally with a local vernacular that was, like the pine trees on the landscape, a 

seemingly permanent and endless feature of the northern New England soundscape.   

 The upshot of Lavell’s experiencing this visual and aural difference was that, like 

the broadening of my own horizon in the encounter with Lavell’s experiential lifeworld 

in Florida, his horizon of understanding was broadened in his brief encounter with Maine: 

the experiential ground that formed, and still provides the foundation for, my own 

lifeworld.   Consequently, the tone and tenor of our return trip to Florida was, from the 

beginning, more relaxed than the trip to Maine.  Having seen and experienced my home, 

Lavell became as curious about me as I was about him.  The return trip was longer, and 

we made several stops along the way.  This naturally opened up space for greater depth 

and breadth of topics explored through conversation.  Our dialogue gradually spiraled out 

beyond the core of our common background in music to other areas of individual and 

shared interest.   

 One topic explored on the trip back was the influence of women in his life, 

specifically his mother, grandmother, and wife.  Not until I transcribed the tapes of the 

trip did I realize that Lavell rarely mentions these women on the first leg of our trip.  The 

reason, I discovered, is that Lavell is very protective - and selective - about the conditions 

under which he discusses this aspect of his life.  His protection stems not from an 

anachronistic sense of chivalry or chauvinism.  Instead, his intention is to protect his own 

feelings as much as those of his wife, mother, and grandmother.  

  Looking back now, I realize that his decision to discuss them on the return trip to 

Florida was evidence of his growing trust in me and in my portrayal of him in the life 

story.  It also demonstrates that he was continually aware of the tape recorder on the first 

leg of the trip at times when I had long forgotten its presence.  In knowing me better 

through knowing the lifeworld of my home, he obviously felt more comfortable in 

opening up this area of his life for discussion and exploration.  Needless to say, I respect 

this aspect of his experience, and in the writing of our return journey, I will reveal only 

what Lavell wants me to reveal.  He is, first and foremost, my friend.  I mention it here 

only to bring it to the reader’s attention to avoid inaccurate assessments or interpretations 

about Lavell vis-à-vis issues of gender. 
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 Our journey was composed of numerous memorable experiences, and the return 

trip was, on the whole, more informative and illuminating experientially.   One of the 

more personally insightful experiences occurred on Maryland’s eastern shore, near the 

small town of Price.  Having spent most of the day in Philadelphia, we drove down into 

the Delmarva peninsula, first on highway 13 then onto highway 301 at Odessa, Delaware.    

It was dusk when we found arrived outside Price, Maryland, and found a motel: an old - 

but exceedingly clean and well-kept - establishment owned by a mother and daughter; the 

former a relatively young widow whose husband died of pancreatic cancer, the latter a 

graduate student in psychology who commuted across the Chesapeake Bay Bridge three 

times a week to attend classes at the Baltimore campus of the University of Maryland.     

 After checking in, we decided to walk half a mile south on 301 to a family-owned 

restaurant recommended by the daughter.  Dusk gave way to dark by the time we reached 

the restaurant; and after ordering a bucket of fried chicken and half a dozen biscuits to go, 

we walked around the corner to a liquor store where we picked up a bottle of red wine for 

the meal and a jug of sangria for dessert.  We walked back in silence, our way guided on 

the moonless night by the distant lights of the motel and the sound of gravel beneath our 

feet on the highway shoulder.    

 Lavell laid out our feast on the hood of the Buick while I retrieved the 

complimentary plastic glasses from the room.  Over the meal we discussed the events of 

the day, poured more wine, and pondered over the possibilities for tomorrow.  By the 

time we opened the sangria, we were a week into the future in conversation, planning the 

songlist for an upcoming gig.  I altered the direction of the conversation with a 

suggestion. 

 “We should record this gig.  We really have no recording of us – aside from 

rehearsals.  People are always asking me at gigs if we have CDs for sale.  Have you ever 

thought about it?  You never know how far it might go.” 

 “I wouldn’t want it to go any farther,” he said. 

 “Why not?” 

 “I’ve already traveled that road.  And as good as it was, I don’t want – no, I don’t 

need to travel it again to feel that feeling I felt back then.  I feel the same way playing 

with you cats – you, Levi, Murphy – that I did back then.  Right now – the way the band 
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is - is the best time for us .  And in all honesty, I am as happy now with the band as I was 

back then with the Counts.” 

 “You wouldn’t want to be more commercially successful at it.” 

 “Actually man, I would really prefer not to be making a lot of money off the 

music.  It would take all the fun out of it.  And most important, I feel like I would stop 

growing – musically, stop growing.”  Carrying the bottle of sangria, Lavell moved to sit 

on the white, wrought iron bench that sat outside our motel room door.  I sat on the hood 

of the Buick, which in the dim light of the stars and the distant light of the street lamp at 

the motel entrance, still glowed bright yellow.   

 “It’s like this,”  he said.  “The older I get, the more I don’t want to be limited by 

the music – play only certain kinds of music.  You can call it selfish, but I don’t see it that 

way.  See we have a unique situation right now.  We can play jazz, blues, soul, rock and 

roll, and we can play country.   I like it that way.  That’s why I’m always on the lookout 

for something new that will challenge me on my axe, on the keyboard, or vocally.  So, 

see man, we are still making sure we are taking care of the people we play for.  And more 

important, we are taking care ourselves at the same time.  I’m nearing 60, and I’m still 

looking to learn more in the music.  The music allows you to do that.  You can never 

learn it all.  Now, some will go crazy trying to, but those people have missed the point.” 

 “How so?” 

 Lavell swung his body around on the bench and put his feet up on the armrest to 

relax, still cradling the sangria.  

 “These cats trying to play like Coltrane, Charlie Parker, Stevie Wonder – 

analyzing every little note they play.  They’re missing the point because they can never 

capture that.  The music doesn’t want it.  It doesn’t want to be put on the shelf.  It keeps 

living, and if you try and hold it back, it will hold you back.  And then you stop moving 

ahead.  The best you can do is tap into what you think they were trying to say with their 

axe, and then you have to look inside yourself – find out what it is that you have to say.  

Lavell cocked his head as if to look at himself, asking rhetorically ‘What are you going to 

say with your axe?’”   

 Lavell became more emphatic in his statements, his conviction stronger than I had 

heard it thus far. 
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 “That’s why you need that room to explore, learn new things, try it out, see if it 

touches people,” he continued.  “You’ll know it though, ‘cause if it touches you, that’ll 

give you a clue that it’s going to touch someone else.  And let’s face it man that’s what 

we’re all trying to do.  If what you play touches other people, well then it comes back to 

you – only stronger and better.  See Scott, some people get confused and try to find that 

part of themselves in someone else – musically speaking, or in things – material things, if 

you’re talking about life in general.  But that’s not who they are, and deep down they 

know it.  And they go crazy when they realize that they spent all that time working, 

practicing – or trying to live a certain way.  And then, when they realize that they had it 

all wrong.  They can’t take it – they just go crazy.”  

 Lavell swung his body back around to a seated position and leaned forward to 

make his point.  “You can believe me when I tell you man, that now is the best time.  I 

am enjoying it for all it’s worth.  It’s all about the music.  Believe me when I tell you, the 

music’s what it’s all about.  You hear me?” 

 Without thinking I instinctively nodded an affirmative response to his rhetorical 

call.  But for the first time, I not only heard, but I listened and understood.      
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ii I deal more specifically with the chitlin’ circuit in a later section.  I never found the origins of the label 

itself, but a network for black entertainers originated in the early decades after emancipation.  African 

Americans entertaining in black vernacular cultural styles - black minstrelsy, vaudeville, musical revues, 
and road shows – relied on this network not only for their livelihood but their lives as well.  The network 

offered a conduit for safe travel, including food and lodging.  In the early decades of the twentieth century, 

the Theatre Owner Booking Association (T.O.B.A.) was a more organized and formal manifestation of this 

network.  Eileen Southern (1997) provides a historical treatment of the types of entertainers for whom 

travel was a necessity, although she doesn’t address this network as a social phenomenon.  Iris Ford (2002) 

describes travails of travel for black entertainers in the early twentieth century, and Mark Anthony Neal 

(1999) deals with the chitlin’ circuit as a conduit for social and political action in the 1950s and 1960s, 

although he focuses primarily on the northern manifestations of the circuit. 
iii Like the chitlin’ circuit, I found no definitive sources on the history of “package” tours.  But 

extrapolating from the history of African American vernacular entertainment, “package” tours are rooted in 

the entertainment packages of black vaudeville, road shows, and musical revues, all of which  offered a 

variety of entertainment, including comedians and various skits.   The black package tours of  the mid-
twentieth century carried multiple singers and entertainers, many of whom received equal billing.  The 

early rock and roll performers performed on package tours as well, exemplified tragically by the death of 

Buddy Holly, Big Bopper, and Richie Havens.  The packages that Lavell toured with were primarily the 

Motown Revues organized by Universal Attractions in early-to-mid 1960s. 
iv The sources that were most influential on my research were L.L. Langness and Geyla Frank’s Lives: An 

Anthropological Approach to Biography, and the book by Lawrence Watson and Maria-Barbara Watson-

Franke, Interpreting Life History: An Anthropological Inquiry.  The latter addresses more specifically some 

of the criticisms against biographic research.  More current sources that address contemporary criticisms, 

including those from anthropologists who conduct life history research, are James Peacock and Dorothy 

Holland’s “The Narrated Self: Life Stories in Process,” and the writings of Ruth Behar, the most personally 

influential of which was “Rage and Redemption: Reading the Life Story of a Mexican Marketing Woman,” 
which appeared in The Dialogic Emergence of Culture, but Dennis Tedlock and Bruce Mannheim.  
v Quoting Wilhelm Dilthey here is relevant because as a philosopher, influenced by and influential in 

hermeneutics, Dilthey originally sought to develop a method, analogous to that used in the natural sciences, 

that could somehow describe and explain human experience.  In his later career, he rejected the possibility 

of finding such a method, and the book that reflects this resignation, Formation of the Historical World in 

the Human Sciences (1910), influenced the philosophic approaches of Martin Heidegger and Hans-Georg 

Gadamer.  The inspiration for the quote was originally Victor Turner and George Bruner’s The 

Anthropology of Experience, and from there I went directly to Dilthey, relying on The Cambridge 

Dictionary of Philosophy (1995) for much needed interpretive guidance. 
vi Structuralism here, according to Peacock and Holland, is not the Levi-Straussian variety, in which a 

“deep-structure” is posited that underlies the narrative.  In the story-focused approach, Peacock and 
Holland state that structuralism refers to “analyses that give primacy to the structure of the story” and how 

the telling can be seen as a window on personality in psychoanalysis.  See Spence (1982), Rosenwald and 

Ochberg (1992), and Wyatt (1986). 
vii Here I am indebted to the insightful interpretations of Langness and Frank (1979: 18,20) and Watson and 

Watson-Franke (1985: 5) for the summary of Radin.  
viii Watson and Watson-Franke (1985: 6-10) and Langenss and Frank (1979: 23, 24) were useful in 

determining the significance of this period in life history research. 
ix Langness and Frank (1979: 64-65) are similar in their conclusions about Sun Chief.  I am equally 

indebted to them for the conclusions here, although they are not quoted directly. 
x I was inspired by Watson and Watson-Franke’s discussion of Erikson to look more closely at his 

approach.  I knew that placing Lavell’s story in the specific context of African American social and cultural 
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history was important, but Erikson’s Life History and the Historical Moment (1975) gave me initial 

validation for the approach.  The book gave me ideas for the epistemological approach but no specifics.  
xi The one personal criticism I have of Tuhami is that excessive reflexivity in the narrative tends to become 

convoluted when read in text, creating a feeling of epistemological vertigo in the reader.  Peacock and 

Holland provided some assistance here: “the researcher, no matter what he or she does, cannot fail but to 

elicit a story that conforms not to the scientist’s account of truth but to cultural and social conventions of 

the genre itself” (1993: 376).  Too much reflexivity pushes the subject too far into the background elevating 

the interaction itself as a meta-narrative, secondary in importance but primary in focus. 
xii The quote was extrapolated easily to imply Meyerhoff and Ruby’s epistemological deportment.  At the 

beginning of the section from where this quote was taken, Meyerhoff and Ruby explicitly state that “reality 

is not discovered by scientific tools and methods but is understood and deciphered through a hermeneutic 

method” (1982: 9). 
xiii Turner’s Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors (1974) also incorporates the concept of “social drama,” which 

is central to understanding how “root paradigm” works as an interpretive framework.  In addition to 

applying the concept to the life of Thomas Becket, he also applies it to the life of Mexican revolutionist 

Miguel Hidalgo.  Fascinating reading – although a bit dense at times, but it was not a good fit for my 

research. 
xiv This article had a profound impact on me and was the catalyst for organizing Lavell’s story in a way that 

would juxtapose his story with the social and cultural history and context of the African American 

community.  But, like they suggest in the article, this is easier said than done without giving the impression 

that the researcher is providing some kind of “authoritative,” explanatory framework to “prove” or 

“disprove” phenomenon and events elicited through the narrative.  I found my answer in Tedlock and 

Mannheim (1995).  I cover that in the next chapter. 
xv Charlotte Linde (1979) makes a distinction between “narrative,” which yields evaluative information, 

and “chronicle,” which implies a list of events, usually of a historical nature, that does not lend itself to 

evaluation. 
xvi Of the narratives that I read during this time, those most useful in correcting my focus (in the order of 

their influence) were Barbara Myerhoff’s Number Our Days (1978), Watson and Watson-Franke’s 

discussion of a Guajiro woman in Interpreting Life Histories (1985), Victor Crapanzano’s Tuhami: Portrait 

of a Moroccan (1980), and Sidney Mintz’s Worker in the Cane: A Puerto Rican Life History (1960).  As I 

continued my readings, I was influenced the most in my specific orientation and style by more 

contemporary life stories and ethnographies.  The most influential were Lila Abu-Lughod’s Writing 

Women’s Worlds (1993),  Ruth Behar’s “Rage and Redemption: Reading the Life Story of a Mexican 

Marketing Woman,” in The Dialogic Emergence of Culture (Tedlock and Mannheim 1995), and Sarah 

Lamb’s “Being a Widow and Other Life Stories: The Interplay between Lives and Words” (2001). 
xvii Regarding the deconstruction of concepts, I do understand the necessity for clarification of all terms and 

concepts.  My concern is that the process of deconstructing concepts in-text (unless the main purpose of the 

article is the deconstruction of concepts) can lead to convoluted meta-analysis that takes the reader in a 

direction unnecessary for an understanding of the researcher’s orientation to the life story.  This is a fine 

line, I know, but one I hope to tread competently. 

     I also believe similarly about the deconstruction  of researcher bias and effect.   While I recognize the 

collaborative nature of the life story process, I feel that disentangling potential areas of researcher effect 

and bias reaches a point of diminishing returns.  As Geyla Frank writes, “the life history may be thought of 

as a process that blends together the consciousness of the investigator and the subject, perhaps to the point 

where it is not possible to disentangle them” (1979: 85).  I was also inspired by Peacock and Holland’s 

article (1993), in which they state that the positivist’s concern for objectivity and the hermeneuticist’s 
exaltation of the researcher/subject relationship represent approaches that are “partial and inadequate.”  

They write that “both overemphasize the influence of the ethnographer or the self-narrator and discount the 

extent to which the narrator and the narrator’s life stories are part of myriad process involving numerous 

relationships and aspects in addition to that of the relationship to the ethnographer” (1993: 376). 
xviii I first encountered this distinction in the 1993 Peacock and Holland article.  They state their preference 

for “life story” over “life history” because “it does not connote that the narration is true, that the events 

narrated necessarily happened, or that it matters whether they did or not” (1993: 368).  Ruth Behar 

explicitly makes this distinction, for similar reasons, in her narrative of a Mexican market woman (1995).  

Sarah Lamb (2001) also emphasizes this terminological (and connotatively conceptual) distinction in her 
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research with widows in India.  She prefers “life story” because it “conveys a sense of the creative telling 

of a life, whereas “history” often implies a verifiable recounting of information about the past” (Lamb 

2001: 16). 
xix I was inspired in my use of the phrase “re-membering” by Barbara Myerhoff’s development of the 

concept in her work with elderly Jewish immigrants in California (1979: 1982).  She states that “re-

membering is a purposive, significant unification, quite different from the passive, continuous fragmentary 

flickerings of images and feelings that accompany other activities in the normal flow of consciousness.” 

(1982: 111)  Lavell’s conscious act of recounting his experiences, some of which he is revisiting for the 

first time, represent this purposive act.  The act of “re-membering” specifically involves “calling attention 

to the reaggregation of members, the figures who belong to one’s own prior selves, as well as significant 

others who are part of the story. 

    The use of hyphenation in terms not normally hyphenated is meant to indicate the inherent, reflexive,  
and reflective nature of the act, on the part of both Lavell and me. 
xx My attention to this characteristic was first brought to my attention in an article by Margaret Blackman.  

In summarizing Peter Nagourney (1978), she states that “most life histories are also shaped by Western 

conventions of biography,” in which, “they are presented as retrospective accounts of a cumulative life 

story, related as a continuous narrative, with a clear beginning and ending, and a developmental, 

chronological orientation” (1991: 56).  Articles by Geyla Frank (1979), Lawrence Watson (1976, 1989), 

and Michael Jackson (1996), to name a few, also explicitly address this issue. 
xxi This view of the telling of a life story as a shaping event is emphasized in the contributions of Ruth 

Behar and Alan Burns in  The Dialogic Emergence of Culture (Tedlock and Mannheim 1995).  In her life 

story research with Indian widows,  Sarah Lamb argues that “telling a life story, ‘like other forms of talk or 

communication,’ is part of live as lived, for it is lived and experienced, at least during the moments of 
telling” (2001: 16). 
xxii I recognize, even at the outset, that I am adhering to a Western epistemological construct in the 

organization and classification of material.  I state this because I believe this is an inescapable tendency for 

any researcher trained with a Western theoretical background.  I realize this approach may not be the 

manner in which an individual from another cultural background (or perhaps even someone from within 

our own culture) would attempt to make sense of the life of another individual.  I will use many similar 

organization and interpretive devices throughout the thesis but will not cite each one.  I am, however, aware 

of most of them. 
xxiii An example from my “rehearsal” journal will better illustrate my point.  Before I even thought about 

writing Lavell’s life story, I was aware that Lavell emphasized the importance of music in his life, even 

during childhood.  When asked about his decision to become a musician, he cites and anecdote from middle 

school in which a teacher told his parents that, while he performed poorly in most subjects, he seemed very 
gifted musically.  The majority of childhood recollections after this early experience are centered around 

music, and these recollections take on a decidedly teleological tone.  While it is difficult to tell whether this 

decision to pursue music was intentional during childhood, that intentionaltiy is beyond question 

reflectively.  He views this incident as a validation of his musical potential, and a validation which 

legitimized his pursuit of a musical life. 

    To interpret Lavell’s “choice” I used Sartre’s concept of “fundamental project,” which is the “organizing 

principle or nexus of meanings and values that inform a person’s choices” (Langness and Frank 1981: 109).  

The meanings and values cohere around a central theme or motif based on patterns of behavior.  The 

individual is socially associated, or labeled, based on his or her behaviors, and he or she then accepts the 

labeling and attaches significance to this thematic core.  Subsequent decisions and choices are then 

informed by this central organizing principle (Ibid).   
   I initially used the definition straight out of Langness and Frank as sufficient evidence for explaining 

Lavell’s choice of a muscial life.  Luckily, I did not stop there.  As I continued to better understand other of 

Sartre’s concepts that are determinative in  “fundamental project,” such as freedom, power, and the 

agent/situation dialectic, I refined my use of “fundamental project” as an interpretive tool (Sartre 1958, 

1963, 1966; Macann 1993; Kearney 1994; Priest 2001).  Moreover, in initially reifying  the concept as an 

explanatory device, I soon realized I was in danger of viewing the concept as a guiding principle to dictate 

the way a life is lived, rather than a concept, derived from a purely Western epistemology, that allows only 

for a provisional understanding of the phenomenon of experience.   
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   Therefore, as it relates to Lavell’s life story, Sartre’s conept of the “fundamental project” is only useful in 

a provisional understanding of Lavell’s life.  I will employ it as a conditionally-modified framework that 

balances the impact of the social and cultural environment on individual freedom.  I recognize the 

significance of Lavell’s “choice” to pursue a musical life as an exercise of his conditionally-negotiated 

freedom of choice, and I will contextualize his choice within the social and cultural parameters that 

provided that range of possibilities open to him. 
xxiv Although I am not focusing on the sociolinguistics of the narrative, there are a number of informative 

studies that do focus primarily on this phenomenon.  Ethnographer-filmmaker Jean Rouch has studied the 

way the “camera eye” alters the perception of the interview event.  Both researcher and subject engage in 

what Rouch calls “ethno-dialogue” in which both are speaking to the third “eye” of the camera (Rouch 

1979).  

   Alan Burns has conducted more contemporary studies that analyze the sociolinguistic dynamics of the 
taped interview event (1995).  He has studied not only the specifics of the dialogue itself, but he has also 

looked at the way information unfolds from the interview itself in the context of multiple speakers. 
xxv I was inspired here initially by Myerhoff’s use of the term to describe the culture at a Jewish center in 

California (1978).  I then went to the original source, Levi-Strauss, to ensure an accurate connotative use of 

the term (1966: 17).  Bricolage connotes the process in which myths are constructed in oral cultures.  

Elemental odds and ends (bric-a-brac) and experiential fragments are taken up by the group and imputed 

with meaning.  These are then incorporated into the mythic vocabulary and structure of the group to explain 

themselves to themselves. 

   My use is meant to connote the manner in which seemingly separate conversations, existing as halting 

and tangential snippets, can be assembled, without forcing the fit, into a single interrelated dialogue when 

stepping back from the event as a whole. 
xxvi I am not aiming here for a presuppositionless starting point or the establishment of reified, axiomatized 

laws.  I only want to build a good epistemological, heuristic base for my focus on Lavell’s life story as 

revealed through dialogue.  I was inspired in these two assumptions by Paul Ricouer’s work on the 

interpretation of human action and untersubjectivity (1981, 1985) and Charles Taylor’s work on the 

intersubjective nature of understanding (1987).  G.B Madison’s essay on Gadamer and Ricouer (1994: 290-

349) provided the initial interpretation of their work, and I used his understanding to guide my reading of 

Ricouer and Taylor. Michael Agar’s article, “Hermeneutics in Anthropology” (1980), was also helpful in 

guiding my understanding.  
xxvii I owe my initial understanding of this statement of congeniality in our comportment with one another to 

a Lawrence Watson article (1989).  In the article, he states that “the concerns that motivated the original 

life history enterprise may have underscored some aspect of specialness in the subject, which once accepted 

by both parties comes to form a discernable part of the finished text.”  Lavell and I undoubtedly allowed 
our verbal and nonverbal actions and reactions to determine the trajectory and subject matter of our 

conversations, based on implicit assumptions and perceptions we had about one another. 
xxviii I am referring here to Gadamer’s notion of “effective history.”  Inspired by Heidegger’s emphasis on 

the finitude of human understanding, Gadamer emphasized and developed a view of history and tradition as 

determinative of an individual’s ability to understand:  “It is not really ourselves who understand, it is 

always a past that allows us to say ‘I have understood’” (Gadamer 1976: 58).  In Truth and Method (1975), 

Gadamer states that “effective history” provides us with our “enabling presuppositions” that allow us to 

interpret all phenomenon.  These “enabling presuppositions” were called “prejudices” by Gadamer.  But 

these “prejudices” are shorn of the negative connotation, and Gadamer views them as necessary and 

integral to understanding.   History and tradition provide these “prejudices” through the natural process of 

enculturation.  Because we are marinated in the experiences of a group-specific history and tradition, our 
ability to understand is necessarily contingent upon the teachings of  that history and tradition.  All 

understanding is therefore historical and shaped by the dialectic between history and tradition.  Effective 

history is therefore an intelligible horizon within which we “live, move, and have our being” (Gadamer 

1975: 270).  Our horizon is not closed, however, and we can extend our intelligible horizon through our 

encounters with other experiences different from those that inform our understanding.   

   To counter critics, Gadamer emphasized that history and tradition themselves are not static entities, but 

are constantly shifting according to the intersubjective values and meanings imputed by the group.  

Therefore history and tradition are not “outside” the individual (in a superorganic way) but are constantly 

in production and reproduction with the negotiation and renegotiation of value and meaning within a group.   
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xxix Dell Hymes (1970, 1974) was one of the first to emphasize a dialogic approach to ethnographic research 

in his work on sociolinguistic analysis in ethnography. 
xxx I need to stress here that this extrapolation for a definition of culture within dialogic anthropology is 

mine alone.  If I have misrepresented the view of culture using this “core” metaphor, the fault is entirely 

mine and will be corrected, both on paper and in my interpretive understanding. 
xxxi I was inspired here by Geertz’s invocation of Wittgenstien to metaphorically refer to understanding 

another culture and the individuals within it as  “finding our  feet” with them (1973: 14). 
xxxii I borrowed the phrase,  “lived metaphor,” from Michael Jackson who uses it to describe the movement 

of the researcher from outside the ethnographic encounter to a position within the ethnographic situation.  

He states that the “shift from standing outside or above to situating oneself elsewhere within the field of 

inquiry implies a shift from an emphasis on explanatory models to lived metaphors” (1996: 9).  My trip 

with Lavell is a “lived metaphor” because I placed myself completely within the ethnographic situation, the 
result of which was the conversational narrative.  In addition,  I added a layer of meaning to the metaphor 

by seeing our trip both as a metaphorical journey (fusion of horizons) as well as an actual journey (from 

Florida to Maine and back).     
xxxiii The concept of “lifeworld” (Lebenswelt)  was first formulated by Edmund Husserl in his book The 

Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology (1970 [1954]).  The Husserlian lifeworld 

“is the world of pre-theoretical experience which is also that which allows us to interact with nature and to 

develop our own cultural norms”  (Moran 2000: 181).  Moran continues that  “the [Husserlian] lifeworld is 

the general structure which allows objectivity and thinghood to emerge in different ways in which they do 

emerge in different culture” (Ibid: 182).  Husserl did not envision a single lifeworld, but multiple lifeworlds 

that intersect and overlap.  The lifeworld subsumes our experiential “horizon” which “maps out a set of 

expectations, and seeks confirmations or disconfirmations consistent with the original given in the 
experience” (Moran 2000: 162).   From this Gadamer got his inspiration for the “fusion of horizons” 

concept (Madison 1993).   

    The lifeworld concept is particularly congenial to adoption by the social sciences, and Michael Jackson 

has adapted it to a more specifically anthropological orientation.  According to Jackson, the lifeworld is 

“that domain of everyday, immediate social existence and practical activity, with all its habituality, its 

crises, its vernacular and idiomatic language, its biographical particularities, its decisive events and 

indecisive strategies, which theoretical knowledge addresses but does not determine, from which 

conceptual understanding arise but on which it does not primarily depend” (Jackson 1996: 8). He advocates 

an anthropological approach in ethnographic research and writing that embraces the tenets of the 

“lifeworld” concept. 

xxxiv This view of understanding is straight from Gadamer as filtered through Heidegger.  Heidegger 

postulated that understanding is an ontological process (1962 [1927]).  According to Heidegger, we are 
“thrown” into a world that is “always, already there.”  In this view, human understanding is essentially 

finite by virtue of humans belonging to a history and tradition.  While Heidegger did not emphasize history 

and tradition per se, Gadamer did (1975).  Gadamer picked up on the finitude of understanding and 

developed his concept of “effective history” (see footnote xiv).  Under Gadamer, understanding is 

ontological and transforming because of our intersubjective involvement with others in a specific history 

and tradition.  We engage in the world in a way that is predominantly hermeneutic, encountering objects 

and experiences that challenge our presuppositions,  forcing us to either retreat back into our 

presuppositions or expand our horizon of knowledge to accommodate the “new” experience.  In 

accommodating the experience we begin to see the limitations of our knowledge.  Understanding not only 

involves self-transformation, but it also involves self-understanding.  Therefore understanding is more a 

mode of  “being” than it is “knowing.”  (Madison 1994: 310).       
xxxv In the introduction to A Crack In The Mirror, Jay Ruby and Barbara Myerhoff make a distinction 

between “reflective” and “reflexive.”   Being “reflective,” according to Myerhoff and Ruby, involves 

thinking about ourselves “without the explicit awareness of the implications of our display” (1982: 3).  

Being reflective simply involves thinking about ourselves and our history or situation but not in a way that 

involves critical, conscious examination of that history or situation.  “Reflexive,” on the other hand, 

involves not only thinking about ourselves and our situatadness in our history and situation, but it involves 

a critical scrutiny of that history and situation.  Ruby and Myerhoff write that reflexivity  “generates 

heightened awareness and vertigo, the creative intensity of a possibility that loosens us from habit and 
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custom and turns us back to contemplate ourselves just as we may be beginning to realize that we have no 

clear idea of what we are doing” (1982: 1).  Reflexivity is “consciousness about being conscious; thinking 

about thinking” (1982: 2).  I noticed that on many occasions Lavell not only revisited memories as we 

talked about them, but at times he critically examined his experiences, critiquing his earlier thoughts and 

assumptions.  Therefore, Lavell was being more reflexive that reflective at certain times during our 

conversations. 
xxxvi The “natural attitude” is another concept developed by Husserl, based on his research on the 

phenomenological epoche or reduction (1970 [1931]).  According to Husserl, humans usually live out there 

day-to-day lives in a “natural attitude,” meaning that accept their history and tradition as given, or taken for 

granted.  The “natural attitude” is a comportment with the world in which “humans beings live naturally 

and spontaneously in the routing pursuit of daily affairs” (Watson and Watson-Franke 1985: 32).  This is in 

contrast to a “phenomenological attitude,” in which a person critically examines the taken-for-granted 
status of his or her assumptions.  I see a direct influence of these Husserlian concepts on the “reflexive” and 

“reflective” contemplative act, and this connection helped me in understanding both sets of concepts.  

    I am using “natural attitude” here in a manner similar to what Husserl intended.  Our conversations took 

place in a “natural attitude,” because we were not adhering to the interview format for the entire trip.  Our 

conversations were spontaneous and reactive to the immediate situation.  While our conversations may 

have caused an individual reflexive turn in either Lavell or myself, the overall tone and tenor of the 

conversations reflects a “natural attitude” in our comportment with one another.   
xxxvii During the trip I was not aware that I would be using the conversational narrative as the primary 

“data” from which I would extract Lavell’s life story.  My “field impressions” mostly included relevant 

information about the context of our conversations and my changes of opinions and understanding of things 

Lavell and I would discuss.  When I returned, I just happened to read Barabara Tedlock’s article “From 
Participant Observation to Observations of Participation” (1991).  Their article was highly influential and 

allowed me to view Lavell and I as “working to co produce knowledge,” resulting in the conversational 

narrative (1991: 80).  Her emphasis on shifting focus from outside the ethnographic field (participant 

observation) to a  position within the field of inquiry (observation of participation) was the impetus that 

guided my reading and research in dialogic anthropology. 
xxxviii Both the metaphor of our trip as a crude form of “field composition” and the “lived metaphor” of our 

experiences during the trip need additional explanation.  Both metaphors involve the interpreter of 

experience placing him or herself into the field of action.  Both in field composition and lived metaphor the 

form and content are inseparably bound together.  Charles Olson quotes Robert Creely in expressing this 

determinative effect:  “Form is never more than an extension of content” (Olson 1966: 16).b 
xxxix I experienced many moments of reflexive vertigo while considering ways to interpret our experience 

on the road.  Just as I recognized that Lavell has his “projects” that he wants to emphasize in the telling of 
his life, I also have my own “projects.”  These include not only the immediate task at hand, the thesis, but 

also my entire cultural, historical, and psychological perspective with which I  interpret Lavell’s life.  I 

soon saw the wisdom in the advice of Geyla Frank (1979) and Peacock and Holland (1993) about the need 

to recognize my inherent involvement with the form and content, but not place too much emphasis on 

disentangling the strands of my influence.  As Frank writes, “the investigator’s influence is always 

embedded in materials gleaned from interviews, blurring the distinction between ‘subjective’ and 

‘objective’ realities” (1979: 88).  I fortunately realized that I had passed the point of diminishing returns in 

my reflexivity and needed to retreat back to a focus on Lavell. 
xl I decided to go back for Lavell’s advice for two reasons.  First, Lavell had been determinative in the 

development of the conversational narrative by suggesting we just tape the event from beginning to end, 

rather than do formal interviews.  Second, through my continued reading and research, I became aware of a 
greater role for informants in the creation of the life story.  An article by Margaret Blackman was 

particularly inspiring (1991).  She is an advocate for a “shared anthropology,” in which informants play an 

increasingly influential role in the entire life story process, including co-authorship (Blackman 1991: 58).  

She writes that “the life history process itself increasingly can be viewed as a shared anthropology in 

varying degrees as life history subjects make decisions about the inclusion of interview data, review 

manuscripts and make corrections and changes, receive royalties on their published life histories, and are 

listed as co-authors” (Blackman 1991: 58). 
xli I drew inspiration here from the Peacock and Holland article (1993).  In addition to calling for a balance 

in methodological concerns for stating researcher influence and bias, they also suggest an increased 
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contextualization of the life in other social processes.  They state that “while keener attention to the 

narrative and the immediate relationship of which the narrative is a piece is essential, it makes little 

theoretical sense to delimit the narration context to the point of excluding broader social and cultural 

dynamics surrounding the narration” (1993: 376).  They suggest a broader perspective and “laud the turn to 

analysis of life stories as pivotal in social and psychological processes but, at the same time, to call for a 

realization that life stories are involved in many social and psychological events at any one time” (1993: 

377).   My re-creation of Lavell’s life story must therefore include people, places, and events that my not be 

musical, in and of themselves, but influence Lavell’s life in music nonetheless. 
xlii The specific approaches in phenomenology and hermeneutics that I use are derived primarily from 

Gadamer (1975, 1976) and Ricouer (1981, 1984).  My introduction to their potential in anthropology was in 

Watson and Watson-Franke’s book, Interpreting Life Histories (1985).  This introduction allowed me to 

move into more detailed exploration of the history of each philosophical discipline and its influence on 
anthropology.  Phenomenology and hermeneutics are combined epistemological and methodologically 

under Gadamer, and Ricouer, as well as Merleau-Ponty, continued in that direction.  The sources that 

guided my interpretive reading of Gadamer and Ricouer were Dermot Moran (2000), Richard Kearney 

(1994), and Christopher Macann (1993).  Michael Jackson’s Things As They Are (1996) was instrumental 

in showing me how to strain the phenomenological and hermeneutic concepts through the sieve of 

anthropological praxis. 
xliii Primary inspiration for exploring the individuality problematic was the Geyla Frank article (1979) and 

the Lawrence Watson article (1989).  Both anthropologists also deal with this topic separately in books they 

co-authored (Langness and Frank (1980); Watson and Watson-Franke 1985).  The concept of individuality 

is recognized as a problematic issue because its underlying assumptions in social science research are 

grounded in a Western epistemology.  Moreover, the concept has expanded in scope and detail in the last 
century as a result of developments in psychology and existential philosophy.  Watson clearly outlines the 

crux of the problem for anthropology:  “I would propose, then, that our sense of a subject’s unique, 

individual qualities is not something inherent in the data that addresses us; it is more significantly, the 

product of an interactive process grounded in our larger (and often unstated) cultural preunderstandings and 

theoretical commitments” (1989: 309). I therefore use the existential-humanistic analytic guardedly and 

with full knowledge of the potential implications and complications for interpretation. 
xliv Like the concept of individuality,  humanism as an approach to interpretation can be problematic.  I 

recognize the accretion of Western epistemological assumptions in humanism as a concept.  Clifford (1980) 

was highly critical  Said’s Orientalism (1978) because of Said’s lapse into humanism.  Many 

postmodernists discredit humanism for its exaltation of humans (and specifically Western ideals) over 

nature (Abu-Lughod 1993: 28).  As Lila Abu-Lughod writes, “there are certainly good reasons to be wary 

of this philosophy that has masked the persistence of systematic social differences by appealing to an 
allegedly universal individual as hero and autonomous subject” (1993: 28).  But I would agree completely 

with her assessment that “because humanism continues to be in the West the language of human equality 

with the greatest moral force, I do not think we can abandon it, [and] what may be required is a tactical 

humanism, made politically useful but also limited in its effects by anthropology’s location on  the side of 

power in a world organized unequally along lines of ‘cultural’ difference” (Abu-Lughod 1993: 28-29). I 

also personally believe that, while relationships of power may exist in intercultural interaction, the 

exaggeration of its effect may also be a reified Western, anthropological artifact that bears re-vision.  
xlv Watson and Watson-Franke (1985) were the ones that initially guided my methodological approach of 

engaging the conversational narrative in a conversation. The source of their influence was mostly likely 

Gadamer and Ricouer.  While both tackled the issue of text interpretation, Ricouer has been more 

influential in reading human action as text.  He advocates “reading” any text or action as though the author 
or actor is deceased.  This provides what he calls a “methodological distantiation”  that allows for an 

interpretation that leads not only to understanding, but also to a conditional explanation for action (Ricouer 

1981).  Engaging the “text” in a conversation allows the researcher to be challenged by certain experiences 

revealed in the text.  This challenge should then cause a reflexive turn regarding our assumptions and 

knowledge, forcing us to alter our comportment with the text in a way that accommodates the experience. 
xlvi This is where the existential-humanistic analytic is useful.  Conflict as interpreted using existential 

concepts can be revelatory of an individual’s perception of freedom, choice, and individuality.  In addition 

leaving contradictions and conflicts in place allows for readers to interpret the experience in a way I would, 

or could not. 
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xlvii I am referring to Clifford’s (1988) regarding ethnographic authority and the power dynamics at work in 

the dispersal and transference of that authority. 
xlviii The relationship of experiential parts to whole is central to hermeneutic “methodology.”  Gadamer 

provides a thorough, but sometimes convoluted, explanation (1975: 258-261),  and I found Watson and 

Watson-Franke’s explanation much more digestible:  “As we interpret we build upon our knowledge of the 

parts of the text to grasp the whole.  As the meaning of the whole emerges, we are better able to correct our 

interpretation of the significance of the parts. [. . . ] Grasping the dialectic interplay of parts and wholes 

emerges out of true dialectical questioning.  By asking questions appropriate to the text, and by listening to 

its answers and the questions that it addresses to us, we create a dialogue in which it is possible to correct 

continuously the direction of interpretation, until through our change understanding, the parts begin to 

relate meaningfully to each other and to the whole and reveal their underlying subjective integrity (1985: 

44).   
xlix Blackman’s idea of “shared anthropology” seeks to balance ethnographic authority by including the 

subject of the life story in the narrative construction process (1991).  She also suggest that, if subject’s 

involvement in the text production warrants it – editing of text, decisions on structure, they be included as 

co-authors to the text.   
l See section 5. 
li Watson and Watson-Franke again provide a very concise explanation of this dialectic and its relation to 

hermeneutic “methodology” (1985: 43-44, 54-55)  They separate the hermeneutic dialogue in to four areas: 

“1) the horizon of the individual and his production (the text); 2) the horizon of the interpreter and his role 

in text construction; 3) the process of interpretation; and 4) the products of interpretation, that is, the 

interpretive results that presumably reflect the final position of processes in which the horizons of the 

dialogue partners (text and interpreter) have been dialectically integrated” ( Watson and Watson-Franke 
1985: 55). 
lii I am inspired here by the predominance of travel and travelogues as a theme in African American cultural 

expressions.  Cornel West writes that in the twentieth century, the major themes are “neither integration nor 

separation but rather migration and emigration” (1993: xii).  Brian Ward writes because blacks were often 

restricted in their ability to travel,  travelogues in song were a popular means to travel by proxy; the 

travelogues in song “presented vivid images of black mobility, thereby tapping into one of the central 

themes in black history, culture and consciousness” (1999: 212).  Mark Anthony Neal writes that the 

challenges to maintain community across the diaspora resulted in the emergence of “movement” as a 

central theme:  “the concept of ‘movement’ emerges as a primary trope of African American political and 

cultural expression in the twentieth century” (1999: 12). 
liii In 1870, Jacksonville’s black population was 3,989 compared to 2,923 whites.  By 1920, the total 

population of Jacksonville was 91,558, and of that number 48,194 were African American (Bartley 2000: 
2) 
liv Jacksonville’s black community had a comparatively good economic base, having attracted both skilled 

and unskilled labor soon after the Civil War ended.  By the beginning of the twentieth century, the 

community was economically diverse and self-sustaining.  The Afro-American Life Insurance Company, 

founded in 1901, provided economic boon to the community, but also reflected the economic strength and 

diversity of the community.   And because of the nature of their situation, the more successful African 

Americans in the community were quick to share the wealth by giving to aid societies and other 

organizations established to help the less fortunate members of the community.  During the depression, the 

Clara White Mission was a main source of economic assistance.  The depressions hit blacks harder than 

whites, and Jacksonville was not exception, but Jacksonville’s African American community fared better 

than others because of the community’s economic base (Bartley 2000: 1-24  
lv The article in The Crisis that featured Jacksonville’s black community had this to say about skilled black 

carpenters:  “Negro carpenters, skilled at their trade, worked long hours with small wages, moulding huge 

timber in small building material.  Negro carpenters were instructed to read blueprinting.  They began to 

seek better working conditions and an increase in pay.  In 1904 their charter was granted.  They have made 

great progress under C.O. Barnes, their president, and today there are more than four hundred organized 

carpenters receiving shorter hours and better pay.  This group of laborers is still leading in the field of 

labor” (1942: 13).  Of the bricklayer’s union, the 1942 article writes that “in 1902 the Negro bricklayers 

local No. 2 received its charter and is the oldest organized labor union in [Jacksonville]. [. . .] Jacksonville 

has a strong bricklayers organization which is an asset to labor and the city at large” (1942: 11). 
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lvi Labor, both skilled and unskilled, was seen as the cornerstone to economic development in Jacksonville, 

and skilled laborers with their own union were a relatively select group.  In 1940, only 8.1% of male 

workers in Jacksonville could be classified as “Craftsmen, Foremen, or Kindred Workers” (Crooks 1997: 

272).   
lvii Christopher Small (1987) and Ben Sidran (1971) establish direct connections between a fundamental 

orality in African American culture and black music.  Both see orality as a necessary condition for 

understanding black music as an expressive form.  Sidran, in particular, builds on the theories of Marshall 

McLuhan (1964) and Aldous Huxley (1954) to establish  his position that cultures that rely heavily on oral 

means of communication perceive events and phenomenon from a slightly difference perspective.  Sidran 

invokes McLuhan in describing the “direct presence” of oral communication because it is more immediate 

in action:  The oral man thus has a unique approach to the phenomenon of time in general: he is forced to 

behave in a spontaneous manner, to act and react simultaneously” (1971: 3).  The results, he writes is that 
“as a consequence of this perceptual orientation, oral man is, at all times, emotionally involved in, as 

opposed to intellectually detached from, his environment through the acts of communication” (ibid).  While 

I am attracted to his arguments, I remain skeptical about oral cultures to create an entirely different 

perception reality, which is where Sidran eventually leads the reader.  His premise, that all African 

American reality is black music, becomes too reductionist and afrocentric.  But I do think there is some 

merit in his approach, and I am convinced that orality does alter perception, but is only a matter of degree 

and not of kind. 
lviii The use of the phrase “mobilization of traditions” comes from Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison, and 

describes a social process through which “ in social movements, musical and other kinds of cultural 

traditions are made and remade, and after the [social] movements fade away as political forces, the music 

remains as a memory and as potential way to inspire new waves of mobilization” (1997: 2).  I am applying 
the concept more broadly, which is why I did not put it in quotations.  Victor Turner’s concept of social 

drama (1974) is relevant for understanding my application of Eyerman and Jamison’s concept of 

mobilization of traditions.  The final, reintegration phase of social drama, is according to Turner, “an 

opportunity to take stock,” to search past traditions and values for a “usable past” that can be used in 

confronting the present conditions (1974: 42).  On first reading, I saw Eyerman and Jamison’s 

“mobilization of traditions” concept as homologous to this search for a “usable past”  that occurs during the 

reintegration phase of social drama. 
lix My inspiration here was Edward Bruner and Victor Turner (1986), who have written so much on the 

importance of cultural expression and performance in the construction of group identity and consciousness.  

The one quote that sticks with me is in the introductory section of The Anthropology of Experience: “it is 

in the performance of an expression that we re-experience, re-live, re-create, re-tell, re-construct, and re-

fashion our culture.  The performance does not release a preexisting meaning that lies dormant in the text. 
Rather, the performance itself is constitutive” (1986: 11).  Social interaction and cultural expressions are 

therefore more important than economic factors in the construction of identity and group consciousness.    
lx The best-known examples of signifying during the slavery period are the Negro spirituals, but signifying 

was – and remains – a prominent expressive vehicle for critique in African American cultural repertoire.  

Roger Abrahams has looked at signifying in African American folktales (1985), and Henry Louis Gates 

deals with signifying as expressive critique in “The Blackness of Blackness: “A Critique of the Sign and 

the Signifying Monkey” (1984). 
lxi Georg Simmel is the inspiration here.  Simmel was interested in the significance of size and number in 

the social life of a group and believed that as a group gets larger, status differentiation and delegation of 

offices becomes more important.  In modern industrial societies, individuals are members of multiple 

circles of interaction, and identity is highly segmented through this multiple participation.  Awareness of 
self and self-consciousness are increased through this multifaceted involvement.  Lewis Coser, who was the 

inspiration for this reading of Simmel, provides a conclusion relevant for a general understanding of the 

forces at work in urbanization:  “the segmentation of group involvement brings about a sense of uniqueness 

and of freedom. The intersection of social circles is the precondition for the emergence of individualism.  

Not only do men become more unlike one another; they are also afforded the opportunity to move with 

effort in different social contexts” (Coser 1971: 190).   
lxii For the jook as a social space for transcendence, I am indebted to Mark Anthony Neal (1999).  To 

describe the necessity of transcendence in the African American community, I relied on the writings of 

Ralph Ellison (2002) and Carl Werner’s interpretation of Ellison’s writings.  Werner’s (1999) interpretation 
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of Ellison’s blues and jazz impulses (1999: 68-71, 132-136) as a philosophy of life in the African American 

community was particularly useful.  Werner adds a third impulse – gospel – and more precisely defines the 

process of spiritual and existential transcendence using the gospel impulse (Werner 1999: 28-31).  
lxiii The ideas presented here in text about the music as the expressive vehicle for transcendence are based 

on Carl Werner’s interpretation of Ralph Ellison.  Ellison’s quotes comes from an essay on the African 

American author Richard Wright.  Ellison is describing the general philosophy of Negro culture, referring 

specifically to the “blues impulse,” which Ellison states “is the impulse to keep the painful details and 

episodes of a brutal experience alive in one’s aching consciousness, to finger the jagged grain, and to 

transcend it, not be the consolation of philosophy but by squeezing from it a near-tragic, near-comic 

lyricism.  As a form, the blues is an autobiographical chronicle of personal catastrophe expressed lyrically” 

(2002: 103).  Carl Werner extrapolates from this to create the “gospel impulse” as the expressive wellspring 

for both sacred and secular music that facilitate spiritual transcendence in a community of shared 
consciousness – “soul’” borrows heavily from this impulse (1999: (28-31).  The “blues impulse” (1999: 68-

71) is the expressive source for music that facilitates transcendence, but unlke the “gospel impulse,” the 

“blues impulse” offers only existential transcendence by allowing the individual to confront the harsheness 

of his or her reality:  “the blues tell you that as long as you can hear your voice, as lond as you can find 

even a little bit of the laughter in the tears, you can most likely find the strength to wake up in the morning 

and deal with the fact that you messed it up again, that the devil’s back at the door and you’re putting on 

your shoes, humming his song” (Werner 1999: 71). 
lxiv Eyerman and Jamison provide an excellent overview of the all of these ideological, and artistic streams 

of influence in the black community in the 1920s-1940s (1998: 74-106).  Understanding the ideological 

comportments of   the “Harlem Renaissance,” as well as the “New Negro” movement and “Garveyism” 

movements is important to seeing how these ideological strains are reflected in both popular and vernacular 
musical expressions.  Eyerman and Jamison’s is the most concise and cogent summary that I found. 
lxv Lhamon discusses at length the importance of “youth culture” in molding the social and cultural 

landscape of the 1950s and 1960s (1990).  Technology and popular media were the most visible means by 

which this “youth culture” organized itself ideologically.  Lhamon explores this aspect, but equally 

important is his exploration of the larger, less-visible social and cultural forces at work, glimpses of which 

can be caught in literary, musical, and artistic themes in the 1950s.  As a whole, these dynamic forces 

represent what Lhamon calls a new “lore cyle” that begins to inform the American ethos. 
lxvi In considering music itself as a social space, in which African Americans located themselves in a 

community of shared consciousness, I relied on several sources.  Ralph Ellison’s concept of musical 

“impulse” – as developed by Carl Werner – was one source (Ellison 2002; Werner 1999).  Another source 

was Mark Anthony Neal’s synthesis of the ideas of Geneva Smitherman (1977) and Elaine Scarry (1985).  

Smitherman explores the concept of “tonal semantics” as a feature of the African American expressive 
repertoire, in which, the tonal qualities of voice through song and language became a medium for 

communication and meaning construction.  The reason for this is that African slaves in North America 

were denied access to rhythmic instruments, and instead, the polyrhythmic qualities of African musicking 

became transformed in the Americas into polytonal expression:  “Denied access to the predominant 

instrument(s) of rhythmic (human) expression, the vocal quality of the first and second generations of 

Africans in the united States began to mimic the very diversity of tones and colors that were inherent in the 

African polyrhythms of the past.  The practice of polytonal expression or polytonality, in which complex 

and varying meanings were conveyed via vocal tones, represents a unique process that is emblematic of the 

African American experience” (Neal 1999: 38).   Polytonality was useful, according to Neal, because the 

black experience could be protected and coveted both within music’s message but also within medium 

itself.  Understanding the message in lyrics was one thing, but feeling the message through vocal inflection 
was another and could only be accessed by someone who shared in the existential pain of the black 

experience.  Neal develops Elaine Scarry’s work on the biological and psychological frameworks for 

expressing this existential pain (1985).  Pain, according to Scarry, “destroys” objective linguistic 

description if the pain combines physical and psychological sources.  To express and transcend this pain, 

people rely on alternative structures of vocalization:  “A great deal, then is at stake in the attempt to invent 

linguistic structures that will reach and accommodate this area of experience normally so inaccessible to 

language” (Scarry 1985: 5-6)  Neal believes that “tonal semantics” and polytonality are part of the non-

linguistic structures used to express the harshness of the African American experience:  “Thus tonal 

semantics can be referenced among efforts on the part of enslaved blacks to give name and, with it, 
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meaning to their oppression and oppressors, as a precursor to emotional and psychic transcendence of their 

condition – forms of transcendence that themselves foreground efforts of physical transcendence. [. . .] Poly 

tonal expression also provides a theoretical framework in which to examine the dominant existential 

challenges to black life” (Neal 1999: 39).   
lxvii Sheperd and Wicke provide an in-depth look at music as a site for the construction of meaning (1997).  

Their position is important to understand, and they use the “Rolling Stones’” song “Satisfaction”  to make 

their point:  “If the motor rhythms of the bass guitar riff in the Rolling Stones’’’ song ‘Satisfaction’ are 

accepted as evidencing a particular form of sexuality as socially and cultural constituted, then we are not 
arguing that this form of sexuality is first  constituted socially and culturally and then in some way 

imparted to a set of sounds whose formal, structural characteristics are suited to is acceptance or 

articulation.  The question, then, is not that of understanding the relationship between ‘music’ and ‘society.’  

It is rather that of understanding the constitutive feature of music as a social process in relationship to other, 
equally non-reducible realms of social process. In terms of this position, the motor rhythms of ‘Satisfaction 

‘ are themselves taken to constitute socially and cultural the form of sexuality in question through their very 

articulation”  (1997: 95)  Sheperd and Wicke’s position relies heavily on a structural interpretation of 

music, specifically a Levi-Straussian structuralism.  This is not an epistemological position I am willing to 

adopt, but I think this kind of understanding of music could also be adapted to a dialogic model, in which 

the social and cultural meaning does not lie latent in structural forms, but is emergent in the activity itself.  

Despite the difference in epistemology, I found their approach particularly congruent with mine.   
lxviii Eyerman and Jamison describe this difference at greater length, and their explanation is worth noting:  

“The difference is that, while both encourage action through symbolic representation, ideology is more 

direct in what it does.  Music suggests interpretation, ideology commands it.  Ideology tells one what to 

think, how to interpret, and what to do; music is much more ambiguous and open-ended and like any art 
form contains a utopian element.  Music, like art generally, opens experience to the potentialities of life, but 

it does not necessarily proscribe or even describe them”  (1998: 46). 
lxix Small describes the social and cultural forces within the Classical music tradition that lead to a “music-

as-object” comportment in the Western tradition (1987: 50-78, 223-247)  To this description, I wedded 

ideas from Lhamon (1990), Ward (1998), and Eyerman and Jamison (1998) to assess the contribution of 

commodification and dissemination of musical product in written from in the rigidification of performance 

practice. 
lxx

 The idea of experiential social knowledge is vague and needs clarification.  The way I am using this 

term is based on Pierre Bourdieu’s “habitus” concept, in that it arises out of the socially and culturally 

patterned bodily habits and practices of ritual activity itself - in this case musicking – and is not derived 

from intellectual reflection and analysis. Unlike Bourdieu’s concept of habitus, however, the knowledge 

and its transference in musicking are not separated structurally, with the knowledge existing outside of the 

mode of transference.  Instead, the social knowledge and its meaning are co-emergent in the activity itself, 

which is congruent with the dialogic approach as outlined by Dennis Tedlock and Bruce Mannheim (1995).  

Therefore, a group’s experiential social knowledge is developed over time through an accretive process in 

which collective experience is reformed and reshaped collectively through the dialogue of individual 

experiences in musicking and ritual.  As a result of changing social and cultural circumstances, the 

collective body of experiential knowledge is continually challenged and reshaped to meet changing 
conditions.  Social knowledge leads to cultural difference through the specific trajectories of changes in 

social patterns.   

 
lxxi The work of Barbara Meyerhoff is also relevant here, particularly her ideas on Re-membering and 

definitional ceremonies in the construction of both individual and collective identity (Meyerhoff 1978; 

Meyerhoff and Ruby 1982). 
lxxii The idea for this process of “testing” out experiential counternarratives “safely” through musicking was 

influenced by Turner’s description of the liminal state as a “fructile chaos, a storehouse of possibilities, not 

a random assemblage but a striving after new forms and structures, a gestation process, a festation of modes 

appropriate to postliminal experience” (1986: 42).  This quote prompted me further to explore the qualities 

of liminality in The Ritual Process.   
lxxiii Reminder to the reader that use of  the “imagined community” concept is detailed in the preface. 
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lxxiv I see the national dissemination of black cultural product as the primary difference between the post 

WWI and post WWII periods.  While jazz did enjoy national popularity after the first world war, it was the 

only medium that did.  The achievements of artists and writers during and after the Harlem Renaissance 

were recognized mostly in a small circle of whites.  Remember too that Ku Klux Klan membership – one of 

several hate groups – was at its highest in the post-WWI period, so recognition of blacks would have been 

undoubtedly more difficult.  Except for jazz, black popular music enjoyed regional and racial 

dissemination.  After World War II, however, black cultural product received national distribution, and the 

excesses of the Klan were noted increasingly by many southerners.  Ward (1998), Franklin and Moss 

(2000), and Lhamon (1990) provide excellent coverage of the differences in social ethos in the post-World 

Ward periods.  
lxxv Lhamon (1990: 1-24, 38-46), Eyerman and Jamison (1998: 74-106), and Ward (1998: 19-56) are 

excellent sources for understanding the impact of radio and records on black consciousness and identity, as 
well the its impact on white America. 
lxxvi Brian Ward notes this social and cultural dialectic and ties it to W.E.B. DuBois’ notion of “double-

consciousness” to describe the vocal group phenomenon in the black community:  “Black vocal groups of 

the 1950s, like other black performers and artists – indeed, like most black Americans – existed in a sort of 

cloven experiential, psychological and musical environment.  They operated at the intersection of several 

overlapping heritages, exemplifying in tn their ambitions and reflecting in their music a vocalized version 

of the ‘double-consciousness’ which W.E.B. DuBois located as the central feature of the black American 

experience” (Ward 1998: 58).   
lxxvii To underscore the significance of this participatory interaction, I also looked to Carl Werner (1999) 

and Brian Ward (1998).  Werner’s contribution was more general concerning the blurred distinction 

between performer and audience in the development of cultural expressions – and I want to point out that 
this blurred distinction was a necessary condition in this process.  Werner’s contribution is summarized in 

the section conclusion:  “For African American performance to work, the performer must receive a 

response, whether the rallying of the beloved community around the women who were redefining everyone 

as leaders, the chaotic participation of the crowd greeting the landing of George Clinton’s P-Funk 

mothership, or the intense concentration – punctuated by cries of ‘Yes, Lord!’ and ‘Tell it!’ – that the 

Washington audience gave Martin and Mahalia.  At its core, call and response is the African American 

form of critical analysis, a process that draws on the experience and insights of the entire community” 

(1999: 14)  Brian Ward’s contribution dealt more specifically with black vocal groups, emphasizing the 

role of street audience in shaping the cultural expressions of the black vocal group.  He writes that in 

developing their distinctive styles, black vocal groups employed “mechanisms associated with oral and folk 

traditions” (Ward 1998: 69).  He writes that “at the neighborhood level, instant feedback from those rivals 

and friends who gathered to hear the latest quartets, quintets and sextets perform enabled audiences to 
influence the sound, sense, and style of the vocal groups directly” (ibid). 
lxxviii Ward’s elaboration on the blending process in which European musical forms were incorporated into 

African American performance practice is best summarized in the following:  “Although the penetration of 

the mass media meant that young blacks were constantly exposed to the influence of white musical styles, 

the de facto residential segregation of their community and its educational facilities provided a relatively 

secluded racial environment with which they could cultivate their own forms of musical expression, 

drawing from an eclectic range of proximate and distant influences” (1998: 59).  
lxxix Lhamon (1990), Ward (1998), Werner (1999) are good sources for understanding the social 

complexities associated with the crossover success of black popular music and its affect on white America. 
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